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The interrelations between Israeli State, Society and the Court throughout 50 years are 

analyzed. It is suggested that the Court has been assigned, and taken on, three 

complementary roles: it has become an effective communication channel between an 

untmsîwoahy, over-bureaucratic and inefficient administration and a highly political 

people; an arena for public participation in the decision-making processes; and an 

avenue through which Israelis can protest against decisions taken b y their governmental 

institutions. These roles have tumed the Court into a public arena where open critical 

discourse is exchanged between the people and the govemment. It is m e r  suggested 

that the relatively hi& esteem Israelis feel for the Court denve fiom its ability to 

advance two of Israelis' deepest and contradictory aspirations: by supporting the rule of 

law or overruling arbitrary decisions, while rernaining reluctant to interfere with security 

considerations, the Court enable Israel to rernain the ody  dernocracy in the Middle Ewt. 
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Introduction 



'We appeal to the Jewish people throughout the Diaspora to rally round the Jewr ûf 

Eretz-Israel in the tasks of immigration and upbuilding and to stand by hem in the 

great struggIe for the realization of the age-old drearn - the redemption of Israel". 

These words, sealing the Declaration of the establishment of the State of Israel 

6fty years ago, summatize the very meaning of the Israeli experience; the people in the 

land, sharing a common past in a present nascent state, to build their fiture. These 

People, that State, that future, which has became a past - is the substance of this thesis; 

the story of the interrelations between the people and their state and institutions. The 

project is ambitious, as 1 attempt to utilize social science theory in the s e ~ c e  of law, 

posîtioning the Israeli Supreme Court withùi Israeli culture and society. The goai is to 

come to understand the role the Court has come to play in the uniquely Israeli context. 

By examining the role the Israeli Supreme Court has come to play between the 

state and its citizens, this thesis will contribute to current efforts to decode the role of 

courts in societies in general, and in Israel in particular. By looking at the past and the 

present, the State and the society, the Court and the political branches, and by identimg 

the nexus of relations between the people, their representatives and their judiciary, the 

story of an overburdened cowt in an overburdened polity will be unfold. By analyzhg the 

wealaiesses of the political system, and the strengths of the judicial one, I shall explain 

why the people tumed away from tke political realm and towards the judiciary. 1 shall 

examine how the Court's transformation of the niles of standing and justiciability 

positively responded to changes within the Israeli society. By reflecting upon the desires 



and aspirations of Israelis, 1 will suggest a way to understand the Supreme Court's status 

within Israel context. 

The Israeli context is extraordinary. The next few pages wiil attempt to introduce 

its remarkable character. Much can be written, and much has been written, about Israel. 

My introduction shall only touch on the relevant issues I thought a leader should know 

in order to follow the arguments. One requires considerable familiarity with a number of 

important issues to understand Isiael. I could not review them dl. 1 had to choose, a d  

hope that what 1 have chosen to highlight will prove an interesthg and persuasive read. 

On May 14 1948, the State of Israel was declared as a pariiamentary republic. 

David Ben Gurion read the Declaration of lndependencel and the members of the 

provisional Council signed ie. Israel was not merely a new parliamentary republic, it was 

also the f ist  and only Javish state. n i e  establishment of the Israeli State marked the full 

realization of the aims of modem political Zionism - a movement built on centuries of 

Jewish history, tradition and longing. Modem political Zionism was centered on the 

realization of a 2000 year old dream - the aeation of a Jewish state that would link the 

' For an English translation of the Declaration of Independence see D.J. Elazar' Constimtionalrsrn: The 
ïsraeli and American fiperiences (Lanham: University Press Of America, 199 1) at 2 10. 

The Provisionai Council of State was the direct continuation of the People's Council, and was supposed 
to serve as the Iegislative authority until an elected constituent assembly was convened. The Provisional 
Govermnent - the executive arm of the People's Councii - was supposed to serve as the executive authority. 
For the chronological events see D. Horowitz & M. Lissak, Trouble in Utopia: Ttie overburdened PoIity of 
Israel (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1989) at 156-1 57. 



Jewish people with a specific geographic area - Eretz 1srae13. The establlslirnent of the 

State was not just a mean: it was the end itseIf: This goal was to be achieved through an 

ongoing eEort. It began with the tifit movment of immigrants to come to Palestine 

during the late 1880s, continued with the stmggle to achieve independence for the Jewish 

people in Zion, and was to be completed in attracting Jewish immigration from al1 ofthe 

Exile. Israel's independence was the most recent phase of four thousand years of Jewish 

history, replete with episodes of persecution, E d e ,  the Holocaust and the British 

ivlandate4. Against this background one cannot overestimate the importance and 

excitement of that historical moment. May 14, 1948 was a moment of revolutionary 

changes. The IsraeIi people subscribed to the building of a new society with uncornmon 

energy and great hope. An old-new society coalesced to close a chapter in the history of 

the Jews and inaugurate a new one - the age of sovereignty6. 

Having anticipated the re-birth of the Jewish sovereign entity for over two 

thousand years, the Israelis hailed and celebrated the birth of the new State. Thek fiedom 

and rights as a communiq were at long last gained with the birth of Israel. Only in the 

Jewish state could their rights, both as individuals and as a comrnunity be recognized. 

The Iand of Israel. See B. Reich & G.R. Keival, fsrael: Land of Tradition and Confict (BouIder. 
Westview Press, 1993) 39; S. Avineri, The Making of hfudern ZionrSrn: The fntellectual Origzgzns of the 
Jewiih State (New York: Basic Books, 198 1); D. Vital, Zionkm: The Crucial Phase (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 1987); W. Laqueur, A History of Zionism (New York: Holt and Winston, 1972). 
The Exile, the HoIocaust and persecution are explicitiy mentioned in the Declaration of Independence as 

clear demonstrations of the urgency of solving the problem of Jewish home1essness. See, supra, note 1. 
I.S. Troen & N.  Lucas (eds.), Israel: The F h t  Decade of Independence (Albany: State University of New 

York f ress, 1995) at 1. 
On the utopian terms in which writers and journaIists anticipated the state and their commiîment to shared 

values largely associated with Labcr Zionism see E. Spicehander, "The Fiction of the "Generation in the 
Land" in I.S. Troen & N .  Lucas (Eds.), bruel: The First Decade of Independence (Albany: State University 
of New York Press, 1995) at 265. 



These nghts had long been denied throughout the Jewish expetience in the Diaspora. As 

the fiilfïiiment of an impossible political dream became tangible, Israeli state and society 

united to assure the miraculous moment would not go by. 

Energy, hope and muhial support were essential as the young state soon 

encountered enormous difficulties and problems which threatened its very existence. 

While Ben-Gurion ceremoniously read out the Declaration of Independence, the d e s  

of the Arab states entered Palestine and engaged in an open warfare with the defense 

forces of the new state7. Floods of immigrants f?om all over the world doubled Israel's 

population within its first four Poor natural resources, combined with the 

burdens of war and mass immigration, created an unstable economy. Inflation, 

devaluation of the Israeli cmenq- and austerÎty followedg. These dire circumstances, as 

weIl as the general cornmitment to a welfare state led to the developrnent of a very 

centralized and powerful govenunent in lsraello. 

From its inception, Israel's existence has been threatened by enemies fiom 

without and public peace has been disturbed by terronsts fiom within. Israelis lived in 

' ûn the War of Independence see J. Kimche & D. Kimche, A Clash of Destinies: The A r a b - J ' h  War 
and the Founding of the State of Israei (New York: Praeger, 1960); N. Lorch, The Edge of the Sword- 
&rad's War of Independence 1947-2949 (New York: Putmu, 196 1); L.R Banks, Tom Country= An Oral 
HrStory of the Imaeli Var of independence (New York: Watts, 1982); 
* On the immigration issue see M. Sicron, Immigration to I s d  1948-1953 (Jenisalem: Falk htitute and 
Central Bureau of Statistics, 1957); H. Darin-DraSkin, Housing and ïinmigrants Absorption in IsraeZ 1948- 
1949 (Tel-Aviv: Gadish Books, 1955) (In Hebrew); J. T. Shuval, Immigrants on the TIrreshoId (New York: 
Atherton Press, 1963). 

On the economical situation see N. 1. Gross, "The Economic Regime During Israel's First Dec~x& in 
I.S. Troen & N. Lucas (Eds.), Israel: The First Decade of Independence (Albany State University of New 
York Press, 1995) 23 1; Y.  Aharoni, The Isruel!' Economy: Dreams and Real i t i~ (London: Routledge, 
199 1). 



constant fear that the country's independence and very existence was at riski '. During its 

fifty year existence, Israel has had the need to go to war six times with its neighbors- It 

has also had to counter incessant threats of hostilities and terrorist attacks. Under such 

circumstances, lsrael developed a high level of war preparedness, devoting enormous 

human and materiai resources towards sec-. Protecting the state quickly became the 

most important objective of its political system and top decision-makers; national 

security was fiom the very beginning been at the top of national priorities'2. An 

enduring state of emergency was imposed in Israel in May 1948. Vast powers were 

vested in the executive han&" to assure rapid action in times of crises. By so doing, 

some power was taken away fiom other branches of government, especidy, the 

legislative, weakening the Israeli Parliament - the KnessetL4. 

A weak parliament not only results from a strong government. Other factors, 

some of them unique to the Isrseli political system, contrïbuted as well. The election 

system was based on proportional representation, with one national constituency. 

'O 1- Zamir, "Administrative Law7 in 1. Zamir & A. Zysblat, Public l m  in Imel  (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 
1996) at 18. 
I I  See, for example, B. Kimmerling, The Intmpted System: Israeli Civilians in War and Routine Time 
(New Brunswick, U.S.A.: Transaction Books, 1985). The acîual existence of a serious danger to lsrael is 
almost uncontested See M, Hohung, Democracy, Law and National Security in lsrael (Aldershot: 
Damiouth Publishing, 1996), especialiy page 45. 
l2 Ibid at 47; Reich & Keival, supra, note 3 at 140-143; 172-179; D. Horowitz, "1s Israel A Ovrison 
State?'(l977), 3 The Jerusalem Quarterly 58; M. Lissak (Ed,), Lsraeli Society und fis Defeme 
Establishment (London: Frank Cas,  1984). 
13 Inter Alia, IegisIative powers. See Hohung, supra, note 1 1 at 47-5 1. 
14 On the comection between a strong govenzment and weaker parliaments see Hofiung, Ibid. On the 
Knesset see: A. Zidon, Knesset: The Parliment of hrael (New York: Herzl Press, 1967); E.S. Likhovski, 
Israel's Parliament: The Law of the &esset (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 197 1); G.S. Mahler, The 
Knesset: Parliament in the kraeli Political System (Rutherford, N.J.: Fairleigh Dickenson University Press, 
198 1); S. Sager, The Parliamentary System in Israel (Syracuse: Syracuse University Press, 1985). On the 
Israeli Government see: J. Badi, The Government of the State of Israel: A Crirical Account of Its 
Purliament, Executive, and Judiciary (New York: Twayne Publishers, 1963); Y. Freudenheim, Govemment 



Because of the relatively low threshold needed to gain representation in the parliament, 

the IsraeIi Knessot are composed of numerou partiesL5. Since even the Iarger parties 

cannot gain a majority, coalition agreements are necessary to constitute the goveniment, 

resulting in the actual control of the govemment over the Knesset Consequently the 

Knesset cannot fultill its role as the executive's ~ u ~ e r v i s o r ~ ~ .  ln addition, strict party 

discipline leaves the Knesset an unimaginative and passive institutionL7. These issues 

will be elaborated on in chapters two and three. 

Political parties are such an important feature in Israel that it was once named the 

Parteinstaat - the Party statels, and IsraeIi Knessot have contained between ten to twenty 

parties. These parties were the dominant political power in the Yishuv - the Jewish 

community in pre-1948 Palestine - and continued to be the ultimate charnel of political 

participation and the powerfid middleman between the citizens and the government'g. 

Israel's political parties have gone through substantial numbers of mergers and splits, 

in Israel (Dobbs Ferry, N.Y.: Oceana Publications, 1967);G.S. Mahler, Government and Politics in a 
Maturing State (New York: Harcourt Brace Janovich, 1989). 
15 Knessot is p l d  of Knesset. On Israeli elections see: V. Bogdanor, "The Electoral System, Govelament, 
and Democracy" in E- Sprinzak & L. Diaxrnd, I.rael D~??ZOC~QC~ Under S ~ e s s  (Boulder, L y ~ e  R i e ~ e r  
Publishers, 1993) 83; A. Anan (ed,), The Election in kael-1969 (Jerusalem: Jenisalem Academic Press, 
1972); A. Arian (ed.), The Election in Israel-1981 (New Brunswick: Transaction Books, 1984) 
L6 A. Anan, The Choosing People Voting Behavior in h a e l  (Cleveland: Case Western Reserve University 
Press, 1973);. 
" Anyone who has watched the Israeli Knesset in actioa, would undermine this idea at b t  glance. Afier 
dl, Knesset debates are exîremely 'hot' and passionate. The Knesset is a viirant parliament in tfiat sense. 
Yet passionate debates rarely ever Iead to fkn or revolutionary action. The Knesset is thus like a barking 
dog that never bites. 

B. Akzin, 'The Role of the Parties in Israeli Democracy" in S.N. Eisenstadt (ed.), Integmtion and 
Development in Israel (Jerusalem: Hebrew University Press, 1970) at 4; Reich & Keival, supra, note 3 at 
93. 
l9 On political participation in general see: L. Mitbrath, Political Pmtic@ation (Chicago: Rand McNally, 
1972); R. J. Dalton, Cirizen Politics in Western Dernocrucies (Chatham, NJ: Chatham House, 1988). Un the 
Xsraeli politicai parties see: D. M. Zohar, Political Parîies in krael: me Evolution of kraeli Democracy 
(New York Praeger Publishers, 1974); M. WolfEsohn, I s d ,  PoIi& Socie', and Economy 1882-1986 
(Atlantic Highlands, NJ: Humanities Press, 1987). 



disagreements and reconciliation as a result of ideological differences, policy 

disagreements, and personality clashes. They are dso tightly organized and highly 

centralized, with party authority exercised over member's activities in vimially all areas 

of political concem. Yet until very recently, the electorate could not even determine a 

party's lido. Due to coalition agreements signed after the elections, the voters lost their 

innuence over the goverr~ment's composition. 

Coalition agreements entail bargaining. Bargaining entails deals and counter- 

deals. Corruption began to infiltrate Israeli political culture shortly following the birth of 

the state2'. The rule of the game was ''you scratch my back, 1'l.l scratch yours". As a 

result, public tmst in politics in general and in the political parties in particular declined 

tremendously. The loss of confidence in the political parties had severe consequences. 

As parties have long been the public traditional and ultimate political communicatian 

and participation charnel, Israeli ciLens were now lefi without a trustfù1 rniddeman to 

truly represent their needs and interests, while negotiating with the state's 

administration? 

'O The Knesset candidates were choscn not by the public, but by the party's tend commiîiee. Thus, the 
voters could not 'write in' names, delete, or change the order of the candidates. That changed in 1992, as 
the Labor party, foiiowed by the Likud, introduced a new election system whereas the voters influence the 
party's kt. Bogdanor, supra, note 15, 
" E. Sprinzak, Every Man Whatroever 1s Right In Hk Own Eyes - ïllegulim in Israeli Society ÇTel-Aviv: 
Sifiiat Poalim Publishing, 1986) (In Hebrew); P.Y- Meddingy Mnpai in Isruel: Political Organization und 
Govemment in a Nau Society (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1972). 
22 That situation aggxavated once Mapai - the rnost signincant party ficorn the Yishuv fimes and up until 
1977 - lost its hegemony. Long after Mapai's power was broken, no alternative political power took over. 
Consequently, the people &O lost their political elite, and were lefi without networks to comunicate with 
the new govemment and state's officials. On Mapai hegemony see: Y. Shapiro, "The End of the Dominant 
Party System" in A. Arian (ed), Election in &ruel-1977 (Jerusalem: Academic Press, 1980); Y. Shaph, An 
Elite Wthout Successors: Generation of Political Leaders in Israel (Tel-Aviv: Sifiiat Poaliro, 19%j (In 
Hebrew); 



Against this backdrop, other modes of political participation emerged. Informal 

participation has become a common feature of political participation in Israel of the 

1980s: mass protest, provocation and grassroots political activism2-'. Contemporaneously, 

society 's cleavages, although long-standing and sharp, becarne ~nmana~eab le~~ .  Civil 

society's components - undeveloped dining the early decades - became an increasingly 

important part of the Israeli landscape. The 1982 war in Lebanon precipitated a crisis in 

Iegitimacy. It broke society's deepest consensus, its war-time soli da rit^? Other 

developments reflected the contours of a changing society. But while Israeli society 

experienced profound modifications, the Israeli polity remaineif paralyzed. Between 1 984 

and 1990, a number of National Unity Government mled the country, constituted Iiom 

both the Likud and the Labor parties - the two biggest parties in Israel. The result was 

stalemate. Both the Knesset and the govemment avoided acting or deciding on 

controversial issues, as they were constrained by veto-agreements. Politics becarne an 

ever-lasting chase to preserve and improve one's position at the expense of one's political 

rival. 

S .  Lehman-Wilzig, Wildfie: Grassroo~ Revolts in Israel in the Post-Socialist Era (Albany: State 
University of New York Press, 1992); S. Lehan-Wig ,  Public Protest in Israel, 1949-I992 (Ramat-Gan, 
Bar-Ilan University Press, 1992) (In Hebrew); G. Wolfsfeld, ''The Politics of Provocation Revisited: 
Participation and Protest in Israei" in E. Sprinzak & L. Diamon4 Lsrael Democracy Under Stress (Boulder: 
Lynne Reinner Publishers, 1993) 199 at 200 (Hereinafter: "The Politics of Provocation Revisited"); G. 
Wolfsfehi, The Politics of Provocation: PartrC@ation and Protest in Israel (Albany University of New 
York Press, 1988). 
'' Israel is a divided society. Consider the mauy divisions: the Arab-Jevsish cleavage, the religious-smular, 
ethno-cultural, and class cleavage, see Horowitz & Lissak, supra, note 2, especially Chapter 2; S.N. 
Eisenstadt, The Transfonnation of Israeli Sozieîy (Bouder: Westview Press, 1985) 
25 On the Lebanon war and its implications of society see: Z. ChifY & E.  Ya'ari Lrrael's Lebanon War (New 
York: Simon and Schuster, 1984); S. Helman, Conscientious Objection to Military Service as an Attempt tu 
Redefine the Contents of Citzkemhli, (Ph-D. dissertation, Hebrew University, 1993); R Gai, "Cornmitment 
and Obedience in the Military: An Israeli Case Study" (1985), 11:4 Anned Forces and Society 553; E. 
Inbat, "The 'Wo Choice War" debate in Israel" (1989), 12:l Journal of Strategic Studies 22. 



It was also durhg the 1980s' that the Israeli Supreme Court became an important 

actor, coming to stand as an intermediary between the state and its ~it izens~~.  The 

Supreme Court has a dual fùnction. It is both the highest appeal court in civil and 

criminal matters as well as the High Court of ~ u s t i c e ~ ~ .  In this latter function, the Com 

sits at f b t  instance to adjudicate at its discretion on all administrative matters and cases 

where it sees fit to ensure j ~s t i ce *~ .  Although Israel has no formai constitution, the HCJ 

has also reviewed many Knesset and governent decisions, using the d e  of law doctrine 

to justiS, its inter~ention~~. 

Commentators have accounted for the broad judicial review exercised as the 

HCJ in a number of ways. Some cite the Court's spirit of activism since the 1 %Os, as a 

simultaneous occurrence with the Govemment and Knesset deadlocdO. Others have 

claimed that the Supreme Court promotes a sense of national unity in a divided 

society? While each of these theories focuses on one out of the three actors (i.e., on the 

Court, or the political branches, or society), this papa attempts to delve more deeply 

into the features of Israeli society, political culture and the Court in order to better 

26 The judicial system in Israel is composed of religious and civil courts. The civil justice system is made 
up of three levels: magistraie and district courts and, on the top of the pyramid, the Supreme Court. 
" Or HCJ - the abbreviation of the High Court of Justice that will be used throughout this paper. 
'' Section 15(c)-15(d) of the Basic Law: Adjudication, 38 L.S.I. 101 (1984). 
29 Chapter four deais with this phenomenon in detail. 
30 See chapter four; see also: M. Hofinmg, 'The Unintended Consequences of Unplanned Constitutional 
Reform: Constitutional Politics in Israei" (1996), 444 American Journal of Comparative Law 585; D. 
Kretpner, 'Torty Years of Public Law" (1990), 24:3 Israel Law Review 341; 1. Zamir, 'Xuie of Law and 
Civil Liberties in Israel" (1988), 7 Civil Justice QuarterIy 64; 1. Zamir, "Courts and Politics in Israel" 
(1990), Public Law 523; S. Netanyahu, "The Supreme Court of Israel: A Safeguard of the Rule of Law" 
(1 993), 5 Pace International Law Review 1. 
31 M. Ede- Couris, Politics und Culture in h e l  (CharlottesVill..University Press of Virginia, 1994). 



understand their interrelations. Focusing on its administrative decisions as the High 

Court of Justice, this paper suggests that the Court has taken on three complementary 

roles. First it has become an effective communication channel between an 

untnistworthy, over-bureaucrabc and inefficient administration and a highly political 

and concerned people. Second, it provides an arena for public participation32 in +he 

decision-makuig processes. It bridges the gap between centralist, close-fit elite, party- 

oriented and party-controlled poIitical representatives, and the average citizen who 

enjoys little influence in the public sphere. Third, the Court has become an avenue 

through which Israeli citizens can immediately protest against decisions and actions 

taken by their govermental institutions. Thus the Court provides another platform for 

protesting. These three roles have in effect tumed the Court into a public arena, where 

open crîtical discourse is exchanged between the people and the government. 

This paper suggests two main explanations for the transformation of the Court 

into an arena of participation, communication and protest. First, the Israeli Court 

represents an antithesis to the experïence Israeiis have with their legislative and 

executive branches of govemment. Whereas the latter are perceived as partisans, 

manipulatecl, corruptible and ultimately paralyzed, the Supreme Court is perceived as a 

professional, rational, practical, responsive and neutrd institution33. Whereas the 

3' Such a role of the court was recognized by Chayes, claiming: "...PopuIar participation in it [the new 
mode1 Iawsuit of the public iaw litigation - g-d.] is not done through the vote or by representation in the 
Iegislature". A. Chayes, "The Role of the Judge in Public Law Litigation" (1976), 89 Harvard Law Review 
1281 at 1316. 
33 For example, ali judges, including those of the Supreme Court, are appointed by the Judicial Selection 
Cornmittee, which is composed o l  the following members: the Minister of Justice (chair), one other 
govemment Minister, two Members of the Knesset (selected by secret ballot), the President of the Supreme 
Court, two other Justices of the Supreme Court selected by their colleagues on the court, and two practicuig 



bureaucratie elite and the political system seem small, cohesive, closed and 

unapproachable, the Supreme Court is accessible to Inasmuch as the administrative 

machinery is inefficient, subject to coalition agreements and inattentive to the ' M e  

citizeny, the Court hears petitions relatively promptly, and issues decrees which force the 

govenunent to adhere to the d e  of law and administrative bodies to supply satisfactory 

answers to a c l a h  or a contention35. 

This paper additionally proposes that the Supreme Court offers Israelis the 

possible realization of two of their deepest desires and inherently contradictory 

aspirations. Israelis take pride in the fact that Israel is the only 'real' democracy in the 

Middle East. This pride derives fiom the fact that Israel managed to keep its democratic 

regirne notwithstanding the constant threat to its very existence. Israelis want to be part 

of the Western world, yet acknowledge their great difficuity in achieving this aspiration 

due to their geopolitical situation. They want to have a Western polity, with an 

accountable civil service and d e  of law at the same time as they need their m y  and 

security amis fiee to defend their survival. 

- - - - -  -- - 

lawyers representing the Chamber of Advocates. Thus, politicians constitute the minonty of this Committee, 
reducing politicai Muence. The way judges are selected and appointed thus seems to be in direct 
contradiction to the way coalitions are created and offices and ministries are distn'buted For a detailed 
survey on the way judges are appointed in Israel see: S. Shetreet, Justice in Israel: A Study of the iiraeli 
Judiciary (Dordrecht: Martinus Nijhioff Publisbers, 1994). 
" The administrative fee to nle a petition to the High Court of Justice has cost in 8/97 about 300 NIS 
(about 120 Canadian Dollars). At rhat tirne, to £de a civil appeal has cost about 2,900 NIS (about 1 160 
Canadian Dollars); and to hle a civil case was either 2.5% h m  the amount sued (which is divided to 1.25% 
paid the moment the case is submitted, and the latter 1.25% after the pre-judiciaI had ended) or a f ied 
pricc pursuant the judicial remedy desired. Further, due to developments in both standing and justiciability 
doctrines, which will be explored in chqter four, practicaIly everyone c m  pebtion to the HCJ repding 
everything. 
35 AlthoUgh the same judges sit in boih appeals and petitions, a dinerent queue is designed for the HCJ. 
Petitions are usualiy considered more quickly. important or burning matters are heard as Grst pnority. If a 



The Supreme Court advances these aspirations. It supports the rule of law, 

overrules arbitrary govenunent decisions or scnipulously probes the administrative 

machinay on the one hand, as it remains reluctant to interfère with sec* 

considerations or security-onented decisions on the other. The Supreme Court thus 

enables Israelis to expand their democracy without endangering their own existence; to 

add liberal components to its democratic system, yet limiting these components to the 

groups that do not imperil the overall legal order; to rernain the only h o c r a c y  in the 

Middle East. 

The Court, dong with the IDF (Israeli Defense Forces) and with the State 

~orn~t ro l le r '~ ,  enjoys the most public t m t  according to surveys3'. These institutions are 

perceived to contribute more to the state than the Knesset, the Governrnent or the 

political parties. Seen togetha* these three bodies enable Israelis to control and criticize 

their state's leaders yet love and cherïsh their country. As one satirkt has recently stated: 

'We have a beautifid country, too bad the State is ruining it3*. 

The £irst chapter will set out a theory of the relationship between state and civit 

society to provide a kamework for the Israeli example. I will posit a 'regime change' 

petition seem to contain a chance, a decree nisi is usually ordered, asking the relevant respondents to submit 
written matenal within thirty days. 
36 Israel's State ComptroUer is the institution which has the authority to control and scrutinize the actions of 
govenimental bodies. Each year it presents an annuai report regarding its hnings.  In the last ten years, 
Miriam Ben-Porat, former Supreme Court judge, was Israel's State ComptroIler. She acquired the 
reputation of a brave, anti-corruption fighter ready to probe every govemmentd decision and the People's 
delegate in making sure the administration fuoctions properly and justly. 
37 On this point see broadly on chapter four. 



mode1 in the interrelations of state and civil society: a transition fiom relations through 

which each bolster each other, to relations that weaken and undemine each other. The 

discussion will focus on the Supreme Court's growing function ES an intermediary 

between state and society in the context of this transition. Of particular interest is the 

Court's expanding use of its judicial review power in public law litigation. 

The second chapter will consider some specific court cases, starting in the late 

1960s, in which the Court interfered with the Knesset and Govenunent authorities. 

These cases reveal a pattern acted upon a wide range of important issues. By default or 

by design, both the Knesset and Govenunent did not resist judicial intervention even 

though there was a question as to whether the Court had the requisite authority. Again 

and again, they abstained fiom asking the Court to step back. By conceding the function 

of judicial review to the Court, the Court could decide petitions brought before it. Thus, 

the Court built its new role on the weakness, divisiveness and passivity of the political 

branches, 

By looking at some recent changes within Israeli society, the third chapter 

suggests three ways in which civil society employs the Court as its mean to cope Mth 

state bureaucracy and political paralysis. The halls of the High Court of Justice have 

become the locus for protesting against administrative action or inaction, 

communicating with govemmental offïcials and administrators, and participating in the 

decision-making processes. 1 propose to see the Court as a public arena in which state 

and society in Israel meet and address each other- These three fiulctions are the outcome 

of a politically hstrated society, which is eager to influence its own destiny. 

- .- - - - 

38 The words of J. Gefen, a Israeli publicist, as quoted in Haaretz supplement, June 6 1998 at page 22. 



The fourth chapter explores why the Court took on itself these fùnctions, as well 

as the judicial review one, thai is, why it did not exercise its discretion to disaIlow these, 

as well as other, peiitions. To provide a sufficiently broad basis for analysis, 1 contrast 

the present extent of judicial review to the state of flairs in the early years of the Israeli 

Supreme Court, which 1 characterize as the "Zionist days". The nedy developed 

judicial fimction has many roots. The discussion makes reference to societal, judicial 

and political causes and explanations. These suggested causes and explanations will 

help us deepen our understanding of the position the Supreme Court came to acquire 

within Israeli society. 

In the epilogue, 1 wiU maiyze two recent decisions of the HCJ against the 

background analysis provided. Both the reasons these petitions were submitted to the 

Court, and the Court's decisions and reasoning serve to illuminate the insights offered in 

this thesis, and to engage the fiamework for understanding these, and many o t h q  

petitions submitted to the Israeli Hi& Court of Justice on a routine basis. 
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1 Introduction 

In the next few paragraphs, 1 will introduce examples of four incidents in Israeli 

socieS; occurring in its f h t  decade, and in its fifth. The examples revolve around the 

interplay between state, courts and society, and illustrate the profound changes that have 

taken place. They will provide a backdrop against which to decode state-court-society 

relations in Israel- 

In 1952, Chief Justice Smora fiom the Israeli Supreme Court sent a letter to the 

Knesset, asking it to dedicate a session for discussing a recent attack on the judiciq by 

the Minister of Justice in the Knesstt. The Prime Minister, David Ben-Gurion, returned 

the unread letter to Justice Smora, declaring the letter to be a brutal invasion into the 

legislative domain. 

In 1953, a group of law students spontaneously organized to assist the young 

Israeli State in absorbing the waves of immigration. After a few months of working in the 

immigrants' transit camps, the volunteers started criticizing the Labor official clerks and 

its govemment leaders, in newspapers and pamphlets, claiming they had witnessed 

corruption, neglect and discrimination towards the immigrants fiom state authorities. In 

response to these accusations, a label suit was instituted against the law students, who 

were reprimanded by the Supreme Court for turning the court into a political arms and 

weakening the struggling state. 



In 1992, Chief Justice Barak sent a letter to the Knesset's 'Constitution, Law and 

Justice committee', asking it to consider some of his illuminations on the latest draft of 

the Basic Law: Human Rights and Dignity. The Minister of Justice dedicated a whole 

K n e ~ e t  session to discussing Chief Justice Barak's comments on the legislation 'in 

respect of the mighty commentator and the important comments'. 

In 1992 the Israeli Supreme Court upheld a petition that asked the Court to declare 

that the Prime MUiister must discharge a minister who had been indicted on counts of 

hud. The appeal was fïled by the 'Movement for Qualitative Govemment' - a social 

association which aims at keeping pure mords and clean hands withui the authorities 

branches. 

These examples involve the interrelations of three actors: state or government 

representatives, civil society's figures, and the judiciq. 1 will refer to and analyze these 

examples throughout this study in order to M y  understand their implications, and the 

changes they reflect. It is necessary to continue with a definition to these three main 

concepts, as well as with an introduction to state-society relations as it is upon this theory 

that I will place the Israeli case stiidy. 

I[I The State 

According to Weber's classical definition, the modern state has four formal 

characteristics; a legal order (that is, an on-going organizational structure which includes 

the varied executive, legislative and the judicial institutions), a monopoly over the use of 



force, a territorial base and a population1. This dennition is ofien used as a starting point 

for m e r  studies concerned with the state. Nettle, for example, adds functional 

dimensions to Weber's defition; the state is a collectiviîy that combines a set of 

functions and structures in order to generdize their applicability, as well as an 

institutionalization of power; it represents a unit Nt international relations, politiçs and 

law, thus servllig as the mediator between intrasocietal and extrasocietal flows of action; 

it represents an autonomous collectivity, distinct nom the arena of society, although the 

degree of the distinction is an empïrical variable that changes fiom one collectivity or era 

to another, and it is also a socio-cultural phenornenon, organizing common expenences 

for subjects and functioning as a nation-builde?. 

The third component has received the most attention, and has been the focus of 

much scholarship. Scholars dispute what belongs to the state autonomous collectivity: 

some argue that the analysis category of state should parallel that of the government or 

the administration, while others belixe the state arena should be analytically limited to 

contain the political leadership alone3. 1 do not purport to decide what are, or should bey 

the state's boundaries or what should be included and excluded fiom this category, 

p r e f d g  a practical solution. The state, in this papa, encompasses the government, the 

legislature and the bureaucracy - those people and institutions that translate and 

implement the abstract notion of a state to an every-day experïence. Withui the specific 

' M. Weber, in: T. Parsons, ed., The Theory of Social and Economic Organization (NY:Free Press, 1964) 
at 156. 

J. P. NettIe, "The State as a conceptual variable" (1968) 20:4 WorId Politics 559 at 562-565. 
B.A. Rockman, ''Minciing t6e State- Or a State of Mind: Issues in the Comparative conceptualization of 

the State" (1990) 26 Comparative Political Studies, 25. 



Israeli context of the h t  state years, as will later be explauied4, the hegemony of the 

Mapai party and its leaders over the political system, entails Mapai's inclusion in the state 

arenaS. 

AdditionaIly, scholars, especially in contemporary studies, focus on the questions of 

state autonomy and state capacity, to wit, the ability of the state to supply different 

institutions which will fulf3.l different roles, and the scope of the state's comections and 

interrelations with the organizations of society6. 

Indeed, states differ in the degree of autonomy they possess and their relations with 

other societal institutions. Some argue that in societies with an established tradition of 

statehood, the state itself is the pnvider of the central administration, canying tasks 

conventionally considered to be ones of the political parties. Further, society's 

sovereignty is identified with the state, and law officiais (such as judges) become the 

state's servants. In contrast, in stateless societies, the states' functions are carried away by 

autonomous institutions; sovereignty is identified with the law and the legal fiulctions; 

See infî-a, pages 69-70. 
5 Admittedly, political parties are usually accounted as civil society's pillars. See J. Keane, Civif Society 
and the State: N m  European Perspectives (London: Verso, 1988) at 19-20. The Israeli context, I suggest, 
resided political parties, especially the hegemonic Mapai, sornewhere within the state sphere. 
' The question of state capacity has been the focus of a great deai of attention due to the evolving literaîure 
on the 'overioaded' states and the 'paralyzed Leviathan' that states had tumed to become. Recent studies 
depict the state as both weak and strong: the expansion of the public sector into numerous fields, spheres 
and tasks, resulted in a dispersai of power which made it harder for the state to coordinate and contxol its 
multiple branches and population. See K. Banting, "Images of the Modem State: an Introduction" in: K. 
Banting: ed, State and Sociew Canada in Comparative Perspective (Toronto: University of Toront~ Press, 
1986) 1. State capacity was also a measure qf state power. State power is measured by the degree of state 
autonomy - that is the range of actions which the state elite is empowered to undertake without routine, 
institutionalized negotiation with civil society groups and by the degree of h t r u c t u r e  power - that is the 
capacity of the state to penetrate civil society, implement its politicai decisions and coordinate the activities 



parties cary a much Larger functional weight, enjoying authority and legitimization; law 

is autonomous, while Law officials f o m  a distinct professional caste, fiilfilling some of 

the state's fiinctions (like social change); and different interest groups atternpt to impose 

their own noms on the whole society? 

This paper will m p t  to challenge this 1 s t  argument by anaiyzing the case of the 

Israeli state. By probing into the early yeam of IsraeI, when the Jewish society lacked an 

established tradition of statehood, one will fïnd that, contrary to the above assmnption8, 

the Israeli state succeeded in providing for the basic needs of its population. The state was 

able to fulfill its many roles by transferring powers fkom the political parties that reigned 

in the pre-state era, to the state's hands, thereby creating an hegemonic parallelism 

between the State and the Mapai Party. Further, the Jewish society's sovereignty not only 

identified with the state; society's sovereignty materialized only through the creation of 

the Israeli state. During these h t  years, the political leadership dictated the noms for the 

whole society. The State's values also penetrated the levels of law officials9. 

Two decades later, and against al1 expectations, that tenor changed; the more the 

state established itself, the more it lost power and fünctions in favor of societal 

institutions. The state had difficulties detennining society's noms or influencing its 1.a~ 

officials' functioning. 1 believe the Israeli case suggests that even in societies that lack an 

within this realm. See M. Mann, "The Autonomous Power of the State: Its Origins, Mechanisms and 
Resulcs" in J.A. Hall, (Ed) States in Hktory (New York Basil Blackweli, 1986) 109. 
' Netue, supra, note 2 at 579-588. 

On the noveity of the establishment of the State of Israel see the introduction, as weil as chapter three, 
r n a y  pages 58-6 1. 
9 In the early days, the Court hailed the state - the Jewish state - as a cardinal and supreme value in the 
political and social order. See P. Lahav, "The Supreme Court of Israel: Formative Years, 1948-1955" 
(1990), 11:l Studies in Zionism 45 at 46, See also on thïs point in chapter fou., pages 92-100. 



established tradition of statehood the state c m  become a powerful force, as long as the 

society itself identifies with and supports the stateI0. 

An additional theme sbared by the current studies on states relates to the general 

'state of crisis' facing modern states: during the past three decades, state autonomy is 

alleged to have been reduced, resulting in three possible societal reactions - a decke in 

public trust and confidence in the goverment, a tinning away from normal channels of 

representative govefnment (to those of street demonstrations or civil disobedience) and a 

use, by the organized econornic interests, of their industrial powers for political purposes 

(for instance, political strikes)' '. Israel's relative short history sustains the alleged crisis, 

yet Ecom different processes andfor developments that are usually referred to as the factors 

behuid the crisis12. To the three societal reactions cited above (which can be detected in 

the Israeli experience as well) a fouah can be added, relevant maidy, although by no 

means solely, to the case of Israel: petitioning to the High Court of Justice. Street 

demonstrations, public protests as well as petitioning to the Supreme Court, have become 

the Israelis' alternative political channels. As will be discussed broadly in chapter three, 

Israelis, losing the public tmst and confidence they once held for their govement, found 

cornfort in their High Court of Justice. 

'O See infrii, pages 58-7 1. 
" A. H. Birch, '%litid Authority and Crisis in Comparative Perspective" in: K. Banting, ed, Stute and 
Socieîy: Canada in Comparative Perspective (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1986) 87 at 88. 
" Crains, for example, attriiutes the crisis to ment developments of massive politicization, Sec: A. Crains, 
"The Embedded State: state-society relation in Canada" in: K, Banting, ed, State and Society: Canada in 
Comparative Perspective (Toronto: University of Toronto P ~ s s ,  1986) 53. Others attri'bute it to the 
expansion of states' actions and responsi'bilities dong with processes of worfd industrialization. See 
Banting, supra, note 6 at 3. 



States' crises have resulted in a theoretical revivd of the old concept of civil 

society, and the kind of interrelations these two spheres constitute. 

Wiîh its aged, historical roots, the idea of civil society crystallized to its present 

meaning in the 18th century, and became a core concept in Hegel's The philosophy of 

~ i ~ h t s ' ~ .  For Hegel, civil society - or the civil part of society - was distinct fiom both the 

family and the state, and containeci the commerce, the market, and al1 the institutions that 

are needed for their fiinction and protection. It is a mosaic of private individuals, classes, 

goups and institutions that are not directly dependent upon the political state itsele4. 

Within this sphere of civil society, one h d s  social movements and voluntary prblic 

organizations, independent communications media and cultural institutions, political 

parties, schools and h o ~ ~ i t a l s ' ~ .  Looking back to the opening examples, we cm see that 

both the Volunteer line and the Movement for Qualitative Government were part of the 

forces operating within Israel's Civil societyL6. 

I3 E. Shils, T h e  virtue of civii society" (199 1) 26: 1 Govenunent and opposition 1. 
" I. Keane, "Remembe~g the deaf Civil society and the State fiom Hobbes to Marx and 
beyond" in J. Keane, ed., Democracy and Civil Society= on the Predicarnents of European Socialism 
(London: Verso, 1988) 3 1 at 46. 
l5 C. Maier, 'b~îroductiod' in C. Maier, ed, Changrhg Bounduri. ofthe PolircaZ: Essays on the EwZving 
Balance benveen the State and Society, Public and Private in Europe (Cambridge: Cambridge Univrxsity 
Press, 1987) 1 at 9. 
16 On this specXc point see chapter three. 



An independent judiciary and a fkee press, reporting fkeely on the activities of the 

govemment, must also exist for civil society to flourish". In addition, rights and their 

instiiutionalization are fundamental principles of a modem civil s ~ c i e t ~ ~ ~ .  Civil socieîy 

also contains a political-cultural dimension, since it sometimes involves seeking to alter 

the stmctures and rules of politicslg, and carrying the idea of citizenship, of citizens that 

wish to Mfill their right to participate in discussions of and decisions about public issues 

and the common good20. By participating in the public sphere, civil society can find the 

c5nnovative forms of limiting.. . the administrative  tat te"^'. 

IV State-civil societv reIations 

Many savants have connected civil society to the Western history of democracy, 

because of the participatory role civil society plays within the discussions and decisions 

about public issuesu. In Western democracies, civil society was perceived as a political 

co~nmunity, which coasummates the state's mechanisms and stands alongside the state2? 

Civil society has been classically portrayed as bolstering the state, enhancing its 

legibacy and its ability to coordinate the diverse tendencies within so~ie$~. There is 

both a passive and an active dimension to civil society: passive, in the acceptance of a 

" Shils, supm, note 13 at 7. 
'* J.L. Cohen Br A. Arato, Civil Socieîy and Political nieory (Cambridge, Mass: MIT Press, 1992) ât 440- 
442. 
l9 W. Adamson, "Gramsci and the politics of civil society" (1987) 7:4 Praxis international 320 at 320-321. 
'O S u s ,  supra, note 13 at 7. 
2L Cohen & Arato, supra, note 18 at 472. 

C. Calhoun, "Civil society and the public sphere" (1993) 5:2 Public Culture 267 at 267. 
" C. Taylor, "Modes of Civil Society" (1990) 3: 1 Public Culture 95. 
24 J.S. Migdal, "Civil Society in Israel" in E, Goldberg & J.S. Migdal (Eds.), Rules and Rights i s  the 
Middle East: Democrwy, Law and Society (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 1993) 1 18 at 120. 



certain order, and active, in its volitional element, creatùig, maintaining, and reproducing 

the moral order through institutions and individual behavio?. 

Yet, in the last decade, mainly in Eastern Europe, an alternative approach to state- 

civil society relations has corne into fashion, challenging the classical understanding. 

Under this new approach, civil society stands in contrast to the state. While opposing 

state's apparatus, civil society tries to detach itself fiom state authority and coercion md 

develop its own mechanisms and instit~tions*~. An autonomous civil society challenges 

unacceptable actions of the state or the party while offering its own alternative 

understanding regarding the noms and procedures of public life2'. In this model, instead 

of reinforcing the state's ideologies, civil society contradicts them. 

This aitemative vision of state-society relations, deriving on the Eastern European 

Communist model, should be r e h e d  if one wishes to implement it within Western 

democracies, where the state's right to rule, as a general principle, is not questioned but 

civil society's growing institutions affect the overall distriiution of power, interfére in 

forrnulating the reigned policies, or determining the degree of irnplementation of state's 

declared policies28. In short, the alternative approach within the Western-democratic 

context suggests that civil society, while never questioning the legitimacy of the state, 

erodes state power and disintegrates its authority. 

" lbid at 119. 
26 Taylor, supra, note 23. 
27 Migdal, supra, note 2 1  at 122. See &O A. Arato, "Empire vs. Civil Society: Poland 198 1-1982" (198 l), 
47 Telos 23. 
28 Migdal, suprq note 24 at 123. 



Both the traditional and the new visions of state-society relations are reflected in 

Israel. The classical approach befits the k t  two decades of the Israeli state, whereas the 

modern approach minors the relations subsequently developed between Israeli society 

and state. In the two decades proceeded the establishment of the Israeli state, civil society 

components (like fiee media, interest groups, social movements etc.), were largely absent 

fiom the Israeli public domain. The society, the same Jewish society that had yeamed and 

wished for a Jewish state for over two thousands years, celebrated the nascent state and 

buttressed its stniggle against the many challenges that confionted it. The security threat 

from the outside and fiom within, the mass waves of immigrations and the economic 

crisis - coping with al1 these challenges at once, required enonnous resources which the 

infant poor state did not have. But the Israeli state had one invaluable resource: the people 

were on its side. By accepting the state's legitimacy, power and authonty, even when the 

steps imposed were painful and harsh2', different groups within Israeli socieîy supp!ied 

the state with the one resource that made it possible to cope with their struggle: public 

suPport3O. 

Two decades later, the nexus of state-society relations in Israel changed. New civil 

social elements, mostly lacking in the primeval landscape, sprang up; existing ones 

expanded. Different parts of civil society, although without attempting to overtum the 

state's legitimacy, tned to gnaw at the authority of state officiais (Le., the goverment and 

29 Like the austmity period amounced in h e l  between 1956-1960 or the heavy taxation imposed on the 
population in order to finance the absorption of immigration costs. 
'O This idea d i  be broadly elaborated on chapter three. 



the legislature) as the sole or main deciders of various public questions and noms. 

Several tactics and methods were used by the diEerent groups in the suggested corrosion 

process. Some groups decided to take the battle to the streets - thus opposing state actions 

by public protests and demonstrations. Others, took their protest underground, creating 

alternative institutions to provide their unmet demands (like 'black' medicine, 'gray' 

education and pirate cable). More and more members of Israeli society challengecl state 

authority in the courts, especiaiiy in the Israeli HCJ. 

Much of my study explores the reasons for the absence of societal elements in the 

early years of the Israeli state, and why and how these elements appeared later on. By 

concentrathg on a specific part of civil society - that of the social/voluntary movements - 

m y  thesis will explore the metkds these groups use while interacting with the 

administrative machinery. One such method, is petitioning to the Supreme Court. I shall 

analyze the reactions these groups received nom the state, members of society and the 

Court. 

V The Court 

State and civil society, locked in multiple embraces and exchanging reciprocal 

uinuences, meet in many menas3'. One such arena is the court. Courts are considered 

the third out of the three branches to constitute a democratic structure, belonging tc! iiie 

state apparatus, and symbolized in their institutionalization and enforcement the legal 

" CraLis, supra, note 12 at 53. 



order, decided by the legislative and exe~utive?~ Yet right from the star&, courts are dso 

assigned to somewhat depart from the legislative and executive branches of the state 

ag~~aratus~~.  In modem times, courts became a lepitirnate supervisor of these other two 

branches of the state? Courts fbction in a dualistic fashion, interposing in a dual 

status: as separate, independent and autonomous agents nom the other branches and as 

intrusive, interventionist, and to a certain degree, controlling these same branches. 

Inherent to their modern mnception, courts are classified as both the state's 

representatives and supporters but also as the state's ~ r i t i c s~~ .  They c m  no longer depart 

nom the political branches pr-se? 

The critical mode materializes by judicial review. It is withui this mode that 

another role of the court is introduced: the role of mediator between the elected and the 

electorate; between the representatives and the people they are supposed to represent; 

32 See supra, page 1, as in Weber's definition. 
" The separation of power mode1 h t  introduced by Montesquieu, acquired, in parliamentary systems like 
Israel, the meaning of separation of the poiitical authority f?om the judicial one. See F.L. Morton & R 
Knoff, Charter Politics (Scarborough: Nelson, 1992) at 138- 139. 
34 Ibid, at 197. The classical approach has developed into an old-new approach, known as the 'kheîh and 
balances". Old - since the checks and balames conception still holds the idea that the three branches are 
separate institutions, and yet new - since it achowledges the need for the different branches to question and 
supervise each other, as well as for the one to take part to intervene whenever necessary, in the exertion of 
power given to the other two. '* Courts (and constitutionalism) were perceived as one of the ways to fight against the executive and 
legisiative powers. See J. Elster, 'cIntcoduction" In: J. Elster, & EL Stagstad, Corrstitutionalisnz and 
Democracy (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1988) 1. 

"Political scientists were not so oaive as to thllùc that the most important political events were played out 
in parliaments. On the contrary, they recognized that cabinets and bureaucraties, political parties and 
pressure groups, men courts and armies were important venues for politics". W. Magnusson, 'Decentring 
the state, or looking for politics" in W. Carrol (Ed), Organizing Dksent: Contenzpora~ Social Movements 
in Theory and Practice (Toronto: Garamond Press, 1992) at 69. 



between the legislative or the executive and the public dey legislate for or execute oveq 

between state and society)'. 

" One example of the mediahg notion of the COU cm be found in Ackerman's conception of judicial 
review exerted by the American Supreme Court. Within the Amerkm Constitution that beghs with the 
words: "We the People", and by the revolutionary political-public struggle tbat preceded its crystallization, 
Ackerman detects the peak moments of Ameriwn society. In these historical political moments, Ackerman 
claims, and in others m e ,  the People raise their voice against the existing political system or g o v m e n t ,  
in order to consolidate their collective identity or to redefine the common good. Between one excepional 
historical event and an other, the 'normal' political exists, in which different elected institutions (i-e., 
Congress, House, Presidenr or even Supreme Court) consider themselves to be the hue representatives of 
the People's political wishes, while in fact they ody represent the People in a semiotic way (that is, whde 
each representative institution qriestions and denies the extent to which others t d y  represent the People, it 
manifésts the mere possïbility of representation). Thus, the Supreme Cocrt's task is to ground, preserve and 
protect the achievements of historical peak moments f?om an attempt to nibble at these attainments by 
different governmental bureaucrats who represent and are subject to the pressure of narrow interest groups. 
Judicid review serves as a mark, by which the Supreme Court sigaals the People that an attempt to change 
the rules of the game is taking place: 
"By declaring a statute unconstitutional, the court is discharging a critical dualistic function. It is signaiing to the 
rnass of private citizens of  the United States that something @al is happening in the halls of power; that theu 
wouId-be representatives are anempting to legislate in ways that few politicai movements in American history have 
done with credibility, and that the moment has corne, once again, to determine whether our genmtion will respond 
by making the pol i t id  effort required to redefine, as private citizens, our collective identity. In short, the Court's 
backward-looking exercîse in judicial review is an essentiaI part of a vital present-oriented project by which the 
mass of today's private citizenry c m  modulate the deniocratic authority they accord to elected representatives who 
speak in their name fiom the heights o f  power in Washington, D.CI' 

See BA. Ackeman, 'Weo-Federalism?" in J. Elster & R Stagstad, Constitutionalism and Democrucy 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1988) 153 at 192. It is worth mentionhg that 'dedaring a statute 
unconstitutional' is just one sort of judicial review that signals 'trouble at the top'. Others may take a f o m  
of declaring an act or a decision, taken by a member of the cabinet, as unreasonable, or as contravening 
basic rules of public administration; or by reversing an administrative decision, nuliifjing it, etc. To what 
extent can this approach regarding the meaning of judicial review be applied in countries that do not k v e  a 

&dment written constitution, or in societies that were not involved in a revolutionary moment pnor to the en- * 
of their constitution or other forms of supenor laws? Apparently, Ackerman's argument rests on specific, 
exclusive events that took place in Amencan history and Ied to the birth of the Constitution, as well as on 
the specinc language of the American Constitutioa Dflerent comrnunities undment different, unique 
experiences while crystiillizing their principles of jurisdiction or their constitutions. The constitutional 
language that was picked to symbolize the arrangements societies have reached varies. Thus, c m  one idea 
u& all these different socio-poiitical orders? Be it a constitution, a charter, a bill of rights, a basic law - as 
in the case of Israef - or any other Iegal pattern, 1 believe al1 these special formations contain the idea of one 
or some laws that are distinct h m  and unlike the other laws, The distinction may be different: a different 
procedural or substantive eaactment method by different institutions or an assembly, cliffirent amendment 
processes etc. Still they share the concept of the 'normal' politics versus the "abnomai" one; the superior 
preferred n o m  that are best proteetcd vernis the regular ones. Judicial review, therefore, is one of the 
mechanisms that enables us to preserve and assure the distinction: ".-.the supreme court's task is to prevent 
the abuse of the People's name in narmal politics ... by designing an institution of judicial review that gives 
judges special incentives to uphold the integriiy of earlier constitutional solutions against the pulling and 
hauiing of normal politics" fiid at 172-173. The court's fiinction as a mediator between the two kinds of 
laws or des is thus the same wherever, what so ever. It mediates between present actions and past 
decisions, but, actually, it mediates between the present representatives and the present People who chose 
them to main- the common good; between the state's institutions and society's parts. Whenever an appeal 
is presented to the Supreme Court by an interest group against govenunental clerk or office, civil society 
challenges the state and asks the court to judge between them. No wonder then, that some, in fact, c d  



The court's fundamental role is to decide legal disputes38. These legai disputes 

are theoretically unlimited in their content or their fiihire implications. As legal disputes 

have no inherent boundaries, devices such as justiciability, standing, delay, ripeness, 

bona fide etc., are created to limit the range of disputes on which courts are required to 

pronounce39. These strategies have the potential to demarcate the scope of the co~~? ' s  

mediative role, but cannot entirely bar the go-between role of the courts, which became 

evident on the Iaaeli Supreme Court in the 1970s: 

"During the 1970s, the Court's sensitivity to ifs central constitutional role 
increased, as it gradually became clear that it was the court that stood as an 
intmediary between the state and its citizen~'*~. 

Some questions to be addressed are why and how the Court came to serve as 

i n t m e d i w  between the state and the citizens and why the citizens came to the court in 

the fïrst place, why the court avoided using the devices that could have minimized its 

interposition or the possible damage to its credibility or future problem-solving 

capacities41, and why these changes took place in the 1970s. 

judges "mediators". See Aristotle, Nicornachean Ethics, Book Five, Translated by Martin Ostwald, (New 
York:The Bobbs-Med Company, 1962) at 122. 
38 See A Barak, Judicial Discretion (Tel-Aviv: Papirus, 1987) at 242: "Reading in the structural aspect of 
the judicial proceeding, reveals its most important basic characteristic. The Court is a disputes resolution 
iastitution. This is its main function" (h Hebrew, translated by the author). 
39 A. M. Bickel, The Least Dangerow Branch: The Supreme Court at the Bar of Politics (New Haven: 
Yale University Press, 1986) at 65-73. 

R Shamir, 'Zegal Discourse, Media Discourse, and Speech Rights: The Shift From Content to Identity - 
the Case of Israel" (199 l), 19: 1 Intemational Journal of the Sociology of Law 45 at 53. 
41 See S. Holmes, "Gag Rules or the Politics of Omission" in J. Elster & R Stagstad, Comtitutionalisrn and 
Democracy (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1988) 20: "By refiising either to uphold or overturn a 
govenimental action, the court can avoid decisions that might damage its crediiility and overtax its limited 
problem-solving capacities". 



Courts, especially High Courts of Justice, act as 'watchdogs' over individual and 

civil fieedoms and rights and serve as the citizens' guardian against state arbitrariness 

and despotic power. It c m  well be argued that it is within the c~urts' halls that civil 

society's groups cm achieve their goals. It can also be claimed that courts Whially 

implement civil society's aims, by d i n g  different groups within the sphere of civil 

society to obtain their goals. Accordingly, and due to the judicid review power of the 

courts, they c m  become an arma wherein civil socieîy expresses its views towards the 

political structure, proteshg public issues or decision-making processes, and 

articulating their criticism upon government actions or govemmental officiais' 

performances. While contesting fkom two sides of the table, courts are the ones placed 

in the middle, hearing state-society's claims and mediakg between their opponent 

interpretations". In the coming chapters, I explore how the Israeli HCJ became an 

accepted, even preferable, arena for civil societies' groups to voice their protests and 

reservations about the governerfs  actions or inaction. 

It is not only civil society who greeted the Court's increasing role as a platform to 

express its interests before the administration. The administrative machinery and the 

state representatives themselves consoiidated and blessed the High Court's interference 

on various issues. By design or by default, they transfemci questions they were reluctant 

to resolve to the Court, or agreed upon the Corn's adjudication even when a petition 

could have been dismissed without being reviewed on its merits. By so doing, a pattern 

42 In administrative law, the mediating role of the Court is very prodent ,  as the judge becomes an active 
side helpi~g thrs pa*es' negotiations to h d  acceptable solutions. See A. Chayes, "The RoIe of the Judge in 
Public Law Litigaîion" (1976) 89 Harvard Law Review 128 1. 



of avoidance emerged, which repeatedly signaled the message that the State was ready 

to aclmowledge the Court's role in deciding controversial and serious challenges of 

general public interest. 

This pattern of avoidance and its possible causes and ramifications are the 

substance of the upcoming chapter. 
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I Introduction 

This chapter wilI focus on thz h t  of the three sides of the triangle - the State. It 

will demonstrate how the Knesset and the Governrnent wped with the first few 

precedential incidents in which the heart of the matter became the scope of the judicial 

power of the High Court of Justice. Analyzing cases from both constitutional and 

administrative law, I will try to understand why, on so many occasions, the poütical 

branches had legal bases on which to challenge petitions, but refiained from doing so. By 

fading to plea non justiciability or non jurisdiction before the hearing, the state's 

representatives paved the way for judicial intemention. By applying the Court's 

suggestions or re-enacting primary legislation afier the Court's decision, the state 

approved the intervention. By acting in the same manner repeatedly, it revealai its 

openness to friture interventions. I will attempt to explain the causes for this pattern, as 

well as its implications. 

11 The Pattern 

a) Judicial Review over entrenched legisftztion; 

Bergman v. Minister of Finance and State ~om~troIler' 

Section 4 of Basic Law: The ~nesse?,  requires that eIections to the Knesset shall 

be "general, nationwide, direct, equal, secret and proportional". Section 4 and 46 of that 

1 H.C. 98/69 Bergman v. Minkter ofFinance and others (1969) 23 P.D. (1) 693, (Hereafler: "Bergman"). 



same law States that any amendment to section 4 must be approved in the Knesset by an 

absolute majority. In 1969, a law was passed with the purpose of endowing parties with 

public fiuiding to support their election campaigns3. The elections were scheduled to be 

held shortly afterwards. According to the new law, which was not passed by an absolute 

majority, public funding would be granted only to those parties represented in the 

outgoing Knesset. A Tel-Aviv lawyer petitioned against the new Iaw, arguing the fhding 

provisions were invalid because they granted public aid only to existing parties, thus 

&ging the equality requirement listed in section 4 of the Basic Law. As the new law 

was enacted without the required majority indicated in section 46, it should be ded-xed 

void, The court issued an order nisi, inviting the State representatives to answer the 

petition. After describing the facts, the Court's unanimous decision dealt with the 

justiciability dilemma. Since the Court was never f o d l y  granted the power to review 

Knesset legislation4, its authority to decide the case was in issue. Reviewing the case 

meant the Court wodd either receive or asswne such a power. As the following lines 

suggest, the Court indeed received and agreed to assume the power to decide the case: 

'This petition raises poteiitially weighty preliminary questions of a constitutional 
nature, relatuig ... to the justiciability before this court of the issue ... However, the 
Attorney-General relieved us of the need to defiberate on the matter by 
staüng on behalf of the Res~ndents that they «do not take a position on the 
question whether the legal validity of a legislative enactment is a justiciable 
matter before this court, since they are of the opinion that the petition must 
faii on the merits". He so stated in his heads of arguments and repeated it in bis 
oral argument ... When asked what position he would take if the court found the 
petition substantiated, he replied that in such event he would put himself at the 

Basic Law: The Knesset (1958) S.H. no 244 at 69. Hereinafter: 'The Basic Law". 
Knesset and Local Authonties Elections (5730) (Financing, Limitation of Expenses and Audit) Law, 

5729-1969, (23 L.S.I. 53). Hereinafter: "The new Iaw" or "The Financing Law". 
4 In Israel, there is no constitution, and the Knesset is the supreme legislature. 



court's disposal to make his submissions ... It is therefore up to the court to decide 
whether it wishes to examine the question of justiciability. We have decided not to 
do so because, for obvious reasons, the substantive problems raised here require 
urgent resolution, whereas clarification of the preliminary constitutional questions 
would entail separate, lengthy deliberation. We therefore leave the question of 
justiciability open for M e r  consideration.. . The Respondents have also not 
disputed the Petitioner's standing to file the petition, so that question also does not 
arise before us'". 

The Attorney General argued the petition should be disrnissed. Since the new law 

did not f i g e  the equality prerequisite, it should not have been enacted by a si~ecial 

majonty. Finding that the new law violated the equality principle, the Court suggested: 

''This danger c m  be countered without causing the inequality that we have found ... 
by promising a new List f'unding without an advance payment and only 
retrospectively after it has stood the test of the elections and gained at least one 
seat ... It need hardly be said that in making this suggestion, we in no way presume 
to encroach upon the sovereignty of the Knesset as the legislative authority. The 
Knesset accordingly has two courses fiom which to choose: it c m  reenact the 
hancing provisions in the Financing Law, despite their inherent inequality, the 
majority required under section 4 and 46 of the Basic Law is mustered; or it can 
amend the law ... and we have indicated above a possible way of doing soV6. 

The Knesset, in response, did not chose between the alternatives but adopted them 

both; the Financing Law was amended, following the Court's suggestion, and 

additionally, was reenacted by the required majority7. Moreover, the Knesset never 

seriously pondered over the significance of the Court's decision, or even partly debated 

it8. It did, however, enact an additional Law, by an absolute majority, which retroactively 

H.C. 98/69, supra, note 1, as been translated in Selected Judgments of the Supreme Court of ïsrael, Vol. 
VIII (Shmuel Press, 1992) at 15-16 (Hereafter: 'Selected Judgrnents'). 

fiid. at 20. 
' RA. Burt, ''Inventhg Judicial Review Israel and America" 10:7 (1988), Cardozo Law Review 20 13, at 
2045; A. Shapira, "Judicial Review without a constitution; The Israeli Paradox" 56 (1983), Temple Law 
Quarterly 405, at 4 12-413. 
1. Zamir "Rule of Law and C i d  Liberties in Israel" 7 (1988), Civil Justice Quarterly 64, at 66. 



confinneci the validity of previous procedural election legislationg. By so doing, the 

Knesset proposed to remove in advance any füture judicial review over their validityiO. 

By so dokg, 1 argue, the Knesset also expressed that the Court has the power of judicial 

review to scmtinize primary legislatim. 

'Agudat Derekh Eretz' et al v. Broadcasting Aothority et al' ' 

The Elections (Mode of Propaganda) Law, which regdated the fiee radio and 

television broadcasting thne for parties participahg in the elections, was amended in 

1981. The amendment decreased the radio and television tirne aliocated to new lists, 

while increasing considerably the time allocated to parties which participated in the 

outgoing Knesset. The petitioners, two Ottoman as-ciations which intended to introduce 

a new party, argued the amendment infiinged the equality principle and since it wat riot 

passed by the required majonty, should be declareci invalid. The Court's power to review 

Knesset legislation was again lefi unclear: 

"As in the Case of Bergman v. Minister of Finance ... dis tirne, too, complex 
constitutional issues could have arisen ... There the court refiained fkom dealing 
with these issues, and we shall act tikewise this t h e  - and in the present case we 
have before us an explicit written staternent on behalf of the Attorney General, in 
paragraphs 4 and 5 of his arguments in response to the order nisi, that he does not 
intend to raise those issues since he wishes the court to decide on the merits of his 
arguments.. 

Election (Confirmation of Validity of Laws) Law, 572% 1969 (23 L.S.I. 22 1). 
'O H. Klinghoffer, "Legislative Reaction to Judicial Decisions in Public Law" 18:l (1983), Israel Law 
Review 30 at 33. 
'l H.C. 246,260/81 Agudat Derekh Erez et al. v. Broadcasting Authorily et al- (198 1) 35 P.D. (4) 1. .Us0 
Selected Judgments, Vol. Vm at 2 1. (Hereafter "Agudaf '). 
l2 Ibid. sit 24. 



The Court d e d  in favor of the petitioners, finding the amendment law violated 

the equality principle, and declared the new amendment should not be acted upon, unless 

the provisions were adopted by the proper majority. At ht, the Corn handed d o m  its 

decision without reasoning. Nonetheless, the Knesset retained the inequaliîy provision 

(with only slight changes) by reenacting the amendment with the majority required, in all 

three readings which took place on the same day, only two weeks before the elections for 

the new Knesset took place13. 

The same events, more or less, happened a îhird time. This time, the petitioners 

were Knesset Members of a relatively s m d  party, which would be hamed by an alleged 

lawfùl amendment, supported by the biggest parties'4. The Court's decision refmed to 

the justiciability issue, mentioning that as in previous cases, the Attorney General did not 

raise a plea of non justiciability, and accordingly, the C o u .  would review the petition on 

its merits. Accepting the Attorney-Genera17s application, the Court added a mere caution; 

"It should be noted, in parentheses, that the more the cases in which this court 
discusses on their me& petitions involving constitutional issues of the stated 

l3 Klinghoffery supra, note 10 at 34. 
l4 H.C. 14 1/82 Rubinstein et al. v. Chaiman of  the Knesset et al. (1982) 37 P.D. (3) 14 1. Also, Selected 
Judgments Vol. W. at 60. (Hereafter. "Rubinstein"). While preparing for the tenth Knesset e l ~ i o n s ,  
severai party groups exceeded the £inancial electoral campaign limits set on them in the Elections Financing 
Law, in order to be compensated fiom the public h d i n g  budget. M e r  the elections, the Knesset amended 
the Financing Law retroactively, raising the limited amounts and reducing the sanctions enforced on party 
which exceeded its budget. The amendment was passed by an ordinary majority. The petitioners, leaders of 
a party which adhered to the spending original limits, argued that the retroactive amendment violate the 
p ~ c i p l e  of equality in the elections, and as the majority requirement was not sustained, the amendment was 
invalid Five justices unanimously accepted the petition. In Iight of the ruling? some parties which exceeded 
the pennitted spmding lirnits returned some amounts to the Treasury. 



kind, the less the prospect that this court wilI refuse to hear them in the event that 
the Attorney-General decides in the friture to raise 'these and similar questions 

niree different ~ t t o m e ~ - ~ e n e r a I s  l6 have followed the same approach; avoiding to 

raise the justiciability issue before the court, and instead, asking the court to dismiss the 

petitions on their merits. But the Courî did not dismiss thern: it declared the Knesset 

legislation invalid and void. The Knesset reacted by re-enacting the statutes. Accordingly, 

the Knesset accepted the Court's interpretation of the relevant articles. It also followed 

the Court's prudent suggestions, and did not raise its voice in protest''. A potential dialog 

between the Knesset and the Court turned out to be more of a monologue; the Court 

declaring its interpretations, the Knesset adopting them by revising the new amendments 

and removing the 'procedural minonty obstacle'. By following the Court's guidelines, the 

Knesset assented to the Court's justiciability over its legislation. Factually, the Knesset 

prefmed to assent, leaving that decision to the Court. It has chosen this approach twice; 

fkst, by evading to evoke the justiciability issue beforehand, thus relieving the court fkom 

the need to probe the question, and second, by implernenting the Court's suggestions. 

And the Knesset has chosen this path &equently, even afier realizing its consequences. 

-- - 

'* fiid. The Court direct 'warning', was circuitously expressed in two decisions given immediately before 
the Rubinstein case; in the first, justice Shamgar mentioned that even thought he was not obiigated to 
address the justiciability issue as the Attorney-General did not raise it, nevertheIess he £in& a decision on 
the rnerits of the issue to demonstrate the Court's own attitude in respect of the justiciability of Knesset's 
actions (H.C. 30618 1 Flatto Sharon v. fiesset Cornmittee (198 1) 35 P.D (4) 118, at 142-143) (Hereinaftet: 
"Sharon). In the second, the Attorney Generai argueci the subject matter was not justiciable and therefore, 
the Court should forthwitù dismiss the petition. The Court, whiIe denying the petition, remarked that the 
justiciability c m  was a discretionary dilemma in nature, since the court probably has the jurisdiction (H.C. 
652/81 MX Sarid v. Chaimm of the Knesset (1981) 36 PD, (2) 192, at 201-202). The petition related to 
the Knesset Chainnan's decision to deiay a motion of 'no confidence in the govemment' vote to a later hour 
the next &y. The petitioner argued the &1ay was in violation of the Knesset regulations. 
16 M. Shamgar, the Bergman case; R Yarak, the Agudat case and M .  Shaked, the Senior Deputy State 
Attorney, the Rubinstein case, e g - i n  for D. Beinish, who also took the same apgroach at the Sharon 
case. 
l7 See Klinghoffer, supra, note 10. 



6) Jurisdiction over the Temotories and miscellaneous; 

The described pattern was not reserved for judicial review over Knesset 

legislation alone. Many other examples c m  be found, one of which is the HCJ's 

jurisdiction over the Territories. Since 1967, Israel has administered the West Bank and 

Gaza Strip through military govemments18. Begioning early in 1969, and increasingiy 

during the 1 9 8 0 ~ ~  Palestinians f2om those Territories have petitioned to the Israeli High 

~ o u r t ' ~  and as early as June 20, 1967~', the Supreme Court heard the first petition. In that 

case, the Counsel for the State, Meir Shamgar, declared that he 'kould not challenge the 

cornpetence of the Court to review the acts of the military authontie~"~'. Consequently, 

the right of the inhabitants to appIy the HCJ for injunctions has not been questioned by 

the ~ o d .  This strategy became, again, the standard*; up until 1973, the Court's 

-- - 

l8 It is mecessary to elucidate here the exaLt legal status of the administrative temtories, or to a m p l e  the 
way the Israeli Governments deah with this legal statu throughout the years, For some observations 
regarding these issues as weli as the international-law aspects see, for example: E. Benvenisti, "The 
Applicability of Human Rights Conventions to Israel and to the Occupied Temtories" (1992), 26 ïsrael Law 
Review 24; R. Lapidoth, "International Law within the Israel Legal System" (1990), 24 Israel Law Review 
451. It is also worth mentioning that by ushg the terms 'Administered Temtories' or 'Territories' the 
author of these lines is not taking a stand over this saturated subject. Thus, we will use these two tenns 
simultaneously. 
l9 G.E. Bisharat, "Courting Justice? Legitimation in lawyering under Israeli Occupatiod' (1995), 20:2 Law 
and Social Inqujr 349. at 355- The petitions covered wide variety of issues, asking the Court to review the 
legality of various state sanctions or policies, or to detemine whether administrative officiais exceeded 
their discretionary powers in their handling of particular aff': R Shamir, "Litigation as a Consummatory 
Action: the Instrumental Paradigm Reconsidered" (199 l), 1 1 Studies in Law, Politics and Society 4 1 at 47. 

About a week &er the end of the Six Days-War, started on June 5 1967, that resulted the occupation of 
these territories. 
'' A. Nathan, 'The Power of Supervision of the High Court of Justice over Military Goveniment" in: M. 
Shamgar (Ed.), Miiitary Govemment in the Tem-'tories Aciminktered by k a e l  1967-1980: n e  Legal 
Aspect (Jemalem: Hebrew Uaivmirty of Jerusalem Press, 1982) 1 14. 
22 M. Shamgar, ''The Observance of Intemationai Law in the Adminiatered Temtones" (19711, 1 Israel 
Year Book on Human Rights 262, at 273: "Although according to legai preced ents..... this tegal procedure 
(applying to High Court of Justice for orders nisi - g.d) had been denied to inhabitants of temitories under 



jurisdiction over the Territories was lefi 'unsettled' as the Government did not object to 

its p ~ t i c e ~ ~ .  Ten years d e r  the first petition, the Court clearly declared that it formally 

had jurisdiction over the military authonties, independently fiorn the govemment's 

con~ession~~. Although no legislation explicitly authorized the jurisdiction, and 

precedents for such jurisdiction were not at hand26, the Court proclaimed its 

jurisdiction2'. Once again, the Supreme Court exercised power which was not given to it 

by the Knesset and once again, the Knesset did not use its supremacy to put an end to the 

exertion. 

The same methods were used on other occasions, with the Standing and the 

justiciabilily dernands. Ln the Berpan case28, the Court mentioned that the respondmts 

had chosen not to dispute the Petitioner's standing to file the petition. This question, 

therefore, was not considered. In another case, the Attorney General declared that 

although he believed the petitioners lacked standiog, he would not ask the court to 

dismiss the petition, r e c 0 g . g  the important issue that petition had evoked2'. In that 

particular case, one Justice rebuked the State's representatives for taking this position30. 

military administration, no objection to these applications has been raised in the Supreme Court by the 
representatives of the Attorney-General. 

H.C. 337171 Algamaia A h a h d a  v. Minister of D&me ((1972) 26 PD. (1) 574; HE. 256i72 The 
Electricity Company of Jemalem v. Minkter ofDefense (1973) 27 P.D. (1) 124. 
" H.C. 302/72 Sheikh Suleiman Abu Nilu et. at. v. Srate ofkrael et. al. (1973) 27 P.D. (2) 169, at 177. And 
see also in H.C. 390/79 Dawikat v. Government of Israel et al. (1980), 34 P.D. (1) 1 at 14. 
25 H.C. 393182 Gamayat v. Ttre Military Commander (1983) 37 P.D. (4) 785 at 809. 
I6 See infia, footnote 40. 
27 The Couri has declared iîs jurisdiction over any store ofiicals who exercise anypublicfunctiom by - irme 
of law. See S .  Shetreet, "Judicial Independence and Accountability in Israei" (1984), 33 International and 
Comparative Law Quarterly 979 at 983. 
28 See supra, note 1, at 15. 
29 H.C. 563175 Resller v. Minhter of Finance et al. (1 975) 30 PD. (2) 337. 

Ibid. at 345. In several other cases the Attorney Generai did not Rmark on the standing issue, or declared 
he will not challenge the petitioner's lack of standing, but the Court itseif raised the question and dismisseci 



The same avoidance pattern (that is, abstaining to ask the Court for a motion to 

dismiss the petition on jwisdictional grounds), was reveded in other cases, in which the 

Attorney-General did not raise the injusticiabilility of the Court to decide on 'political 

questions'31. Cautious measures concerning prospective 'uncertain' legislation were 

taken, even when the Court refused to inte~-fere~~. Time and again the state acknowledged 

the Court's justiciabiïty over loaded controversies, pavuig the way for fiture 

interventions. 

The above mentioned proceedings indicate a pattern used by diffaent State's 

representatives (Attorney-Generals, State Attorney and Chief Military Prosecutor) - an 

avoidance pattern. By abstaining to ask for motions to dismiss the cases, the state left the 

Court to decide its scope of interference. By foregoing its supremacy and sovereignty to 

legislate as it saw fit, before and after the Court's niling, it accepted the Court's 

viewpoints on some of the most fundamental questions regarding the Israeli constitutional 

and legal regime. Indeed, every now and again the Knesset invoked its sovereign legal 

the petitions on that ground. See, for exanple , H.C. 394/72 Franchi11 Hotel v. Local Cornmittee (1972) 27 
P.D. (2) 332; H.C. 600175 Koren v. Minzkter ofDeferne (1975) 30 P.D. (1) 515. 
in a petition submitted by an Israeli oficer, the question of the Minister of Defense's long-standing 

decision not to conscript Yeshiva students to the Israeli army forces was raised3'. The Attorney General did 
not ask the Court to dismiss the motion due to lack of staading. Nevertheles, the Court so ruled. H.C. 
40170 Beker v. Minkter ofûefeme (1970) 24 P.D. (1) 238. 
" hediately  aAer the Court's decision, and in spite of the fact that the petition was denied, the 
Govemment initiated an amendment of the Iaw as in attempt to face prospective petitions on the same 
subject. See M. Hofinmg, "Ethnicity, Religion and Politics in Applying israei's Conscription Law" (L995), 
17:3 Law and Policy 3 11. The petitioner claimed the minister has no authority to exmpt the Yeshiva 
students h m  serving the army due to religious reasons, since the Law used the words: 'similar reasons' 
after specifying health and security reasons. The Government thus amended the law, replacing the terni 
'similar reasons' to 'different reasons'. In the h t  reading, the Government declared such an amendment 
was necessary in order to provide the Minister with future arguments. See, lbid at page 325. 



authority and refüsed to follow a Court's decision, as in the ShaZil case3'. But even then, 

it was only a h  the Knesset had at f h t  renised to take the 'hot potatoes' out of the 

Court's h a n d ~ ~ ~ .  In al1 those cases, the state acknowledged the Court's power to decide 

political and societal questions, yet altered unwanted decisions once they have corne to 

the world. Inevitably, the question ensues: why did State representatives and institutions 

(Attorney-Generals and the parliament) accept the Court's juisdiction in areas which 

were not regulated by legislation or were not specifically dehed as the Court's aurhonty? 

The following pages wiU put forward possible answers to the above question. 

111 Suegested Explanations; 

One cannot overestimate the direct, overt codkontation between the legislature 

and the Court when the latter declares an enactment of the former invalid3'. The 

confrontation is especially acute when there is no constitution, or any other bais  for the 

-- - 

33 H.C. 58/68 Shalir v. Minister of the Interior et al. (1970) 23 PD. (2) 477. (Hcreafter. "Shalit"). ï h e  
petition asked the court to order the Regisûation Officer to register in the petitioner child's religion colum. 
as king  "Jewish or Hebrew", or to simply leave it empty. The Registmtion Officer refused to do so, since 
the child was boni to a non-Jewish mother and to a Jewish father, justifjing his refusal on the grounds that 
'a Jew, in the meaning of this concept accepted by the Jewish people for untold generations, inchdes oniy a 
person whose mother was Jewish or a person who has been Iawfùliy converted, adjoiued with hirn/her not of 
any other religion. See in Shalit, Selected Judgments (S pecial Volume, 197 1) at 35. 
34 The Court, in an unusual step, asked the government to settle the dispute without a judicial decision. The 
Court "...proposed to the Governent that the bone of contention be removed by the o d y  way in which that 
c m  be done, namely, removing the very cause of the dispute by deleting the item "national affiliation" fiom 
the particuIars of registration. We did not ignore the possible objections to this proposal - objections on 
grounds of theoreticai principle as weil as of practical considerations. Nonetheless it appeared to us 
desirable to put up with this in order to avoid more serious consequences. The Govemrnent rejected our 
proposal out of hand and what we feared, hm happened. The dispute and the split of opinion have been 
carried into the precincts of the court". Ibid at 82. After the decision, the Knesset promptiy reacted, 
amended the relevant law, thus preventing the court to order the Regisîration Officer a similar decree in a 
second case. See: M. Hofkmg, "The unintendeci consequences of unplanned constitutional refom: 
Constitutionai Politics in Israei" (1996), 44:4 American Journal of Comparative Law 585. For additional 
examples, whereas the State accepted and approved the Court's decision, thereupon amended the pertinent 
law to adjust its initial or later intent see Bid at 598-599. 



judiciary to a d 6 .  These cases bear the potential of drawing the most active or reactive 

decisions fkom both the Court and the legislature. How can the Knesset's subordhate 

reaction to the court's prudent decisions be explained? 

Legal and social-science scholars have contemplated in detail the reasons behind 

the Knesset's implementation of the Court's suggestions in the Bergman case as well as 

on the steps taken &er both the Agudar and Rubinstein decisions3'. Some point to tirne 

limitations. Since both the Bergman and the Agudaf decision were given shortly before 

the elections took place, there was simply no time to react other then by correcting the 

i~n~edirnent~~.  

Others argue that, at least in the Agudat case, the chronological order of events is 

significant. The Court's decision, without its reasoning, was handed d o m  only a month 

before the elections for the new Knesset. Seventeen days later, the Knesset prornptly re- 

enacted the law by the required majority. As the Court published the reasoning behind the 
\ 

35 R Knopff & F.L. Morton, "Charter PoIitics" (Ontano: Nelson Canada, 1992) at 20. 
'' Like the Israeli case reveal. See R Gavison, 'The constitutional revolution - A Depiction of Realiry or a 
Self-fiilnlling Prophecy? (1997), 28 Mishpatim 2 1- 147 (In Hebrew). Yet it has been suggested that even 
with regards to the most powerfiir court applying constitutional review - the Supreme Court of the United- 
States - that power was not granted to the court in any wriüen document, but instead was 'invented' by 
Chief Justice MarshaU in the famous Marhry v. Madison case. See AM. Bickel, The Leust Dangerous 
Branch: The Supreme Courz at the Bat of Politicci (New Haven, Yak Universiw Press: 1962), at 1-14. 
37 AS recalled, in ail these three cases, the Knesset altered the legislation process, voting again on the 
amendments, yet this t h e  assuring the required majority. 

"... There was virtuaUy no time to ponder the si@cance of this unexpected judgment (the B e v a n  
decision - g.d.) or to contemplate a possible reaction: the national elections were very close and the plitical 
parties urgently needed the money for their cmpaigns ...". Thus, the Knesset, "acquiesced with the ruling of 
the court and quickly amended the statue to remove the inequality". "; Zamir, supra, note 8, at 66. 



decision a month after election day, the Knesset simply did not have t h e  to be 

'impressed' by the Court's mling39. 

However, tirne constraints or chronological limitations were rernoved d e r  

election day, and still the Knesset did not act pursuant to the division of power sketched 

between itself and the Court. Judicial review over Knesset legislation was introduced into 

the Israeli legal system by the Cou* and yet both the Knessot and governments were 

silent. On the Territones issue, a concession to the Court's jurisdiction was not at al1 the 

obvious outcorne: on the contrary, such an approach was neither common nor 

precedentid'? Nevertheless, it wm the standpoint taken by State officiais, and the sFme 

position continued to be held even after the Court began to employ the international law 

customary noms for disputes resolution4'. 

Another explanation suggests that state representatives prefmed not to be 

depicted as captious. While the govemment wished to evade international 

~ondemnation~~, or did not want to be pictured as hiding behind the fig-tree of 'technical' 

argumentation, the delegates did not want to risk their fuhve legal promotions and 

'' Klinghoffer, supra, note 10, at 34. Aithough the scholar's argument is tbat by passing the inequaiity law 
correctly the Knesset a c W y  demonstxz+d no real impression in the court's judgment, I h d  the arpiment 
regarding the chronological order of events to also explain what 1 c d  the avoidance pattern. 
'O M. Shamgar, 'Zegal Concepts and Problems of the Israeli Military Government - The Initial Stage" in 
 milita^ Government in the Temtories Adminktered by h a e l  1967-1980: 17re Legal Aspect (Jerusalem: 
Hebrew University of Jerusalem Press, 1982) at 272-273. 
" E.R. Cohen, "Justice for Occupied Tenîtory? The Israeli High Court of Justice Paradigm" (19861, 24 
Columbia Journal of Transitional Law 471. This approach was later on extended to Lebmese citizens under 
the IsraeLi administration in southem Lebanon: See H.C. 593182 Tsemel v. Minister of defeme (198s) 37 
P.D. (3) 365. 
'* But, supra, note 7, at 2033. 



opportunities (especially, the opportunity to be nominated as a Suprerne Court ~ u d ~ e ) ~ ~ .  

Persuasive as it may sound, 1 do not h d  the argument to suggest a fidl explanation as to 

why the Knesset preferred abstaining fiom action or chose the Court's decision as its fig- 

tree*. 

Additiondly, scholars pose the intense divisiveness in the Israeli politics 

regarding the Territories (present as well as fùture) status as the cause for the Knesset 

passivity. This argument cannot explain the avoiding patterns used in other issues, 

however4'. 

As for the justiciability and standing themes, commentators held the Supreme 

Court responsible. Rarely, they claim, did the State's assignees avoid challenging these 

issues. The court alone was responsible for the erosion in, and the lowering of, such 

- 

" It has been claimed that the genuine explanation lays withui these expectations of Attorneys-General and 
State's Iegal representatives; Since the people s-g these positions expect to become Supreme Court 
judges one day, they intentionally avoid raising any objection to the Court's jurisdiction. The government 
and the Knesset actuaily were lefi without a shield: their interests were abandoned, their concerns 
disregarded. See R Shamir, "The Poiitics of Reasonableness" (1994), 5 Theory and Criticisrn 25 (In 
Hebrew). Indeed, Justices Shamgar, Barak, Beinish and Zamir - were all Attorneys-General or %te- 
Attorney before appointment to the Court. A proper handling of such an argument is beyond the scope of 
this paper, yet one remark is in place: if the cat could not guaml the mi2k, it codd have been restrained To 
suggest but j s t  one solution, the Knesset could have regulated the Attorney-GeneralS discretion with 
respect to arguments that m u t  be presented before the Court. But it never so did- And this is what is left to 
be explained. 

This point will be broadly dealt later-on. I will only allude here that most of the State's actions within the 
Territories were approved by the Court. Thus, claims has been raised that the Court served as a legitimiang 
mechanism for the Israeli policy in the Tenitories. On this point see: R Shamir, "Landmark cases' and the 
reproduction of legitimacy the case of Israel's hi& c o u .  of justice*' (1990) 24:3 Law and Society Review 
78 1. 
45 Bu?, supra, note 7, at 2049. Yet, this claim c m  be dischargai h m  both historical as well as theoretical 
grounds. First, the controversy over the Territories statu. has bloomed, at least between 'right' and 'left' 
only in the 1980s: L.L. Grinberg, in And Above AIZ: ihe Hzktadrut (Jemalem, Nevo: 1993)(In Hebrew) 
c l a h  that the Labor party avoided taking an explicit stand on this issue due to its own interna1 problems. 
Second, such an account negiects to explain how, given such divisiveness, the Israeli Knesset positively 
regulated other Temtorial issues by legislation. 



demands by rejecting the State's  objection^^. Thus, the Knesset was in fact helpless; its 

silence was a deferent, reluctant one. It happened within the court terrain, over legal 

devices4', on which the legislature hitherto never interfered. 

The explmations analyzed hweinabove, seem to concentrate only on one of the 

three bodies of state, or on cultural features alone. They point at the Court, or the 

Knesset, or  the Israeli Politics, or the personages. They do not sketch a more general 

reasoning, combining these sectors. Assaying the counter-influences and interrelations 

between aU sectors might generate a more comprehensive, coherent account. 

The Israeli fiesset - A Weak Sovereign; 

"Jere-miads about the present low estate of parliament and its loss of ground to the 

executive are no less common in Israel dan  elsewhere", writes one Israeli s ~ h o l a r ~ ~ .  but 

the continuous weakening of the parliament has probably proceeded further in Israel than 

in any other dernomatic country. 

The Knesset's poor status is a result of a number of reasons. First, the constant 

fear for the country's s u ~ v i v a l ~ ~  has generated the need for introducing and applying 

" This point will be thoroughly analyzed in Chapter three. 
47 Bickel mentions legal devices such as standing, bona-fi& etc., as accounted to the court's wagons in its 
undesired to ded with 'political' questions. See Bickel, supra, note 36 at 65-73. 
a S. Sager, "The ParIiarnentary S'rem of lsraei" (Syracuse: Syracuse University Press, 1985) at 222. 
'' See the introduction, page 5. 



extraordinary emergency measuesS0. On May, 14 1948 a state of emergency was declared 

and it remairis in force to the present. Countries which function under a state of 

emergency delegate some of the legislative functions to the executive, thereby enabhg 

the immediate and effective action that might be necessary in such a Yet it is in 

the pennanency of the circumstances that israel is unique: the presence of an unlimited 

state of emergency, combined with an emergency legislation used regulady, have caused 

such legislation to becorne an inherent part of Israel's Legal systemS2. It generated a new 

constitutional order, in which the executive branch of govemment exceeded the Knesset 

in its legislative powed3. Consequently, the Knesset, divested of some of its powers, 

weakened4. Avoidance to act, or enact, at least with regards to the Territories, cm thus 

be attributed to this new constitutional ordd5. 

Second, a key feaîure of the Israeli political system cm also offer an answer. 

Usually, the party to lead and control the Government, leads and controls the Knesset. 

The separation of powers blurs". Even the Cabinet has occupied a superior position to 

the Ebesset7 concerning the sway of public agenda or the introduction of private billss8. 

- 

'O M. Hohung, "Democracy, Law und National Securiîy in hrcreî" (Aldershot: Dartmouth Publishing 
Company, 1996) at 25. 
" nid.  at 39. 
" ïbid. at 50. 

M. Hofnung, "States of Emergency and Erhnic Conflict in Liberal Democracies: Great Britain and Israel" 
(1994), 6:3 Terrorism and Violence 340. 
54 Ibid. at 358. See ais0 Saga, supra, note 48 at 199. 
" Many of the regdations that are in effect over the Territories are emergency procedures which were 
enacted by the Govenunent. 
s6 G.S. Mahler, "The &esset: P a r h e n t  in the krueli Poiitical System" (N.J: Associated University Press, 
1981) 37. 
D. Peretz & G. Doron, "The Govenintent and PoZitics of hae t '  (Boulder: Westview Press, 1997) at 175. 

*' Mahler, Supra, note 56 at 38. See also Hire&, March 25, 1998 on pagel0A: 73 out of the 140 laws 
passed by the Knesset in the curent session were introduced by members of the goveniment/cabi.net. 



Combined together, the Knesset became decidedly w e d 9 .  Thus, the question which 

should a c W y  be answered is why did the govemments or cabinets avoid reacting to the 

Court's nilings'? This question will be addressed shortly. 

Third, the Israeli political system is characterized as a highiy developed party 

system, while numerous political parties play a significant role in legislative behavior6'. 

Knesset members direct al l  their political activity acwrding to, and around, the party. A 

strong party discipline prevails6L, leaving a very limited potential for legislators to fulfïll 

their mission as the people's rqre~entatives~~. The dependence of the elected on the2 

parties bears its toll in the cynicism and inefficacy felt by many of them6). Cynicisrn, 

uselessness and the like, can easily be translated into inaction, passivity, and paralysis64. 

The mdtitude of political parties lead us to a fourth account - the many-stripes of 

the Knesset's composition. Through the years, the Israeli Knassot have contain fiom as 

many as thirteen to twenty-four different parties65. Such an ideological diverçity 

influences both the Government and the ~egislatme~~. The need to gather a large number 

of parties to form a coalition is one side of the coin. The many parties lefi to cluster a 

59 S. Johnston, "Party Politics and Coalition Cabinets in the Knesset" (1962) L3 Middle Eastern Affairs 130. 
" Mahler, supra, note 56 at 103. See also: B. Reich & G.R Keival, IsraeZ: Lund of Tradition and Confict 
(Boulder: Westview Press, 1993) 93: "Political parties play a central role in tbe social and economic, as 
weii as political, Iife of the coufltry". 

Ibid. at 50. See aiso M. Edelman, "Couris, Politics and Culnue in Lsraer' (Char1o~avill:Unive~~ity 
Press of Virginia, 1994) at 10. 
62 Bid. at 50. 
Ibid. at 104. 

" Ibid. 
65 fiid, at 57. 

See Reich & Keivel, supra, note 60 at 93. 



fim, active opposition is the other. The Knesset's ability to unite and respond effectively 

to various challenges to its statu  and power is thus signincantly reduced6'. 

The Israeli Knesset, although legally and constitutionally the supreme authority in 

the Israeli legal and political system, is ineffective in 'flexing its legislative muscles'68. 

An example of this situation, in which "the spirit is willing but the flesh is weak", rciates 

to the Bergman case mentioned above. In 1971, recognîzing the facts boni by the Court 

decision, the Justice department offered two new Basic Laws drafh; one conceming the 

HCJ (providing it with judicial review over legislation) and the other regarding the 

legislative process (articulating the way to enact Basic Laws). The first draft made no 

progress until 1984, when the Basic Law: Iudiciary was ha l ly  enacted. The second drafl 

was put on the Knesset's agenda only in 1975, but forever remained a dr&. Another draft 

was designed in 1978, but received atîention only in one of the Minister of Justice's 

speeches6'. 

Finally, avoiding direct coneontation was not reserved for Court's decisions 

done. The Knesset has left some of the most fundamental questions conceming the legal 

order untouched. Some were inherent to the Constitution c o n t r o ~ e r s ~ ~ ~ ,  others - to 

67 Sager, supra, note 48, at 218-219. See also S. Wilng-Lehman, "Public Protesr in h e f '  (Ramai-Gan: 
Bar-Ilan University Press, 1992) (In Kebrew) at 153. 
" Sager, supra, note 48 at 186. Statistic show that Cabinet ministers are in no great rush to answer the 
questions submitted by Knesset members - even thought the Knesset guidelines require that a response will 
be issued within 21 days. See Haaretz, March 25, 1998 on page IOA. This is but another example to the 
Knesset's weak performance in checking the goveniment's action. 
69 Ibid. at 4 1-44, 
70 On this see: P. Sûum, "The Rode Not Taken: Constitutional Non-Decision Making in 1948- 1950 and Its 
Impact on Civil L i M e s  in the Israeli Political Cuituse" in I.S. Troen & N- Lucas (Ecis.), israel: The First 
Decade of Independence (Albany: 5 tate University of New York Press, 1995) 83. 



national security- Introducing, tirne and again, new drafts regarding these 'hot7 topics on 

the one hand, yet never completing their enactment on the other, enabled the Knesset to 

hold the rope by its two ends. Asking the Court to dismiss petitions conceming those 

'hot' topics, without formally recognizing or rejecting the Court's authority to decide 

them was the same pattern masked in a different cloak7'. 

If the Court wodd have been silent in these cases, it would simultaneously have 

ùivited the Govemment and the Knesset to speak outn, and vice versa: if the court spoke 

out, the executive and the legislative were exempted b the need to take responsibility 

ove* these birming questions: 'in such cases, gag d e s  institute a division of l a b ~ r ' ~ ~ .  

Within the Israeli context, the division of labor was as follows: initidly, the legislative 

and the executive prefened to abstain deciding fundamental issues. Later on, the same 

pattern continued, as they had shirked to declare a fkn position regarding those Issues 

before the Court, and hally, as they held on to that preference after the Court spoke-out. 

Thus, it seems the Israeli Knesset and Govemment were detennined to consign the hard 

task of deciding problernatic issues to the court'4, and the Court alone was lefi to design 

the interrelations between itself and the Knesset. 

" "Some topics are excluded h m  the national legislative agenda, only to be consigned..to the courts" S. 
Holmes, "Gag Rules or the Politics of Omission" TIi J. Elster & R. Stagstad "Comtitutionalism and 
Democracy" (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1988) 19 at 26. 
fiid. 

73 Ibid. 
74 See S. Shetreet, "Reflections on the Cmtemprary Trends of Judicial Role in Israeli Society". In S. 
Shetreet (Eb) The Role of the Cou- in Society (Dordrecht: Mariinus Nijhoff Publishers, 1988) 158. 



The IsraeIi Government, too, ~efkined fiom acting. As mentioned earlier, since no 

single party can win a rnaj~rity'~, Israeli govemrnents are wnstituted by several coalition 

parties, varying in the nurnber of parties they consist of and their degree of ~tabi l i ty~~.  

Frequently, coalition parties contained ideologicai rivals, thus entaihg a govemmental 

immobility and inaction on certain areas of concern7'. Ungovernability, although 

aggravated during the 1980~~ especially during the National Unity Govemment's days78, 

was already present in 1967: ever since then, the Israeli political elite failed to deal with 

the State's most crucial matters, among them, the fbture of the ~erritories'~. That faïure, 

or reluctance to act, was translated to the stand taken by the State on the question of the 

Court's jurisdiction over the Terri:ories. 

An additional factor relates to the pmasive partisanship that rded the Israeli 

political cultures0 : such a partisan culture limits considerably the potential for rneaningful 

75 ''The multiplicity of parties, the diversity of views they represent, and the proportional representation 
electoral system have resulted in the £idure of any one party to win a majority of Knesset seats in my of the 
elections, thus necessitahg the formation of coalition agreements". Reich & Kievd, supra, note 60 at 120. 
76 Mahler, supra, note 56 at 55. The least number of parties that have participated in a coalition in Israel's 
history has been three: the greatest number of parties participaîing has been six. 

fiid. at 51-52. See also Reich & Kieval, supra, note 60, at 121: 'The divergent views rqxesmted in each 
cabinet o f l a  have had the effect of mutual canceiiation and a remkant lowest-common-denominator poiicy 
for the govemment. Dramatic moves are thus unlikeiy to rml t  - and generaliy have nor". 

A National Unity Govemment was ii. power between 1984-1990. On this point see chapter four, pages 
108-109. 
79 G. Banilai & Y. Shah, "Israeli Democracy at the Crossroads: A Crisis of Non-Govemability" (1991), 
26:3 Govemment and Opposition 345 at 346. Reich & Kieval claim thai in the late 1960s, the centrality of 
the founding hthers of the State declined, yet the new leaders did not possess the same power and thus were 
w b I e  to repeat their former capabilities to determine hard problems. See supra, note 60 at 123. 

M. Edelman, 'The Judicial Elite of israel" (1992), 13:3 International Political Science Review 234 at 
246. See also L. Roniger, "The Comparative Study of CIientelism and Reaiities of Patronage in Modern 
Societies: Israeli and Caaadian Trends" in A.G. Gagnon & B.A. Taxiguay, Democracy with Justice (Ottawa: 
Carleton University Press, 1992) 1 74 



decisions which should be based on rational decision-making procedures, leadhg to 

policy deadlock and govemmental paralYsisa ' . 

IV Conclusion 

To conclude, Israeli suprerne political and constitutional sovereign was ir many 

aspects powerless. By default or by design, the Knesset did not respond to, or contend 

with, fiuidamental issues that it shodd have properly handled. Furthermore, Members of 

the Knesset themselves, unable to win in îheir own couriyard, have sought judicial 

remedies against actions of the executive or the institutions of the ~nesset'~. The 

executive, even though empowered by the Knesset to take over some of its fimctions, has 

sometimes intentionally shifted the onus of decisions-making to the judiciaryg3, and failed 

as well to directly codant the Court's decisions. 

The next chapter will illuminate how Israeli society reacted to these developments 

in the political culture. In many ways, the Israeli society is entirely different fiom what it 

used to be fifty years ago. In othei ways, it remains very much the same. The next cbapter 

deals with this phenornenon, and considers how these trends in society iduenced the 

Court. It also considers the influence of the Court on society. 

M. Edelman, "The Judiciaiization of Politics in Israei" (19941, 15:2 internationai Political Science 
Review 177, 181. 
82 See infrsl in chapter three. See also 1. Zamir, "Courts and Politics in Israel" (1 WO), Public Law 523 

S. Shetreet, Jusrice In Israel: A Stucjl of the hraeli Judicimy (Dordrecht: Martinus Nijhoff Publishers, 
1994) 450. 
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1 Introduction 

This chapter will use the two cuntradictory examples htroduced in the nrSt 

chapter as references to highlight the changes Israeli society has undergone in the p s t  

fi@ years. Through these examples, 1 hope to illuminate how state-society relations have 

been transformecl fiom a cozy synthesis to an une- division. Suggestions as to what 

caused the blurred relations during Israel's early years of statehood as well as their 

transformation afterwards will be presented. 1 will also propose a new interpretation of 

the Court's role within Israeii society. 1 suggest that the HCJ has become a channel of 

participation, protestation, and communication used by Israelis attempting to influence 

their government. 

I .  The Line and the MQG - a corollary; 

The Volunteer's Line (hereinafter "The Line") was the initiative of 20 young 

Jenisalem law students who had spontaneously self-organized in order to help the new 

state in absorbing the waves of unmigration coming to IsraeI during 1952-1955 (through 

working in the immigrants' transit camps). Mer  a few months of teaching Hebrew and 

trying to anange jobs and permanent housing for the immigrants, the volunteers, who had 

risen constantly in nurnbers, started criticizing the official clerks and government leaders. 

Their criticism derived fiom what they claimed to fhd during their voluntary duties: 

govemmental comption, ignorance and inciifference to immigrants' basic needs, neglect 



and discrimination1. These resmations were expressed in newspapers, pamphlets, letters 

and brochures2. After the Line's leaders accused the police comnissioner of a scanda13, a 

Iibel suit was instituted against them4. The district court found in favor of the plaintiff and 

set a high quantum of darnages5. Tlie Line appealed. The Supreme Court, while 

substantially reducing the damages, nevertheless scolded the mernbers for tuming the 

court into a political arma6. These political stormy trials, accompanied by slanders, de- 

legitimization, and condenmation against the Line by state representatives (the Prime 

Minister, the Minister of Police and officeholders7) and societal figures (journalists 2nd 

playwrights8), brought the Line to its endg. 

The "Movement For Qualitative Government" (hereinafter: "The MQG") d e h e s  

itself as an apoliticai movement ahed at ensuring high mords and clean hands within the 

govemment. Its inception on Mar& 1990, coincided with an especially stomy political 

period in Israel: the days of the National Unity Govemment's rupture. Both the Likud and 

-- - - 

' D. Malmon, "The Volunteers' Front: A Case for Iniproving the Effectiveness of Voice in Israeli Politics". 
(1991)' Research Paper for the Bachelor of Arts in Political Science at the University of Chicago. 
' Two of these pamphlets, published through The Line's independent publishing fïrm, were named: "A 
Danger Lurking h m  the bide' '  and "On Corruption - Who Are the Ones Not Being Judged"? (In 
Rebrew). They were written by Dr. S. Appelbaum, E. Haeztni, Dr. Simonson and H. Rappoport- The 
second pamphlet, conceming the suit, starteci with these words: "This trail is not the t r d  of four of the Jdine 
members against one police officer. This is your own trail, against discrimination, against preferencc; of the 
privileged, against giving rights to individuals on public's expense" (Mormal translation - g.d). 
3 Discharging a police investigation that was secretly conducted against some of his favorites. 

C i d  Case (Tel-Aviv) 1 13/56 Amos Ben-Mon v. Haemti et al. (Was never published). 
Ibid- At paragaph 2 1 1 to the ruling. 
Civil Appeal256/57 Haetmi v. Amos Ben-Gurion (1 960) 14 P.D. 1256. 
' Moshe Sharet, one of Mapai leaders, published an article in Xaaretz Newspaper, asking the public to 
dissociate with the Line, and cease both its moral and economic support of the Line's actions. 

Shabtai Tevet had pubkhed a series of articles denouncing the Line and its members in Haaretz during 
February and March 1956. This information is mentioned in Malmon, supra, note I at 22-25. Igal 
Mosinzon, a famous phywright, produced a play in 1956 named '"Chrow a Bone to the Dogs", that scomed 
the Line's undertaking. Natan Alterman, a celebrated poet wbo had a weekly column in Davar Newspaper, 
wrote a poem condemning the Line and mocking its members. 

Maimon, supra, note L at 36. 



the Labor parties tried their 'best' (which, as follows, was a c W y  their worst) to 

constitute a govemment. Bargainhg for the institution of a new govemment was 

repugnantlO. Accordingly, a few reserve army officers began a hunger sîrike in front of 

the Knesset, calling for electord reform. Simultaneously, 200,000 people attended a Tel- 

Aviv rally, carrying slogans which became the rally's niclmame: "Compted; We're fed 

up with you". The hunger strike wmt on for 19 days, and when it ended, three different 

new movements were constihited, one of which was the MQG". Its most prominent 

action was to submit public petitions to the HCJ'*, among these: the petition a g d t  the 

late Prime Muiister Rabin, for his refusal to use his authonty to discharge the Minister of 

Interior, who had been indicted on charges of hud13; a petition against the Minister of 

Police, for his refisal to use his authority and commit the Chief of Police to disciphary 

proceedings for accepting illegai financial benefid4; a petition against the Israeli 

Governrnent for a wrongful dismissal of the former Civil Service ~ommissioner~~; a 

petition against the National Comrnittee for Planning, for its decision to turn the Jordan 

'O These days also starkly exposed the malfllnctioning of the Israeli system of govemment and, more than 
ever before, made most &radis aware of the problem E. Sprinzak & L. Diamond, krael Democr~qy Under 
Stress (Boulder: Lynne Riemer Publishers, 1993) 1. 

I have leamed the details £iom Eliad Shraga, MQG's chainnan, when 1 intemiewed him in Jenisalem 
tbree yeam ago. At kt, ody  one movement was established: The Movement for Electoral Refonn. But 
after a short while, due to disagreements between its members, the movement was broken d o m  to three 
small movements: the ht, called The Movement for Electoral Reforrn, headed by Avi Kadish, aimed at 
bringing about an eIectoral reform. The second, c d e d  Constirution to ,!irae[, headed by ProE Reichman, 
aimed at cryshliizhg the Israeli Constitution. The îhird, calfed the Movement For Qualitative Government, 
headed by Shraga, aimed to meliorate the behavioral n o m  of public representatives and to ensure pure 
morals within the public administration . 
l2 Other activities of the movement include: the operation of a "Hot-Line** that provides fkee-ofcharge 
legal aid to citizens who feel they were mistreated by the administration; the employment of a lobbyist to 
promote fiill electorai refom; the composition, in cooperation with the Minister of Education, of an 
educational Iayout and worlcshops aimed to promote the ided of clean hands within the administration. 
l3 H.C 3094/93 The MQG et al. v. The Gowrnment of Lrrael at ai. 47 PD. (5) 404. See also Selected 
Judgments, Vol. 10 at 258. 
l4 H.C. 7165/93 nie MQG et aL v. iMin&teer of Police et al. 48 PD. (2) 748. 
'' H.C 4446/96 The MQG v. The Govemment of hraei (Yet unpublished). 



river bed into a tourist site16; and a petition against the Labor and Shas parties for what 

was named the "High Court of Justice's By-passing ~~reernent'''~. Some of these 

petitions were entertained by the Court. 

These two examples illustrate different types of relations between the State, civil 

society and the Court. One preliminary rmark is in order - the two examples are not 

identical. In the fïrst, the Court decided a civil appeal, as the highest court of appeal. In 

the second, the Court decided the MQG's petitions as HCJ. However, the Line case could 

only have been brought to the 1950s' Court as  a civil appeal. At that time this was the 

only way the Court would probe into the Line's accusations, as it could not evade 

deciding a civil appeal. ContrariWise, as HCJ the Court has discretionary powm either to 

hear a case on its merh or to dismiss it altogether. If the Line would have been heard by 

the HCJ, surely it would have been Ssmissed on standing or justiciability grounds. This 

dissimilarity between the two examples, then, is not accidental. In and of itself, it reveals 

some of the changes this chapter broady discussed8. 

Israeli society has undergone tremendous changes. One of the ways to analyze 

these changes is to explore state-society relations at diEerent points in timelg. Briefly, 

social scientists suggest two models to describe state-society relations in a democracy. 

While in the f ist  model, civil society bolsters the state, enhances its legitimacy and 

l6 H.C 2324/9 1 The MQG v. National Cornmitteefor Planing Min- of Interior et al 45 PD. (3) 678. 
I7 H.C 5373/94 The MQG et al. . Prime Ministzr Rabin et al. 49 PD. (1) 758. For a full description of the 
Agreement and its destiny see M. Hofimg, "The Unintended Consequences of Unplanneci Constitutional 
Reform: Constitutional Poiitics in Israel" (1C96) 44 The Amencan Journal of Comparative Law 585 at 602. 
This case will be andyzed in detail in the epiiogue. 



ability to coordinate the diverse tendencies in socie$O, in the second, civil society stands 

in contrast to the state, offerhg a different image of what is befitting the public sphere21. 

The Line and the MQG examples help analyze state-society relations in Israel 

throughout the years. As both the Line and MQG are social movements, their different 

experience with govemmental auihorities and the Court may cast light on the nexus of 

state-society relations in Israel at each priodu. They can also be useù to highlight how 

these relations express themselves in a central public arena - the Court. 

17re Line was a social movement, a voluntary organization which spontaneously 

sprung up while thousands of immigants came to Israel, and as such, was part of Israel's 

early civil society? The Line's activities in the transit camps were targeted at helping the 

'* 1 wil i  r e m  to this specific point later on. See, infia, pages 67-68. 
l9 See pages 22-24. 
20 S.S. Mgcial, "Civil Society in Israel" in E. Goldberg, C. Kasaba and J.S. Migdal (Eds.) Rules and Rights 
in the Middle East: Democracy, Law and Societies (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 1993) 118 at 
120. Both Hegel and Gramsci present civil society as an abutment to the state; xcording to these scholars, 
civil society strengthens the predominance and hold of the governing organization by affinning it as the 
appropriate body to make and enforce society's des. See: G.W.F. Hegel, Philosophy of Rigirt (Oxford: 
The Clarendon Press, 1942) 122- 123, 134- 135; A. Gramsci, Selections From the Prison Notebooks (New 
York: hternational Publishers, 1971) 258. Others conceive state-society relations as requiring a congnimce 
between the dominant values of civil society and those of the political society: A. Stepan, The Stute und 
Society: Peru in Comparative Perspective (Pkw Jersey: Princeton University Press, 1978) 97. 
21 In tkk model, civil society is antagonistic to the state; A. Arato, "Empire v. Civil Society: Poland 1981- 
1982" (1982), 14 Telos 1948. In this model, civil society is separated kom, and disconnected fiom, the 
state. It serves as the state's opposition. See C. Taylor, ""Modes of Civil Society" (1990) 3: 1 Public Culture 
95. 
* State-society theory SuggeSD that any growth in civil society's different components WU inevitably effect 
the nexus of state-society relations. Migdal, supra, note 20 at 123. 
" Although some variations exist, most definitions of civil society specifïcally include social movements, 
interest groups and voluntay organizations. The Line thus is definitely accounted as part of the israeli civil 
society. See page 2 1. 



young state in absorbing the masses24. niese activities were initially h a n c i d y  

sponsored by the Govenunental Monnation c e n t s ,  as well as by the Mapai 

The h t  model seems to fit the relations that have initially evolved between the 

Line (one of civil society's pillars) and the state. By joining forces to aid the state's 

undeaakings, the Line stood by the state, supporting its apparatus, and assisting it in 

coping with its heavy responsibilities. Absorbing immigration, which had resulted in a 

doubling of Jews living in Israel in less than five years, was certainly a top The 

rhythm and amount of unmigrants arrivuig on Israel's shores far exceeded the state's 

facilities and was more than it could have handled a10ne~~. Consequently, dong the lines 

of the h t  model, the LNle could be considered a socio-political organization which acted 

as a complement to State's institutions. 

Yet, interestingly, after a short while, the Line becarne extrernely antagonistic to 

the establishment of both Mapai and the State. Its leaders discovered what they saw as 

favoritism, discrimination, and immorality. The discrimination was oriented towards 

those immigrants who lacked the ri@ 'connections' in Mapai or did not obtain a "Red 

PJotepadZ9, and were thus doomed to become unemptoyed and homeless. It was on this 

24 These activities included, inter dia, teaching Hebrew; teaching the new immigrants, who mostly came 
h m  developing coutries, basic hygienic codes; helping in assigning jobs; trainhg the newcomers in self- 
defense and later on, aiding them to fkd permanent housing 
Y The Govemmental Infoxmation Center was established miring the first years of the Israeli state, and was 
aimed to b c e  projects which the government supporteci. 
26 Interview, Eliyakin Haetaii, the Line's founder, Jerusalem, 1994. 
" D. Horowiîz & M. Lissak, From the Yîshuv tu the State of IsraeI: Originr of the Israeli Polity (Tel-Aviv: 
Am-Oved, 1972) (In Hebrew) 273. 
28 Among others, the State needed to fhd solutions to the immigrants' housing, employment, and health 
problems. Cultural di£nculties made the task seem even more impossible. Ibid. 
29 The "Red Notepad" was the n i c h e  of party members. The 'red' stands for the party's inclination to 
revolutionary socialism. Whoever was a member of the party, or of its working organization - the Histadrut 
- received such a notepad. Job assignments, housing facilities, hedth services etc., were distributeci 
according to party-key. Mapai's notebook, as the ruiing party, was the most cherished 



account that the Line started to publicly criticize the governmen?O, addressed students, as 

well as veterans and new imnigrants. Their brochures conveyed a simple message: the 

State's bureaucracy was soiled; the elite had long ceased to serve as an example, trading 

their status for personal favors and benefits. The d e  was "Scratch my back, I'll srratch 

yours". In contnist, the Line presented an alternative which considered the public good of 

primary importance. Needless to Say, because of the public criticism levied by the Line 

against the establishment, Mapai and the government were funous, and immediately cut 

all hancial support. 

From then on, the second mode1 seemed to better fit state-civil sociew relations. 

The Line suggested a normative alternative to the corrupted noms it found be in control 

of public life. It oEered a distinct alternative. It created an opposition. Its members 

separated and contrasted themselves against O fficeholders and S tate's bureaucrats3 '. 

Why did the Line experience a 'regime change'? 1s its experience, especially at 

the second stage, representative of the state-society nexus of the early state's years? 

Apparently no t. 

30 The iine printed its accusations in its own publishing firm, caüed: "Shlomi - The Volunteer's Line 
publicationy'. Shlomi was established in 1953 and closed down in 1956. It published the Line's pamphlets 
and their brochures. 
3L We WU expose ... their vile actions". This quote is taken fiom: "A page to the ValunteerZ', page 6, 1954. 



II State-societv symbiosis - Israel in the fmt  decades; 

As stated, in Israel's early years, state-society relations remained within the h t  

model's boundaries. f ie  Line's attempt to consolidate an independent civil society as an 

alternative to the state was the exception to the rule of state-society sy~nbiosis'~. 

Up until the late 1970s and early 1980s, an effective civil society was 

undeveloped in 1srae1'~. Instead, a high degree of convergence beîween state and society 

prevailed34. This convergence is the product of three main factors: the Zionist 

undertaking, the absence of civil society's crucial features and Ben-Gurion's Statism 

policy. 1 will discuss each of these three factors in tum. 

1. The Zionkt Project 

The Zionist project - creating the State of Israel - developed as both a social and 

political ~ n d e r t a k i n ~ ~ ~ .  The pre-state Yishuv was civil society per-se, as the Mandate 

granted self-autonomy to the Jewish ~ommunity'~. The orgaoized Yishuv contained self- 

struchiring fiee associations and family-Iike organizations3'. It also generated a 'state-in- 

32 D. Maman, "Institutional Linkages Between the Economic Elite and the Political and Bureaucratie Elite 
in Israel 1974-1988. (1995), A Ph.D. Thesis, Department of Sociology, Hebrew University at Jerusalem (In 
Hebrew) at 25. 
33 D. Peretz & G. Doron, "The Governent ami Politics in Israel" (Boulder: WestView Press, 1997) at 68: 
"If by default rather than design, the foundations of an effective civil society were Iaid down during the mid 
1970s and have continued to expand ever sirce". 
34 Y. EPahi, LLDem~cratic Politics and Culture in Modern Israel: Recent Trends" in E. Sprinzak & L. 
Diamond, h e l  Democracy Under Stress (Boulder Lynne Reinner Publishers, 1993) 255 at 262, 
'* B. Kirnmerling, "State Building, Sîate Autonomy and the Identity of Society The Case of the Israeti 
S tate" (1993), 6:4 Journal Of Historical Sociology 396 at 399. 
36 Ibid at 400. This self autonorny was granted to the Arab community in Palestine as weU. 
'' fiid. 



the-making' structure, providhg all essential services, such as defense, administrative 

machinery, education, welfare, health, employmenf etc.38. Under such Ncumstances, the 

boundaries between 'state' (Le. the central political institutions) and 'society' (non- 
political institutions) were completely blurred and intemal social control and 
surveiUance were intensined by the political organizations and leadership of the 
Jewish comm~nity'~. 

Thus, when Israel was bom in 1948, centers of power were located in societal 

institutions. Shortly after 1948, tkese same institutions became the State's institutior~~~. 

Scholars characterize Israeli society's course of development as a development £kom an 

ideologicd movernent (Zionism) to a community (the Yishuv) and fkom a community to a 

state4'. The Zionist revolution, the five ~ l i ~ o t ~ ~  , the conclusion of the British Mandate 

and the establishment of the state of Israel were al1 stages in a socio-political institution- 

building43. The Yishuv's leaders, institutions, codes and d e s  of the game became, afier 

1948, the State's leaders, institutions, codes and rules of game, with but very few 

modification4? They were also the leaders, institutions and the codes of additional power 

38 Ibidat401. 
39 Ibid at 402. 

Ibid. 
41 D. Horowitz & M. Lissak, Trouble in Utopia: The overburdened Polity of Israel (Albany: State 
University of New York Press, 1989) at 17. 
" The five Aliyot were the five big waves of immigrating Jews coming to Palestine between 1882-1948. 
43 Horowitz & Lissak, supra, note 4 1 at 7. 

A fàscinating example can be found in the agreement reached between Ben-Gurion and Rabbi LM. Levin 
in 1947. At that year, Ben-Gurion wrote a letter to Rabbi Levin of Agudat Israel (the religious party), in 
which he sketched the principles of maintaining the statu quo in religious affairs. In the letter, Ben Gurion 
guaranteed the maintenance of the religious princip1es that were in force in 1947 in the areas of personal 
status, Sabbath observance and Kushruî after the establishment of the state. Years later, the various 
govenvnental coalitions did not debate the staais quo principIe itseif but only its interpretation. For a 
chnology of events see, Horowitz & Lissak, Ibid, at 62. Additionally, these scholars specifically argue 
that "the dominant political culture of the Yishuv, had shaped the institutions and mles of the game in the 
new statey'. Ibid at 15. See also: P. S m ,  "The Road Not Taken: Constitutional Non-Decision Making in 
1948-1950 and Its Impact on Civil Liberties in the Israeli Political Culture" in I.S. Troen & N. Lucas (Eds.), 



centers of that era: the Jewish Agency and the Histadrut (the Workers' ~ociety)~'. No 

clear boundaries existed between these two centers of power and the state-in-the-making 

~ r~an iza t ions~~ ,  and Jewish membership in these associations was of high portions47. 

After the birth of Israel the Mapai, the Histadrut and the Jewish Agency shared power and 

cooperated to create an apparently solid State partnership48. Hence, the Zionist prcject 

and institutions strove to turn the Jewish exile's society and culture into a state entity. 

Paradoxically, since the establishment of the state symbolized for the Jews the 
revolutionary transformation of their condition, fiom a state of utter powerlessness 
and vulnerability to an empowered position cdturally and politically, the state h m  
corne to represent to Israeli Javs not so much an instrument of self-govemment 
that can deteriorate and become a potential threat to their fkeedom as individuals 
and communities, but the very idea of individual as well as collective Javish 
fieedom. This stands in marked contrast to the Western Liberal-dernomatic 
tradition, in which the historicd conflicts between the niling monarch (or 

israel: The First Decade of Independence (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1995) 83 at 85: 
"During the eariy statehood period, the burden was on those people who wanted to alter institutions th' hasl 
existed in the Yishuv. The basic institutions of the Yishuv - political parties and their bureaucraties, 
educational systems, health services, newsprters, the Histadrut - remained relatively intact as a community 
became a state ...". 
" Leadership in these various qyasi-state institutions ovcrlapped fiequently in the pre-state era, or chaoged 
han& within the same elite milieu afterwards. For example, Ben-Gurion, Mapai's leader, was also the 
Jewish Agency President for a number of years. 

Kimmerhg, supra, note 35 at 404. 
47 By 1926, 70% of the Jewish workers in Palestine were membexs of the Histadmt. In the break of the 
State, about 90% of the Jewish workers were Histadrut members. See J. S. Migdai, The Crystallization of 
the State and the SûuggIes Over Rule making: Israef in Comparative Perspective" in: B. Kimmerling (Ed.), 
The Israeli State and Society (Albany, State University of New York Press, 1989) 1 at 16. 
48 The governent leadership - which, as mentioned earlier, was composed of these organizations - were alt 
members of the elite, sharing salient sociological characteristics and generating a hegemony over Israeli 
society. Tbat hegemony was dl-encompassing: within the agriculture and industry enterprises, in the 
creation of a new Hebrew culture, and in contrwlling and allocating state resources. See Y. Shapiro, 
Dernocracy in Israel (Ramat-Gan: Massada, 1977) (In Hebrew); D. Willner, Nation-Building and 
Community in brael (Princeton, N.J.: University Press, 1969). See also P. Y. Medding, Mapay in israel: 
Political Organization and Governrnent in a Nëw Society (Cambridge, Englank University Press, 1972). 
For furthes review of how the coalition between Mapai, the Histadrut, the Jewish Agency and the Zionist 
World Organization was constituted and maintained, generating iMapai's hegemony, see Migdal, supra, note 
47 at 16-18. 



aristocracy) and the people induced powerfül public ambivalence toward the state 
as a potential enemy of the individual and the voluntary social realm4'. 

Indeed, many socio-political groups seek national self-determination. In thk Iight, 

Zionism is no different. Furthamore, many national communities preceded their nation- 

statessO. Fewer identified nation with religion, and less still wnceived their national self- 

determination as a 'return to origins "'. Although the Zionist movement celebrated 

universalistic ideasS2, its particularity was in its speciai mixture of both modern and 

traditional elements, as weli as a religious and secular sdvation. The suggestion, made 

before W.W.II, to establish a Jewish State in Uganda was rejected by the Zionist Congress 

precisely because Uganda bears no national religious meaning to the Jewish people. The 

Jewish state could only be reestablished in the Land of Israel, to where a l l  of the dispersed 

Jewish people would return. The development of an independent civil society, fiee of strong 

inclinations to support the state as its savior, was thus greatly impededs3. 

49 Ezrahi, supra, note 34 at 261. See also B. Susser & E. Don-Yehiya, "The Nation v. The People: Israel 
and the Deche  of the Nation-State" (1989), 35:s Midstream 13 at 15: "In the Western expenence, the 
nation and the people were both contemporaries and rivals...within the Jewish experience, the nation and the 
people were neither conteaporaries nor rivals ... Israel understands the state as the institutional incarnation of 
the nation". 

Think for example of the way the United States came into being. It started by a migration of groups and 
individuals, who sought, for various rasons, a new territory in which to establish their homes. Some of 
these groups, like the British Puritans, were persecuted in their countries of ongin and were lookïng for a 
new safe place in which bey could fieely live according to their beliefs. 
SL Ezrahi, supra, note 34 at 256-257. 
52 Sucb universalistic ideas were the Zionist early cornmitment to foster Enlightenment-secular cultural 
norms and ideologies and universalistic civic rights of national self-determination- For this point see E. 
Cohen, "Israel as a Post-Zionist Societf' (1995), 1:3 Israel Affâirs at 203. Ako see S. Avineri, The Making 
of Modern Zionhm (New York: Basic Books, 198 1). 

1 believe Zionism's cornmitment to both universalistic and particdaristic elements was inherently 
contradictory. The universalistic ideas of Zionism were not so much the acceptame of the Enlightenment 
but the rejection of the religious dehnition of Judaism and the Jewish people. Zionism never fiilly embraced 
humanitarian political goals per-se. Its humanitarianiSm was embedded within the Jewish co~nmunity. Its 
salvation was directed to Jews, not to aU mankind. Thus, 1 h d  that the universalistic notion in Zionism was 
suhordinated to the particdaristic one. Under this hierarchy, it was harder to develop civil smiety's 
ingredients. Contrasted against Zionism, one can contemplate the "Cannanite" ideology as an example of a 
possible Israeli civil society. The Cannanite was a movement which took as its mode1 the Hebrew culture of 
the early biblïcal period, which was shaped not only by the aacient Israeh but also by other nations in the 
region. Yet, the CRnnRnite was nothing more than a group of inteUectuaIs, whereas Zionism was a 



2. Lack of important components for civil sociery 

In Israel during the early years, there was a distinct lack of important components 

of an active civil society, to wit, a fiee media, interest groups, independent cultural 

institutions etc. 

Interest groups are an important pillar of civil socieSrs4. Yet in many respects, 

interest groups were almost completely missing in Israel's landscapes5. Instead, Israel was 

pemeated with political parties, subordinating interest groups and shaping al1 other 

institutionss6. Yet, unlike other demccratic societies, where parties emerge in an already 

existing social entity, in Israel the parties were the central factor in shaping the nascent 

Israeli socieg7. They far exceeded theK m a l  role: they became the most, if not the sole 

cornpreheasive ethnic-national Jewish movement. For more details see: Y. Shavit, From Hebrew to 
Canaanite: Aspects in the Hatory, hieology and Utopia of the "Hebrew Renaksance" (Jerusalem: Domino 
Press, 1984) (In Hebrew); Horowitz & Lissak, supra, note 4 1 at 100- 10 1, 1 18. 
Y For that point see Y. Yishai, Interest Groups in Israel: The Test of Democracy (Tel Aviv: Am Ove& 
1987) (In Hebrew). See &O A. H. Rirch, "Political Authority and Crisis in Comparative Perspective" in: K- 
Banting, ed, State and Society.- Canada in Comparative Perspective (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 
1986) 87 
55 interest groups are organized groups of persons sharing particular concerns and impacting upon the 
politicai process by requiring policy-msrkers tc, respond to their demands in some way. See M. Dr~mn- 
Tepler, fnterest Groups and Political Change in hrael (Aibany: State University of New York Press, 1990) 
at 1. Drezon-Temper mentions that when s h ~  confessed her intention to study interest groups in Israel, the 
common response she received was: '%ut there aren't any". Ibid. 
56 Adnittedly, poolitical parties are oRen conceived as civil society - see page 18, foomote 5. They are also 
conceived as posited between state and society as their middeman, See: B. Kimmerling, "State-Society 
Relations in Israei" in UXam (Ed.), The Israeli Society: Critical aspects (T'el Aviv: Brerot, 1993) 125 (In 
Hebrew); A. Gagnon & B. Tanguay, Canadian Parties in Transition: Dxkcourse, Organiiation and 
Representation (Scarborough: Nelson, 1989) at 2-1 1- Yet within the Israeli context, they were actually more 
S a t e d  to State institutions - see chapter one, ibid. 
n G. Goldberg, Political Parties in Israel - From Mass Parties to Electoral Parties (Tel-Aviv: h o t ,  
1992) (In Hebrew) at 16. 



influential power within society, leaving other associations powerless58. Moreover, the 

parties, especially Mapai, were oriented to, or identified with, the State. Little space, if 

any, was left for autonomous groups seekhg to achieve private, as opposed to public, 

objectivess9. 

Second, an independent media, reporting eeely on the governmental activities, is 

another feature of a vibrant civil s ~ n ' e t ~ ~ ~ .  However, the Israeli press' early days departs 

fiom this model. A number of factors are responsible for that, foremost among which was 

the Editors' Committee. Initiated by Ben Gurion in 1953, the Committee sought to reach 

an Informal Agreement between the newspapers' editors-in-chief and the Military 

censor6'. The Agreement - kept by both parties for over three decades - declared that 

even though the censorship laws gant the Censor absolute discretion, only a limited 

censorship regarding security matters would ever be imposed on the press -- in exchange 

for its cooperatiod2. As a result of this cozy relationship, the press saw itself as another 

a m  of the State, and agreed to shelter idonnation considered 'harrnful' to national 

" See page 6. &O: Drezon-Tepler, 
Etat Partitaire" or the 'Ta~tïenstaat": 
Journal of Politics 607. 

supra, note 55, at 1. Not accidentaiiy, Israel acquired the title: "The 
B. Akzin, "The Role of Parties in Israeli Democracy" (1955), 17:4 

" Yishai, supra, note 54, at 37, use professional organizations as an example. Professional organizations 
are usually perceived as interest groups. The Eretz-Israel teacher's association (Histadrut H-morim 
BelIsrael) was established not as a vocational institution aimed at caring for teachers' interests but as a 
national organization which aspired to promote national missions. The respect and prestige of an interest 
group were thus determined according to its contriiution to materializïng national-collective ideals. 
Moreover, since financial resources in those days were scant, most of the uiterest groups received hanciai 
aid h m  the state. They were thus were compeiied to limit their actions to the ones supporting existing 
policies or practices. See Y. Yishai, Land ofparadoxes: Interesr Politics in ISrael (Albany: State University 
of New York Press, 199 1) at 8 1. 

E. Shils, "The virtue of civil societf (199 1) 26: 1 Governent and opposition 1 at 10. 
S. Leban-Wilzig, WiIdfie: Grassroots Revolts in krad in the Post-Socialkt Ern (Albany: State 

University of New York Press, 1992) at 92. 
" P. Lahav, "A Barre1 Without Hoops: The Impact of Counterterrorism on Israel's Legai Culture" (1988), 
10 Cardozo Law Review, 529 at 535. 



interests by the ~ e n s o r ~ ~ .  Furthermore, up until the mid-1980s the state had a monopoly 

over radio, and all of Israel watched the State-owned one-channel television6'! A fighting 

media, which exposes governmental scandals or mitically reports the State's actions, was, 

to a great extent, absent. In cases when the media did 'dare' to criticize the itate's 

activities and initiatives, it was stringentiy attacked by State of fi ci al^^^. 

Third, the development and existence of independent art, science and cultural 

institutions are also considered to account for part of a Iiberal, democratic civil ~ o c i e t y ~ ~ .  

In the Israeli case, context-fkee art or culture were hard to k d .  The aflhity between the 

revival of the Hebrew language and the Zionist revolution inhibited the development of 

63 Ibid. Lehman-Wilzig clairns that: 'The Israeii press in general delivered and publicly supported the 
govement line almost across the board ... From the average Israeli reader's perspective, the papers were 
de-facto part and parcel of the whole establishment" ibid. Supra note 6 1. See also D. Goren, The P r ~ s  in a 
Besieged Society (Jerusalem: Magnes Press, 1975) (In Hebrew); R Kahane & S .  Kna'an, The Behavior of 
the Press in Semrity Emergency Situations and Its Influence of Public Support of Government (Jemalem: 
The Hebrew University Press, 1973) (In Hebrew). The Israeli media in early statehood was even named 'the 
conscnpted media' - see D. Caspi and Y. Limor, n e  middleman: The Media in Israel (Tel-Aviv: Am Oved, 
1993) (In Hebrew) at 136-139- 
64 In the mid-eighties, pirate cable television was f h t  introduced to Israelis. Lehman-Wilzig, supra, note 
6 1, at 84-95. 
" The attack on the Supreme Court fiom the Knesset podium by Ben-Gurion and the MUiister of Justice in 
1952 (see page 15), was acconpanied by an attack on the press, as a resdt of media's publications 
regarding the h c i a f  problems of the Govexament. The press was portrayed as a viuain obstructing the 
staîe's operation. See P. Lahav, ''Foundations of Rights Jurisprudence in Israel: Chief Justice Agranat's 
Legacy" (1990), 24 Israel Law Review 21 1 at 244-145, The press has once again been severely attacked 
when it gave extensive coverage to the 'Shrnorak Report' in 195 1. The stringent report, composed by the 
Jewish Agency's Comptrokr, exposed b c i a l  irregularities and misuse of public money for personal 
purposes. Shmorak, as weiI as his report, were s c o ~ y  dismissed by the Jewish Agency - Mapai leaders. 
The Jewish Agency's management decided to stop the publication of the report. Yet, Maariv newspaper had 
already exposed the &air. The press was condemned for providing a public platform for the accusations, 
and Dr. Smorak was accused in delfberately and premaîurely leaking the report. Dr. Smorak, r e j e c ~ g  these 
accusations, eventually resignecl For fiirther notes on this a a i r  see E, Sprinzak, Every Man FFIatsoever 1S 
Right In His Own Eyes - Illegallism in kraelr' Society (Tel-Aviv: Sifriat Poalim Publishing, 1986) (In 
Hebrew) at 79-83. 
66 E d ,  supra, note 34 at 263; P. Macherey, A neory of Literav Production, tram. G. WaU (London: 
Routledge Press, 1978). It is also arguecl that a cultural work should not serve any particular g ~ i s  or 
programs in the context of public a£fàirs. fiid. 



cultural forms that were distanceci from the state6'. Mer IsraeI's establishment, v r j  few 

Israeli artists managed to avoid the socio-political Zionist realization6*, or escape fiom 

political parties' membershiPd9. By analog, the scientifïc academy's earty bonds with the 

Jewish political establishment hampered the institutions' independence fiom the state or 

the development of bases for public criticism over govemmentd actions70. 

Furthmore, public financial support for academic and artistic institutions added 

other constraints to the development of independent scientific and artîstic critical 

67 B. Harshav, "The Renaissance of IsraeI and the Modem Jewish Revolution" in N. Gretz ,Ed) 
Perspectives on Culture and Society in 1Srael (Tel-Aviv: Open University Publications, 1988) 7; D. Miron, 
"From Creators and Builders to Homeless" (1985), 2 Igra 71, in 1925, when the Hebrew University was 
established in Giva'at-Ram, a passionate debate concemulg the language in wbich the courses will be 
conducted enraged the Jewish community. Mer rejecting claims that 'Physics and Mathematics cannot be 
taught in Hebrew but only in Gemian' it was decided that everything within the educational palace will be 
taught in Hebrew. Some scholars contend that the inability of the Israeli artists to criticize the state denved 
fiom state censorship and control. See 1. Ben-Ami, 6bArtistic Censorship in Israel: 1949-1991" (1995), 16:l 
Contemporary Jewry 3. 

1. Even-Zohar, 'The Emergence of Native Hebrew Culture in Palestine: 1882-1948" (198 1),2 Studies in 
Zionism, 167, mentions at 182: 'The diiemma of the Israeli wrïter, is that, unlike the author who writes 
h m  withi. a stable, well-established society, he cannot escape h m  the revolutionary reality which be 
codkonts". See also D. Miron, Touching the Matter: &suys on Literature and Society (Tel-Aviv: Zmora- 
Bitan Publishers, 199 1) (In Hebrew) at 339-382. Miron argues tbat until 1967 and even more so aftemards, 
many writers joined the political camps, and were aEliated to one or another political parties' backyards 
(supra, at 375). 

D. Miron, Ifntere Is Nb Jemalem: Essays on Hebrew WnrUg in o Cultural-Politzèal Context (Tel- 
Aviv: HaEabbutz Hameuchad Publishing, 1987) 56-67. 

'Zike other hieration and revolutionary movements, ideological and political Zionism integrated Iewish 
and Hebrew scholars, writers, and iiteilectuals into the coUective missions of the revolutionary movement, 
and so it did not Ieave much space for the creative critical role of culture and its inherentiy transformative 
energies vis-a-vis the political establishment and the officia1 ethos of the state that were brought about by 
the success of the Zionist revolution7*; Ezra& supra, note 34 at 261. Indeed, during the last decade a oew 
generation of historians and sociologis's (who are also known as the 'New Historians' and 'the New 
Sociologists') openly rise criticism towards the 'oId' generation of academic works, as being in the 
establishment's service. See, for exarnple, the works of the 'new sociologist' Uri Ram: U. Ram, The 
Changing Agenda of IsraeZi SocioZogy.- Theory, Ideology and Identa@ (Albany: State University of New 
York Press, 1995); U. Ram, 'Zionist Histonography and the invention of Modern Jewish nationhood: The 
Case of Ben Zion Dinui' (1995), 7:1 History and Memory 91; U, Ram, "Civic Discourse in Israeli 
Sociologicd Thought" (1989), 3:2 Intemational Journal of Poiitics, Culîure and Society 255. 



thought7'. Considering all of these factors, it is no wonder the growth of independent 

civic culture in Israel was de~a~ed'~.  

Against tbis background, the Line' s experience becornes understandable. ?ne Line 

first emerged nom withùi Mapai. Its asserted purpose was to help the state. Being a 

volunteer organization, which was created to support the state's missions and heavy 

burdens, the Line is an exemplar of the fuzzy distinctive feature of the statdcivil society 

bomdary in 1srae1'~. At first, the Line received enthusiastic encouragement fkoa the 

establishment, the party-in-power and the general Yet, immediately after 172e 

Line sought to divorce itself fiom that state of affairs, by contrasting its actions with those 

of the State, the support turned into resentment. While The LNie wished to implernent 

civic control over the corrupt, bureaucratie patterns generated by the State's apparatus75, 

neither the state nor society were ready for such criticism. Any aiticism against Mapai or 

the govanment perceived to be an act of disloyalty to the State and the Zionist 

endeavor? Buds of civic faultnnding or discontent with the political bureaucracy were 

doomed to be harshly repressed by the State and the society - i.e., the Chief of Police, 

7 1 Ibid. See also 1. Ben-- "State Patronage or State Control: The Israeii Case of Goveraent 
Involvement in the Arts" Absfract: The Intemational Sociological Association, 1994. " Ezmhi, Ibid. at 262, argues as follows: "Tnsofar as the separation between the voluntary domain of 
society and the regulated domain of the state has beea sûucturdy necessary to any liberal-democratic 
order, with science, literature, art, and journalism located mostiy in the domain of society, the 
interpenetrating of the two reaIms in Israel - associated with the rise of a powerful nationalist collective 
ethos - has posed a serious obstacle to the evolution of an Israeli hierai-democratic civic culture". 
" One out of the two most distinctive features of the relationship between the state and 'civil society' in 
Israel is that fiuziness. See M. Shdev, "Jewish Organized Labor and the Palestinians: A Study of 
StatdSociety Relations in Israei" in B. Kimmerling (Ed.), The IsraeIi Sfute and Sociew (Albany, State 
University of New York Press, 1989) 93. 
74 S p m  supra, note 65, at 86. 
75 The Line attacked Mapai, its leaders and State's institutions Oike the Israeli police and the Attorney- 
General) for their reluciance to deal with what they thought was incriminating information gathered about 
persons fiom higher ranks. fiid. 



various Mapai leaders, artists, poets, and, consequently, by the District Court. In its 

decision on the libel suit against The Line, the district Judge said: 

"The defendants dungerously exaggerated their intentions to improve the state by 
fighting corruption. Their way of presenting the problems had dc;to>?ed the image 
of our young state and its hea%y struggles with secmity, building and creation. Ttz 
defendants ignored every accor@ishment or any positive side of the state's 
eff01-ts77 (Emphasis added). 

The Supreme Court, notwithstanding its criticism of the District Court for its 

hanh judgment of the Line, condemned the Line for turning the Court into a public 

political arena The Supreme Court seemùigly 'lined-up' on the Lirze's side. Yet, the case 

was brought before the Court as a civil appeal, and as such, had to be decided. ne Line 

did not try to involve the court as HCJ. If it did, most probably it would have failed; the 

Court would have employed standing and justiciability doctrines, or its discretionary 

power, to dismiss the case7'. The Court had indeed revealed its discornfort and reluctance 

to deal with political cases. In thc ''Kastner case"79, the Judges cornplained that the iask 

of inquiring into Dr. Kastner's activities and intentions during the Holocaust 'had better 

be tefi to the historian~'~~. In that case, a Supreme Court judge also rnentioned: "in an 

ordinary Iibel case, there certainly was no 'escape' for the ~ u d ~ e s " ~ ' .  Hence, it is 

76 Peretz & Doron, supra, note 33 at 78. 
Civil Case (Tel-Aviv) 1 13/56, supra, note 4 at paragraph 20 1. 
Accordhg to section 15G of the Basic Law: the ludiciary, the HCI have discretion as to whether to hear 

a petition on its merits or whether to dismiss it without further i n q u e  The Court could also use the 
standing and justiciability devices, as in its early &YS, interpreting these doctrine very narrowly. See the 
next chapter, pages 92-93. 

Civil Appeal232/55 Attorney General v. Gmnwald (1958) 12 (3) PD. 2017. The Lbel suit involved the 
reptation of the late Zionist leader, Dr. Kastner, regardhg his pediormance to save the fate of Hungarian 
Jewry under Hitler. 

lbld at 2025. 
A. Vitkan, "Justiciabi1ity" (1966) 1 IsraeI Law Review 40 at 43. 



reasonable to assume that the Supreme Court's judges would 'escape' a political case, if 

they could. The hypothetical Line's petition would be just one of these occasioriss2. 

Further, those days were not very tranquil for the Supreme Dealing with a 

petition which directly inquired into Mapai's governmental performance or the State's 

money-allocations priorities certainly would not add tranquillity to Court-State relations. 

In fact, the prospects that the Line would bring its case before the HCJ were not 

very high fiom the beginning. The use of the Court by civil society's groups to advance 

their interests was not yet acknowledged in Israel. As already stated, the very idea of a 

possible state/society separatim was alien before and after the establishment of the State, 

as some of the most basic components necessary for the development of a vibrant civil 

society that stood against State power were missingg4. These components reniaineci 

undeveloped d e r  Israel was established, whereas the State took a central role in war 

mobilization, immigrant absorption and the Arab minority administrati~n*~. Even when 

Nidividuals brought their individudistic interests before the HCJ, they did not always fïnd 

In another petition (H.C. 45/55 The Arab Committee for the Defense of Land in Nazareth v. Minister of 
Finance et ai. (1955), 9 PD. (3) 680), an Arab Committee had f2ed a petition against the Govenunent's 
measurements of privately-owned Arab land aimed for later land requisition. The Supreme Court rejected 
the petition on the grounds that the Committee did not prove "Iocus standi". Additional examples can be 
found in 2. Segal, Sranding in the LcraeIi High Court of Justice (Tel-Aviv: Papinis, 1986) (In Hebrew). 
83 See the next chapter regarding the events talong place before the Basic Law: the Judiciary was enacted 
on 1953 - pages 96-97. 
" D. Horowitz, "Before the State: Communal Politics in Palestine Under the Mandate" in B. Kimmerhg 
(Ed.), The Israeli State andSociety (Alkny, State University of New York Press, 1989) 28, at 35, me~!iüns 
that ideoiogical reasons hardened the development of 'market economy' in the Yishuv and in the state's 
early days. Higher prices were paid to Jewish workers in the Jewish cornmunity compared to Arabs 
perfomhg the same tasks, and higher pnces were paid to Arabs for Iand purchased by Jews in cornparison 
to their 'market' value. The advocacy of property rights is a central feature of civil society's interests. 
85 Migdal, supra, note 20 at 124. 



redresss6, since the Court, as the society in which it adjudicated and the state to which 

apparatus it belonged, conceived no sharp distinction between the state and the society's 

interests8'. 

3. Tne Sta&m polity 

A third factor to bind the development of a prolific civil society derived fiom the 

statism (Mamlahtiyut) policy, conducted by Ben-Guion. The statism ideology rested on 

two eiements: citizens' seMces should be provided by the state alone (not by political 

parties or voluntary organization;) and state înterests should always prevail over c*&er 

inter est^^^. The poücy was fïrst and foremost directed at weakening the parties and 

displacing the power both they and the Jewish Agency yielded89. The policy was also 

directed at consolidating al1 other foci power into the govemment's hands90. Motivated 

rnainly, although not solely, by the fear of societal cleavages, the statism ideology was 

announced and implemented. An additional ground supporting statism concemed the 

Jewish stateless history: doubting the Diaspora Jews' competence for ~ e l f - ~ o v e r n i n ~ ~ ~ ,  

'' P. Lahav claims that most of the housing expropriations executed during the early years of the state were 
sustained by the courts, and the Justices preferred not to intervene in the wide discretion vested in the 
administration, See P. Lahav, "The Supreme Court of Israel: Formative Years, 1948- l9W' (1990), 1 1: 1 
Studies in Zionism 45 at 6 1-62. 
*' Lahav, Ibid at 62: 'The Court conceived the state as neither a liberal entity, neuttal, value fiee- anrl 
separated h m  society, nor as an entiîy meant to ensure maximum fkedom to inciividuals''. 
'* That is, individual, party or non-statial inkrests. Peretz & Domn, supra, note 33 at 66. 
89 Lebman-Wilzig, supra, note 6 1 at 22-23. 

in the name of statism, Ben Gurion ordered the suilaog of the Altalena ship after Begin - the Leader of 
the Ezel (the National Military Organization who fïrst established in 1939 to fight the British Mandate) - 
refbsed to hand over the arms on the ship to the State's army. In the name of the same policy, Ben-Guion 
also ordered the Palmach (the militia forces of the Hagana, the underground self-defense organization of the 
Yishuv) to disband and integrate aii its units and equipment with Zahal - Israel Defense Forces. 
9' "Ben Guion is bown, in kt, for his conviction that the Jews were lackng chic vimies and for his 
conclusion that a special effort to teach them to live in a sovereign state was highly necessary"; E. Sprinzak, 
''Elite Illegalism in Israel and the Question of Democracy" in E. Sprinzak & L, Diaiuünd, &ael Democmcy 
Under Stress @oulder, Lynne Riemer Publishers, 1993) 173 at 182. 



Ben Gurion believed only the State could foster the development of a well-ordered 

socieg2. Yet, the result was a deepening of the government's centralization and public 

dependency on its institutions: 

"Mamlahtiyut-.. have been perceived by the Israeli public as a meaningless shift of 
power fiom one political source wapai party] to another wapai Goverment], but 
in reality in only M e r  concentrated power in the State of Israel's centrd 

,993 govenimen t... . 

In conclusion, under such circumstances, it was unIikely that civil society would 

flourish. The three factors (Zionism, statism and the undeveloped elements of civil 

society) illuminate my assumption that The Line was an exception in the early Israeli 

societal scene. Ben-Gurion's philosophy that the Jews were not ready to conduct their 

affairs hdependently may have been completely baseless. He may also has been wrong in 

his confidence that Statism was the best solution to prevent societal cleavages. Zionism 

may have been mistaken as well in regarding the State as its most important feature. Yet 

dl these factors had generated a strong state in which a weak society was trying to bloom. 

The blooming had inevitably been postponed until the state would weaken, chage or 

cease to have such a profound impact on its citizens. 

92 M. Cohen, Zion and State: Nation, CIass and the Shaping of Modem firad (Oxford: Basil Blackweil, 
1987) at 20 1. 
93 Lehman-Witng, supra, note 6 1 at 26. 



Israeli Societv in the Eiflties III 

The MQG fiuictioned in a very different environment than the Line had during the 

1950s. By the mid 1970s, foundations of a .  effective civil sociew were laid down, and 

they have been expanding ever sinceg4. The nimiber of interest groups, the degree of 

organizational independence they obtained fiom the political system, theu types, methods 

of activities and goals - al1 have increased and enhanced considerably in the 1970s and 

1980sg5. Civil protest organizations seemed to rnushroom after the 1973 w d 6 .  Cultural 

works undermined some official state myths and criticized the Israeli leadership and 

political system; sharp political satire appeared on the state-owned-one-channel 

televisiong7. The early eighties saw color broadcasts, and in the nid-eighties Israel 

experienced a telecommulzication revolution: a quarter of the households in Israel were 

now comected to cable televisioog8. Local and non-establishment newspapers anergdg9. 

The accelerated influence of American culture became evident during the 1 !%Os, resulthg 

in the deepening and strengthening of consumer values and liberal, individudistic 

94 Peretz & Doron, supra, note 33 at 68. See &O E. Ben-Zadok, "Neighborhood Renewai Through the 
Establishment and Through Protest" in K. Auruch & W.P. Zenner, Critical Essays on Israeli Society, 
Religion, and Government (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1997) 53 at 54: "During the 1970s 
the relationship between the central govenunent and local govemments have been graduaUy 
&centralize&..the trend toward decentralization and local authority was also characterized by an increasing 
number of citizen-participation groups, such as local voluntary associations, planning committees and 
environmental councils". 
95 Yishai, supra, note 54 especially at 69-90. 
% Migdal, supra, note 20 at 126. 
97 Ezrahi, supra, note 34 at 264. Hanach Levin, a fàmous playwright, wrote a çharp political satire called 
"The Queen of the bathtub". The arrows were directed at Prime Minister Golda Meir, the cabinet and 
Meir's famous kitchen - the place i;i which allegedly the most important decisions were decided. The play 
aroused public outbursts and was brought down h m  the stage after a number of performances. 
AdditionaUy, a sharp political satire called Nhy-Rosh (Cleaning the Head) was shown once a week and 
became one of the most popular programs. Its - sometimes poisoned - arrows were directed at ail of the 
leading political personaiities. 
" Lehman-Wiltig, supra, note 6 1 at 88. 
99 D. Caspi and Y. Lixnar, supra, note 63 at 140,230-249. 



n o m L m .  Generally speaking, the economic situation of Israelis improved as well. As the 

wealth of middle class Israelis was enhanced, they became a powemù factor in s o ~ i e t ~ ' ~ ' .  

Within the educational sphere, parentaI initiatives activated the hitherto donnant right 

declared in the State Education Law, that allowed parents to determine 25 percent of a 

school's curriculum'02. Civil organizations such as 'The Cornmittee of Concerned 

Citizemy set up local support groups, circulating petitions and organizing demonstrations 

to support the writing of a constitution and the changing of the electoral system. A group 

of law professors organized to draft a Israeli ~onstitution'". The outburst of the Lebanon 

war in 1982 precipitated an attempt to institute a nght of conscientious objection to 

military service, challenging what has traditionally been the un-challengeable: the state's 

monopoly over the delkition of n a t h a l  security. This challenge enabled individuals to 

question the texms of their unwritten contract with the state'04, through redefining and 

reinterpretïng the content of citizenship and participation in the public spherelo5. 

Although many more examples c m  be provided, the foregoing examples are 

sufficient to mark the general, tangible trends that have occurred in Israeli society during 

its third and fourth decades. Apparently, a boundary was erected between the Israeli State 

and its society. These two entities, although still coinciding in many regards, had 

'00 M. Marner, The Decline of FonnaIism and the Rise of Values in Israeli Law pel-Aviv: Ma'agalay 
Da'at Pubiishing, 1993) (In Hebrew) at 125; Horowitz & Lissak, supra, note 41, at 134-135. 
'OL Lehmau-Wiizig, supra, note 61 at 50-55. The importance of the middle class, the bourgeois, Cor the 
developrnent of civil society was achowfe2ged by many. See C. Caihoun, "Civil Society and the Public 
Sphere" (1993), 5 Public Culture 267, at 274. 
'O2 Ibidat 110-111. 
'O3 B. Susser & J. Schreiber, 'We the Tsraeii People: A Dr& Constitution for Israei" (1988), 34:6 
Midstream 13. 
ID< S. Helman, 'WegotiaMg Obligations, Creating Rights: Conscientious Objection and the redefinition of 
Citizenship in Israel". Dra& Forthcoming in (1999), 3: 1 Citizenship Studies. 



developed spheres of separateness and divisions over tirne. Some claim this deged  

boundary was so thin, its real existence was questionable106. Yet, the growth of a civil 

society is not simply a 'black or white' question of whether it exists or does not; it is 

more a question of the strength or wealmess of different pillars of civil societylo7. 1 argue 

that civic groups, seeking to better Israeli society and leadership - üke the Line and its 

later equivaient, MQG - were a fàuly weak pillar in the Israel of the fifties. Acting in the 

public sphere without the mediation of a political party or reliance on the State, was 

almost impossible. Bypassing the political avenues in an attempt to reach citizens md/or 

to participate in decision-making' was fated to encounter negative reaction. On the other 

hand, by the eighties, many such organizations hctioned without disturb&cel". 

In the next sections, 1 will suggest that there are three functions that the Israeli 

HCJ came to hold in Israeli society. These functions, taken together, explain why the HCJ 

is such a central institution in the Israeli polity of today. 

los fiid 
'O6 R Schiff, "Cid-Military Relations Reconsidered: Israel as an "Uncivil'state" (199 l), UnpAhhed 
draft. Copy with the author. More ambiguolisly, see Migdal, supra, note 20 at 124: "It is stiU difficdt to 
read how fa. society has corne in developing participatory civic Me outside the control of the lsraeli state 
organization". Kimmerling, supra, note 35, claims that the pwth,  since 1967, of a 'Jewish nation state' 
i&ntity threatens a possîble expansion of an independent civil-society in Lsrael. EPahi, supra, note 34 at 
269-270 concludes that even nowadays, the capacity of art and fiterature to check the power of ethnic, 
religious and political nationalism remained limited in scope. 
107 Migdal, supra, note 20 at 137. 
'O8 ''Examples of generaht lobbying groups include those that seek to promote electoral refomis, dean 
government, a written constitution, protection of the enWonment and the nature, consumers' interests, 
health and the stniggle agaiast speciflc diseases and the like7'(emphasis added): Peretz & Doron, supra, note 
33 at 172. It is worth mentioning that the MQG was never f?riancially supported by a govenrmentd 
authority. Most of its budget cornes h m  the N'IF (the New lsrael Fund) - an American organization 
collecting Jewish contriutions in order to promote vo1untar-y organizations in IsraeI. This point is an 
additional feature distinguishing the two examples. 



I.  Partr'cipating tlirough petitioning 

Many civil orgitl2iZations pursue their quests through the Courî, the MQG being 

one of them. At fïrst glance, using the Court is not conceived as a direct attempt to 

engender citizens' participation via civic paths. Mer all, the Court is part of the State's 

apparatus. Likewise, using the Court should not be constmed as a path to push civil 

society into a participatory role in the decision-making processes. Traditionally, and to a 

certain extent even presently, demands for public participation in the decision-making 

processes were directed at the legislative body or were rnanifested on the streets. Groups 

wishing to ef3ect or c l a h  a voice in important decision-making proceedings were 

expected to lobby the ~arl iament '~~,  while public discontent with govemmental decisions 

or acts were expected to be translated in the polls, or into public protestsllO. In contrast, 

tuming to the Court meant raising individualistic daims and seeking ri@ ' ' ' . 

Contemplating this issue, I suggest using Habermas' interpretation of the public 

sphere to explain why courts could provide a platforni in which demands for participation 

in the decision-mahg could be asserted. 

-- - 

C. Taylor, "Aitemative Futures: Legitimacy, Identity and Alienation in Late Twentieth Century Canada" 
in A. Cairn & C. Wiams,  Constiîutionalism, CitizenshQ and Society in Canada (Toronto: University of 
Toronto Press, 1985) 183. Taylor divides societies into two models: the participatory model and the right 
model. In the first model, social goals are pursued through legislative institutions, In the second, 
individualistic rights are pursued through the courts (see especially pages 205-222). See also W.A, Borgart, 
Courts and Country: The Limits of Litigation and The Social and Political Life in Canada (Toronto, 
Oxford University Press, 1994). 
''O S. Lehman-Wilzig, Public Protest in Israel, 1949-1992 (Ramat-Gan, Bar-flan University Press, 1992) 
(In Hebrew). Public protest includes: spontaneous rio& political strike, Street demonstrations, indoor protest 
gathering, hunger strikes etc. 
'IL Taylor, supra, note 109. 



According to Habermas, the public sphere should be those menas in which 

deliberative exchange and rationd-critical arguments determine Haberaas' 

public sphere, even though it is in the usage of civil society, is also otiented to the 

state'13. In such a sphere, a forum is provided for an ideal discourse to take place - that is, 

a discourse in which economic status or/and class inequalities are disregarded, bear no 

limitations on, or exclusion Eom, participation"4. Further, these ideal discourses are 

concentrated around politically significant topics"*. Therefore an appropriate public 

sphere should provide civil society with an arena for exchanging rational arguments and 

debating hard decisions which affect people's lives. 

C o r n ,  I suggest, arc one such arena. First, courts, especially High Courts of 

Justice, are part of the public sphere. Further, courts are also part of govenimental 

institutions, and so their orientation to the state is clear. Second, courts enable the fair 

exchange of opinions as two (or more) parties to a case present their evidence and 

contentions as an equal footing. Third, rational argumentation had long been defended, or 

criticized, as the very foundation of, or the most important criteria for, judicial 

adjudication. As rationdity and impartiality are our expectations fiorn judges'16 while 

L 12 J. Habermas, The Stmctural Transfomation of the Public Sphere (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1989). 
"3 Calhoun, supra, note 10 1 at 277. 

fiid. at 273. 
Ibid. 
Fmm boîh sides of the fence, rationalism (as opposed to emotionalism) purports to be the way courts 

arrive at their decisions. For the supporters of rational criteria in adjudication see, for example, R. Dworkin, 
Taking Rights Sen-ouly (Cambridge: Hi~rvard University Press, 1978) at 8 1- 130; For the opponents tc such 
a cnteria see, for example, J-C. Tronto, "Beyond Gender DiEerence To A Theory of Care" (1987), 12:4 
Signs 644; S. Benhabïb, "The Generaiized and the Concrete Other: The Kohiberg-Gilligan Controversy and 
Feminist Theory" in S. Benhabib & D. CorneIl Pds.) Feminism as Cntigue (Minneapolis: University of 
Minnesota Press, 1987) 77. On the impartiality and rationality see, for exmaple, J.B. Weinstein, "Ethical 
Dilemmas in Mass Tort Litigation" (1994) 88:2 Northwestem University Law Review, 469 at 538. 



hearing and adjudicating cases, a dehierative exchange is promoted. Finally, courts' 

orders, once followed, do detemine actions and policies1'7. 

Applying the above to the Israeli case, 1 propose to treat petitions submiîted to the 

HCJ by cuncerned citizens as representing "the potential for the people, organized in civil 

society, to alter their own conditions of existence, by means of rational-critical 

''1 18 dl<icourse . The conditions which are p m e d  for alteration are not necessarily 

rxionomical (that is - conditions related to the individual status). Alteration of the political 

participation conditions (that is - conditions reiated to the community) as a result of the 

public discourse are also a desiral outcomeHg. Thus, the Israeli HCJ becornes one of the 

arenas in which state and civil society openly discuss policies and exchange their ideas as 

to desirable public p~c ip les .  As the HCJ is relatively acce~sible'~~, it has the potential of 

disregankg societal differeoces and of providing a broad arena for debating important 

political issues. The MQG and similar movements, were asking for a Court's d i n g  in 

those public political decisions a d o r  actions for which their participation, according to 

their view, was not considered. 

Research, conducted in Israel in 1994, found that the substantial increase in 

interest groups' appeals to the HCJ during the 1980's was the result of three cumulative 

causes: the Court's openness to review the cases, the over-bureaucratization in the 

- - - 

'" A- Chayes, ''The RoIe of the Judge in Pubic Law Litigation, (1976) 89 Harvard Law Review 128 1. 
'lg Calhoun, supra, note 10 1 at 279. 
II9 fiid. at 274 
I2O T h e  Israeii Supreme Court is very accessible to the average Israeli ... In Israel, justice is truly accessible 
to the people" AM. Dodek, "Book Review: Courts, Politics and Culture in Israel by M. Edelman" (1995), 
36:2 Harvard International law Journal 57 1 at 576. 



executive's activities, and a decline in the Knesset's efficacy12'. The broadening of the 

usage of the 'petition stnitegy' by interest groups during the eighties is not particular to 

Israel, and is also well recorded in the United statesl". Yet public interest groups 

litigating in American courts are usually wncentrated on the advancement of civil rights 

of specific groups (e.g., the National Association for the Advancement of the Colored 

People, the Consumer's National League, The League of Woman Voters etc.)lZ3. ;t is 

almost impossible to find a group quivalent to the Israeli MQG'~~,  that concentrates on 

advancing socio-cultural public rights and n o m .  These movements have no specific 

target-group, nor do they have debed issues to fight against. Their target is a 'weli- 

ordered govemment', and the fight is against aU those State actions which seem to deviate 

fÏom an ethical, qualitative govemment. Consequently, the impetus motivating these 

groups to resort to courts is somewhat dserefzt, even if some of the tactics they use are 

the ~ a m e ' ~ ~ .  Another factor to ponder is the degree of political activism in society: Israeli 

'*' R Adam, "The Petition to the High Court of Jutice as a snategy of Interest Groups in israef: (1994), 
Submitted as a Thesis in Political Science, University of Haifa, Israel (In Hebrew) (Hereinafier: "The 
Petition as a strutegy") at 134-136. Whiie in 198 1, 23 interest groups appealed the Court, in 1990, 26 of 
them did as such. fiid. at 78-8 1. 
'" M. Silverstein & B. Ginsberg, "The Suprme Court and the New Politics of Judiciai Powef' (1987), 
102:3 Political Science Quarterly 37 1. ' J.M. Beny, Lobbying For the People (New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 1977); L. Epstein, 
Cornervatives In Court (Knoxville: University of  Tennessee Press, 1985). 
124 The MQG is but one example of similar groups and movements working to achieve more of the s m e  
goals. Others are: The PubIic Cornmittee for a Constitution, Constitution For Israel, The Movement of 
Concerned Citizens, Amitay - Citizens for a weii-ordered administration, Hem&t - the Movement for 
Freedom of Science, Religion and Culture etc. 
12' Among them are inter-group factors - such as the degree of group cohesiveness, rhe focused interest of 
the group, the amount of resources available and the extent to which the interest itseif is clear and explicit - 
and external factors - such as the legai situation, the degree of threat posed on the group, the political 
atmosphme and public agenda. See J.F. Kobylka, "A Court-Created context for Group Litigation" (1987), 
49:3 Journal of Politics 276. A rnovement like the MQG is a smail group, without a well-defined, focused 
interest, which is not directly threatened by any governmental activity or decision. Yet, the definition of a 
public interest group does fit the MQG; an interest group is defIned as a quasi-middleman between the 
citizen and the government, which seeks to translate what it perceives as the public will of the voting citizen 
to clear and explicit policies and objectives (Berry, supra, note 123). Another differential feature between 
the Israeli interest gcoups and their American counterparts is the degree of belief in the efficiency in 



society is considered to be vay politica1126. The voting turnout rate in Israel is among the 

highest in the Western democratic ~or ld '~ ' .  Society's politicization contributes its own 

share to the uniqueness of the Israeli public petitions these petitions seek to advance 

political communal or societal interests, values and n o m  which have been neglected by 

the goverment. 

The above-listed particula. Israeii characteristics - the many socio-political 

rnovements which seek to advance public behavioral noms and ideals; the politicization 

of the society; the motives behind such a tendency - support m y  contention that public 

petitions in Israel provide Israelis an arena in which they can meet their govemment and 

participate it its decision-making. These petitions are the means through which civil 

society and the state exchange opinions as to how public decisions shouid be reached, and 

as to what these decisions should be. As we see, the Court has become one of the 

effective channels innuencing the decision making processes of the administrative 

state1*? 

-- 

demonstrating: ~ h i l e  only 8% of Arnerican public interest groups note demonstrations as efficient (Berry, 
supra, note 123 at 262-263), a majority of Israeli groups subscnie to the idea that public protest is an 
efficient tactic to achieve groups' interests (Lehan-Wilzig, supra, note 110 at 149). 
'26 Sprinzak & L. Diamond, supra, note 10 at 2; G. Wolfsfeld, 'The Politics of Provocation Revisited: 
Participation and Protest in Israei" in E. Sprinzak & L. Diamond, Israel Democracy Under Stress (Boulder: 
Lynne Reinner Publishers, 1993) 199 at 200 (Hereùlafter "The Politics of Provocation Revisited'); P .  
Lahav, "Rîghts and Democracy: The Court's Performance" in E. Sprinzak & L, Diamond, brael 
Democracy Under Stress (Boulder, L y ~ e  Riemer Publishers, 1993) 125 at 125. 
12' Peretz & Doron, supra, note 33 at 136. The voting rate average is about 80%: Lehman-Wilzig, supra, 
note 110, at 110. In cornparison, the Amencan voting turnout rate is about 50%. 
12* In his research R Adam has found that 80% of the petitions submitted to the High Court of Justice 
between the yem 198 1- 1990 were descn'bed by the petitioners themselves as having effective/successfixl 
outcorne. In fact, one of the most interesting hdings of the study was that of the potential threat a petition 
carries: in many cases a threat alone of petitionhg to the Court was enough to convince an administrative 
body to re-assess or double check its dec is io~  See "The Petition as a strateay " at 124- 130. 



2. Protesthg through petïîioning 

A petition c m  also substitute for the traditional public protest - the Street 

demonstration. Data strongly supports the contention that Israeli citizens participate much 

more than citizens in other nations in public dernon~trations~~~. Scholars assume that this 

comparatively broad phenornenon derives f?om three causes: a difficult social and 

economic circumstances, a special political culture and social mentality, and a 

malfbnctioning political system130. Israelis speciQ three main reasons when asked why 

they demonstrate: fïrst, the average citizen does not have enough ways to express his 

opinions to the a~thorities'~~. Second, demonstrating is relatively Third, the 

one national televised news program, watched on a daily basis by most of the population, 

offers protests a great deal of air the1". 

The reasons which motivate Israelis to protest, 1 argue, c m  just as weU induce 

them to petition the HCJ: an appeal against a political authority can express the 

petitioner's opinion regarding the authority's acts/decisions. Additionally, there is 

actudy no risk involved in applying to the Court: the worst that could happen is that the 

applicant will be charged with the costs of proceedings. Finally, the close connections 

between the media and the court are well established and documentedl". An appeal to 

Ir, -The PoZitim of Provocation R&iteP at 200; G.  Wolfsfeld, nie Politics ofProvucutiort: ParnCI;t/arion 
and Protest in lsrael (Albany: University of New York Press, 1988). Lehman-Wig, supra, note I 10 at 61. 
13' "The Politim ofProvocation RevLFites' at 200. 
13' S. Lehman-Wilzig, 'The IsmLi Protester" (199 L) 2 1 The Jenisalem Quarterly 127. 
132 "Trie Politics of Provocation RevLrited" at 201. At least with regards to the Jewish-Israeli protester. 
133 fiid '" F.L. Morton, "The Charter Revolution and the Court Party'' (1992), 30:3 Osgoode Haii Law Journal 
627 at 646-648; G. Stmgess & P .  Chubb, "Judging the World.. Law and Politics in the World's Leading 
Courts" (Sydney: Butterworths, 1988) at 180- 186. 



Court is  closely followed by the Israeli rnediaI3'. And as Israelis are routinely involved in 

public protest, they also routine1y involve their Court in public petitions of which the 

subject matter is the malhctioning of their political systern. During the 1970s and early 

1980s the politics of provocation became the predominant means for ordinary citizens to 

make dernands on the political sys te~n '~~,  and the overall number of protests over political 

issues (as compared to other issues) in~reased'~~. Explanations suggest that public protest 

increased as a r d t  of these trends in the Israeli polity: an increasing sense of political 

discontent, an increasing need for political expression and a decreasing sense of 

institutionai e f f i ~ a c ~ ' ~ ~ .  In sharp contrast to this political state of affiiir, the Israeli Court 

seems an efficient, legitimate and non-political institution, which contributes to Israeli 

s ~ c i e t ~ l ~ ~ .  Thus, the sarne reasons mgendering provocation andor public protest, 

combined with the Court's willingness to intervene, can very well engender an increase in 

petitionsi? 

'" R Shamir, "Legal Discourse, media Discourse and Speech Rights: the Shift From Content to Identity - 
the Case of Israel(199 l), 19 International Journal of the Sociology of Law 45 at 53. See &O regardhg the 
customary routines of media represcntaiives visiting the Supreme Court's secretaryship: "The Petition as a 
strategy " at 6 1-62. 
13' "The Politics of Provocation Rewkited" at 199. 
137 Lehman-Wilzig divided the issues of protest into four categories: political (foreign affairs, Ten-itories, 
political leaders, war and peace etc.), economical (unemployment, taxation, idiation, economical p-&cy 
etc.), social (education, health, culture, sports, transportation, immigration etc.), and religious (S habat, 
archaeological excavations, religious legislaiion etc.). He also divided the protests into four penods: 1949- 
1954 - the immigration absorption period; 1955-1970 - the dedine in protest period; 1971-1978 - the 
second-generation protest period and 1979- 1986 - the routine protest period. In the routine protest penod, 
the leading protest issue was the political one (especially the Lebanon war and the peace agreement with 
Egypt). Further, Lehman Wilzig claims that public protest has become a very 'normal' part of the general 
political process. Supra, note 1.10 at 57-60.1 suggest descriiing the protest as an 'kstablished" instead of a 
'normal' one. The resemblance between public protest and public petition is thus striking, since courts are 
well estabiished institutions. 
"* "The Politics of Provocation R&itedM at 199. 
L39 See infh, chapter four, pages 114-1 15. 
'" It is important to note that in the early years of the state 40% of the public protests subjects were 
economic issues. Political protest was secondary in importance. Lehman-WiIzig named the Grst protest 
period of the years 1949-1954 as the "political consemus era": Lehman-WL1Pg, supra, note 110 at 44. He 
fiirtber explains that during the h t  years of the state, public protest was not considered as a legitimate tool, 



3. Communicuting through petitioning 

An urgent need for an effective communication charme1 between cïtizens and their 

representatives originated f?om the electoral systern remained in place until 1996. The 

three most important features of that electoral system are a list system of propor:zonal 

representation, the existence of one national con~tituenc~'~',  and the relatively low 

threshold needed to gain representation in the These features have oflm been 

accused of htrating the will of the Israeli electorate'". Additionally, before the 

introduction of the primary elections in 1992, the voters could not '&te in', delete, or 

change the order in which the names of the candidates appeared in parties' lists, as 

Knesset candidates were chosen by the central committees of those parties14q. These 

characteristics, added to by strong party discipline145, led to very little, if any, influentid 

contact between Knesset members and the* voters. Since a coalition's formation is 

decided and presented before the people only after the elections, the Israeli voters cannot 

- - - - 

due to the f a  to risk the state in its first steps, and that up until 1973 a consistent public review over the 
acts of the authorities was lacking. ibid at 115-1 17. Such a contention fits my argument that in the early 
years the society was on the state's side and that political criticism or review was not part and parcel of the 
population, and can further account for The Line experience. 
14' 'Within a county-wide proportional List system", argues Max Weber, only two types of nomination 
systems and leadership patterns cm evolve: "either a charïsmatic leadership backed by a party machine, or 
a nomination system based on manipulation and bargaining by pari)r politicians andjünctionanes". Cited 
at A. Brichta, 'The 1977 Elections and the Future of Electoral Reform in Israei" in H K  Peemhm & D. J. 
Elazar (Eds.), Israel ut the Polls: The Knesset Election of 1977 (Washington D.C: American Enterprise 
Institute, 1979) at 20. 
14' V. Bogdanor, 'The Electoral System, Government, and Democracy" in E. Sprinzak & L. Diamond, 
Israel Democracy Under Stress (Boulder, Lynne Riemer Publishers, 1993) 83 at 84-85. The former 1% of 
the na t iod  vote threshold was changed into 1.5% in 1992. That threshold is still comparatively low. 
'" Bogdanor, Iold, at 83, explains the chronological events leadhg to the adoption of the Israeli electoral 
system. 

And even then, the voters could only infIuence the Labol Party - the iargest political party - list since the 
Likud party restructured such a reform only in 1996. Ibid at 85. 
14' G.S. Mahler, "The fiesset: Parliament in the h e l i  Political %stem" (NI: Associated University 
Press, 1981) at 103; M. Edeiman, Courts, Politics and Culture in hae l  (Charlottesvill: University Press of 
Virginia, 1994) at 10. 



even securely innuaice their govefnment's The coalitions are not determined by 

citizen's wishes, but by the tacticd needs of the parties. There is no accountability Som 

the elected to the e~ectorate'~~. 

Furtherrnore, no referenda were ever held in Israel: the people were neither 

brought into the legislative processes, nor taken into the decision-making process148. The 

view that the voters are iinimportant to govermnent decision-making prevailed'49. The 

masses had no access to the 'hi& windows', as the Israeli political system was, as it still 

is, a closed centralist systern which consolidates the power at the top of the pyramid, and 

employs a top-to-bottom paternalistic order of decisi~n-rnakin~'~~. Likewisey the Israeli 

elite is dso centralist and tight-knit15'. 

Put together, the absence of institutional channels of redress between citizens and 

their bodies of government; a close-hit elite, added to an increasing sense of political 

discontent from the too bureaucratie, paternaktic and centralist polity; a decreasing 

sense of  institutional eficiency; and a prevailing sense that nothing is changing - had 

146 Many examples are in presence. To name but one, Moshe Dayan - one of Israel's most prominent 
Generals - seceded fiom the Labor party before the 1981 elections to constitute his own party C'Telem"), 
&claring in his eiectoral platfonn he will join a Labor-party headed coalition. M e r  winning bvo seats in 
the coming Knesset, he unhesitatingly joined a Likud- headed coalition. 
147 Susser & Schreiber, supra, note 103, claim: "beyond the hnctional stalemate fostered pure 
proportïonality, a Knesset member nas no good reason to feeI direct responsibility to his constituents" f i id  
at 14. 
14' B o g h o r 7  supq  note 142, at 100-103. 
149 Drezon-Tepler, supra, note 55 at 1. 
150 Lehman-WIlzig, supra, no te 6 1 at 13 -33. See also D. Reifen, The Juvenile Court in a Changi'ng SLczety 
(Philadelphia, University of Pennsylvania Press, 1972) at 28: "Active participation in the policy-making and 
top-Ievel decisions which detennine the way of life of ail inhabitants is still confined to the old-g~ard''. 
lS1 A ~lat ively srnail group of people constinite the différent eiite groups, leaving no place for 'outsiders' 
to become rooted. D. Maman, '"Che Elite Structure in Israel: A Socio-Historical Analysis" (1997), 25: 1 
Journal of Political and Military Sociology 25 at 4.4. 



dnven Israelis to participate in street demoIlStrations, mostly in fiont of th& parliament 

in ~enisalem'~~.  Yet, these causes, 1 argue, had driven other Israelis to take the legal route 

and petition the HCJ, located merely 200 meters away. These petitions held the potential 

of dowing citizens to participate in and communicate with the govemment'53. The Court 

provided Israelis an interactive path, while all other paths were blocked. Its accessibility 

offered an arena in which the people could convey &eir desires and dislikes to their 

represenbtives, 

4. Changing the Israefi experience through petitioning 

Long-standing political culture also contributed to the multitude of petitions. 

Prominent among them is what has been narned 'EZite illegalism'. Although foxmdly 

established on the d e  of law p ~ c i p i e ,  the political culture in Israel exposes a behavioral 

illegalism that far exceeds the normal and expected sphere of disrespect for the legal 

noms in a democracyl". Prevailing from the ver -  beginning of Zionisrn notwithstanding, 

the eighties saw the intensification of overtly compt political behavior, accompanied 

with shameless political nominations and brutal scrambles for positions and influence155. 

The NUG days were not any better: Likud and Labor battled between themselves, each 

lR "The Politics of Provocation Roisited", at 199; Lehan-WIlzigy supra, note 61 at 49-59. 
ln Shamir argues that since most of the petitions submitted by the Palestinians in the Temtories were 

rejected, the litigation process becomes aù end in and of itself. Such petitions create a channe1 of 
communicôtion with the authorities, as other channels of communication are scarce: "In the absence of such 
mechanisms, the Court becornes a bureaucratic arena where parties to a dispute meet and actually exchange 
information for the first the": R Shamiry "Litigation as a consummatory action: The Insrnimental 
Paradigm Reconsidered" (1 99 1) 1 1 S tudies in Law, Politics and Society 4 1 at 58. The same idea, even if to 
a different extent, c m  be attn'buted to public petitions h m  the Jewish Israeli collective. Most of the over 
d petitions to the HCJ are ~jected. See Y. SWar & M. Gross, "The rejections and acceptame of appeals 
to the Supreme Court" (1996), 13 Legal Research, 329 (in Hebrew). Since communication channels 
between Israelis and their representatives are scarce or ineffective, "a decision to petition is affected by the 
possibiiity to regain one's sense of participationyy (lbid at 63). 
154 Spnnzak, supra, note 9 1 at 175. 



tryjng to outdo the other by obtaining more positions of power. Protectionisrn, favontism 

and clientelisrn reigned in the bureaucracy. 

These old behavioral noms, not noticed or reluctmtly accepted in the past, 

deviated sharply fiom the new public spirit unfolding in second-generation Israelis. The 

Yom-Kippur war of 1973156 led many Israelis to sincerely examine themselves and their 

leaders1? A transformation of syrnbolic meaning emerged in society, as Protrhia 

(favoritisrn), clientelism and the like lost their legitimacy '? Heightened disclosures of 

corrupt practices were uncovered by the police, the press and the legal  stem'^^. 

Coalition horse trading, political blackmail and open briiery, and an unprecedented crisis 

foilowing the NUG rupture in March 1990 shocked the populace'60. A huge d y  called 

- - 

'" Ibidat 188-189. 
lS6 The Yom-Kippur war is considered to be one of Israel's most traumatic wars. It came to be hown  as 
The Debacle (Hamehdal). It also became an example of the 'taking-no-accountability' and 'taking-no- 
responsibility' character of the Israeli government. The political leaders put the then highiy respected anny 
high command - David Elazar (Dado) - in the dock, attempting to cover their political backsides! Dado's 
name was cleared only after Agranat Commission's findings. For more on the Yom-Kippur's war and its 
ramüïcations see: S.N. Eisenstadt, f ie  Transformation of 1Sraeli Sociew (London: Weiddeld and 
Nicolson, 1985); Y. Levy & Y. Peled, The Utopian Crisis of the Israeli State (1994) 3 Books On Israel201; 
C. Liebman, The Myth of Defeat: The Memory of the Yom-Kippur War in Israeli Society (1993) 29:3 
Middle Eastern Studies 399. 
in Sprinzak, supra, note 91 at 187; B. Reich & G.R Kieval, Israel Land of Tradition and Conflict (Oxford: 
Westview Press, 1993) at 54: "After the Yam Kippur war, Israelis also were more cautious, questioned 
attitudes and policy more, and were more critical of both the system and the people who ran it". 

L. Roniger, ''The Comparative Study of Clientelkm and Realities of Patronage in Modem Societies: 
Israeii and Canadian Trends" in A.G. Gagnon & B.A. Tanguay, Democracy with Justice (Ottawa: Carleton 
University Press, 1992) 174 at 183. 
Is9 fiid at 185. 

Spnnzak claims everytbing that happened on March 1990, had happened before: "In fact, the three- 
month crisis was unprecedented in ody  one sense: It starkly exposed the malfunctioning of the Israeli 
system of g o v e r n i t  and, more rhan ever before, made most Israelis aware of the problern. But almost 
ev-g that took place between March and June of 1990 had happened before: coalition horse trading; 
political btaclanail and extortion by small extremist parties; shamelessly open political bnîery; blatant and 
obsessive partisanship by the nation's top policy makers; complete disregard for matters of national interest, 
and cynical and paterdistic attitudes toward the Israeli public. What was special about the 1990 spring 
cri&- that it happened on a larger and more intense scaie". Sprinzak & Diamond, supra, note 10 at 4. 
The speciaity of the March 1990s events was in public reaction: "Israelis ... started to ask harder questions 
about their system of government and its ability to make rationai decisions an critical questions ... Questions 
previously asked by afew isolated critics now become the talk of the country ... 1s the Isracii system of pure 
proportional representation, which offers little scope for accountability to voters, redy democratic?" Ibid. 



for an electod refonn and condemned the political leaders'". Petitioners asked the HCJ 

to declare that coalition agreements' contents shodd be published162. Tuming to the 

Court seeking for remedies to the ill, malfiuictioning political system was an attempt to 

bridge the gap between the govemment and the citizens. 

An additional cause for appealuig to the Court relates to the traditions which 

influenced the Zionist leadership concepts of democracy. The dominance of socialistic, 

nationalistic and collectivistic principles, combined with the Eastern European (mostly 

Russian) ongins of the Jewish founders, affected the concept of democracy that was 

developed in Israel, namely, a formal procedural democracy. Such a democracy is 

interested in voting procedures, but lacks the liberal components of true d e m o ~ r a c ~ ' ~ ~ .  

Moreover, because of their past - the traditions that prevailed in their motherland - and 

the necessity of the hou., the foi~flding fathers were not substantially occupied by the idea 

16' Haaretz, 8th Of Aprii, 1990 at 1. The spoken rally is the same one which is responsible for the creation 
of the MGQ - see page 3 of tbis chapter. 
'62 H.C. 160 1/90 Shafit v. Peres (1990) 44 P.D. (3) 353 (For an English translation see SeIected Judgments, 
Vol. 10 at 204); H.C. 1635190 Zenevshy v. Prime Minister (1991) 45 P.D. (1) 749. The r d y  took place on 
Saturday, April 7th 1990. The Shafit case was appiied in May 1st 1990 and the Zenevs@ case was k t  
initiateci on April 19th, yet was aanounced in Febnxary, 2nd 199 1. On this point see in the next chapter. 
'" Y. Shapiro, "The Historical Ongins of Israeli Democracy" in E. Sprinzak & L. Diamond (Eds.), k a e l  
Democracy Under Stress (Boulder, L y ~ e  R i e ~ e r  Publishers, 1993) 65. Liberal components of democracy 
concentrate on guaranteeing individuai and minority rights. Indeed, a procedural democracy - as to elect 
theù leaders - was given to the Jewish community in Palestine by both the Ottoman and the British 
govemments. Thus, 'bvhen the Jewish community achieved political independence in 1948, procedurai 
democracy was fïrmly established". Ibid at 68. See &O: G. Doron, "A DBerent Set of PoLitical Game 
Rules: Israeli Democracy in the 1990s" in K. Auruch & W.P. Z e ~ e r ,  Criîical Essays on Lwaeli Society, 
Religion, and Govemrnent (Albany. State University of New York Press, 1997) at 30. Doron claims lsrael 
is a Non-Liberal democracy as for the hereinbelow five features: the religious bas& of society; the 
imperative of landownexship (that is: ody 5% of homes and lands are pnvately omed and the lands of the 
country belong to the state as dehed by Basic Law: Lands of lsrael); the challenge of security; the 
dominance of politics; and the cornmitment to a welfare state (and Ben-Guion's statehood apprnxh). 
Others attriiute the absence of liberal components to a lack of interest in civil hierties on the part of IsraeI 
founders: see Sîrum, supra, note 44. 



of democracyl". It was not that they opposed the idea, but that the urgent institutional 

requirements to cope with the nirmerous difficulties entailecl the development of a 

democratic centralism dong with oligarchie organizational While such 

attributes accorded with state-society relations during the f k t  two decades of 

independence, they became problematic when individuals and groups within society 

sought to promote somewhat different interests than that of the state, under the existing 

system and within its enduring institutions. The Court thus became a material body that 

citizens tum to in the quest for 'liberating', decentralizing and 'democrating' their own 

d e m ~ c r a c ~ ' ~ ~ .  

Lastly, the govemmental involvement in the ewmmy in particular, and in many 

spheres of public life in general is considered to be greater in Israel than in any other 

Western derno~rac~~~ ' .  As Israel vested the goverrunent with vast powers in virtually al1 

areas of life, the scope of state intervention is alrnost ~nl imited '~~.  As a result, the 

164 M.J. AronofE, "The Origins of Israeli Political CuIture7* in E, Sprinzak & L. Diamond (Eds.), krael 
Democracy Under Stress (Boulder, Lynne Rienner Publishers, 1993) 49. 
'15' P. Medding, The Founding of hraeli Dernocracy, I948-1967 (New York: Oxford University Press, 
1990). 
'66 Andrei Marrnor claims that in the Iast two decades the Israeli HCJ bas taken on itself the role of 
defending the libertarian values. He achowledged that Israeli soçiety has long forsaken the socialistic ethos 
to which, at least according to the Formal ideology, the early state was cornmittecl- He also recognizes the 
evolving market-econorny ideology in Israel of the 1980s. Yet he attriiutes the fact that a classical, liieral 
party was never established in Israel politics to the lack of need for such a party, where the Supreme Court 
itself is the iiberal party in fsrael, A. Mmor,  "Judicial Review in Israel" (1997), 4: 1 Law and Govemment 
in Israel 133 at 137-138 (In Xebrew). WMe that may be true in a general sense, it could be argued h t  a 
cIassical, hiberal party is not to be found because the ïsraeli emerging liberal ideology is a variation on the 
'classical' 'self-ownmhip7 one - one that c"mbined the yeaming for a general liieralism and the specifïc 
Middle East context- It could also be argued that neither the Supreme Court nor the Israeli society had gone 
as  far as fUy acknowledge the fieedoms and self-ownership rights of the Arab population in Israel, for 
instance. Thus, none of them is dedicated to, or promote, purely Ebertarian values. 
16' 1. Sharkansky, Policy-Making in k a e l :  Routines for Simple Problm and Coping with the Cornplex 
(Pitsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, 1997) 40. 

1. Zamir, "Administrative Law" in 1. Zamk & A. Zysblat (Eds.), Public IAw in brael (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1996) 18. 



disposition to direct confkontations between individuals (or interest groups) and the state 

is greater in Israel. Since the HCJ has the original jurisdiction in claims against the state 

and its organs - this disposition, when materialized, h d s  its way straight to its halls. 

Added by the Court's accessibility, the Court tums into a political battlefield. 

IV Conclusion 

Al1 these causes joined together to prompt Israelis to approach their Court. The 

Israeli Court has become an a h a t i v e  institutional experience for Israelis' bad 

experiences with their govemental bodies. The involvement of the state in regulating 

every aspect of life is exhaustive. The political branches did not satisfactorily cope with 

the various difnculties that the state has encountered over the years. While the State 

levies a high personal price on its ~ i t i zens '~~ ,  most were lefi with very few channels 

through which to address their leaders. Israelis are very political and extremely 

litigio~sL70. Their ability to participate in the policy-making of their own destiny was 

excessively lirnited, while the need to take such a part was constantly growing as Israeli 

society changed. As much as the people want to, but cannot, participate in the pdicy- 

making processes, the elected representatives were unlikely to demonstrate 

accountability. As much as citizens protest, the overly bureaucratie authorities remah 

indifferent. The Court becomes an avenue through which Israelis participate, a route with 

which they can force the elected to respond, a low risky way to demonstrate against a 

To name but two, which 1 penonally h d  the hardest of all: the amiy obligated conscription at the age 
of f 8 and the following Reserve duty and the comparatively high taxation rates the Israelis pay. 
"O Lahav, supra, note 126 at 125. 



fading leadership, or to promote interests which have long been neglected in the political 

debate. 

Israel's political culture has stayed the sarne, more or less, for fifty y-; elite 

illegalism, ovat prirtisanship, favoritism and clientelism prevail. The electoral system 

keeps distorthg the electorate's will. The most problernatic decisions never receive iheir 

appropriate share in the public debate, but rather are detenniaed by defauit or behind the 

closed doors of party hacks. Different patterns of avoidance were taken by the Knesset, as 

it was never successfur in forcing checks and balances over the executive's numerous 

actions. The Likud party has tumed out to be no better an alternative to Labor, which 

possessed hegemony for almost 3 0 years. Both were responsible for the non-governability 

for over an entire decade. Neither leader ever demonstrated accountability. By contrast, 

the societal sphere has altered in the course of the years, s h i h g  away from the synthesis 

it used to constitute with the state. Civil society has emerged, lookuig to promote new 

interests at the expense of the State's. Interest groups became an important power. The 

lack of consensus became the consemus itself everyone agrees the Israeli public does not 

agree on anything anym~re''~. 

Against this background, the extraordinariness of the Supreme Court becomes 

salient. The Court has traditionally been perceived a professional, non-partisan court Its 

judges eamed the people's respect, whiie d i n g  in court and perfonning public missions 

outside of it. Its adjudication seemed to hinder arbitrary and unreasonable decisions; its 

17' Many claim that in fact, there was never a consensus in Israeli society, arguing that is the reason why a 
constitution was never adopted. See R Gavison, 'The Controversy over Israel's Biii of Rights" (1985), 15 
krael Year Book on Human Rights 1 13 at 143. Yet, others argue that in the early years of the state, these 
deep controversies were suppressed to demonstrate an unite facade agaiast the chaLlenges the State of Israel 



halls welcome the 'little citizen' and its eye is open to see that the rule of Iaw will be 

followed. Weary of their politica! system, culture and leadership - Israelis embrace t le i r  

Supreme Court and yeam for its intervention. It is to this last actor in our perpetual 

triangle - the Israeli Supreme Court - that we now tum. 

- -- 

faced. The labor party's hegemony ako conûiiuted to the appearance of consensus within society. See 
Peretz & Doron, supra, note 33 at 76-80; Roniger, supra, note 158 at 177; Migdal, supra, note 47 at 13-15. 
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1. Introduction 

"In the course of its forty-five years of statehood, the Israe1 Supreme Court has corne 
to play an increasingly important role. In 1948 it hctioned very much like the House 
of Lords in the British system; its impact on govemmental policies was at the 
margins. By the late 1 980s, however, the Israeli Supreme Court was exercising power 
akin to that of its Amencan counterpart. It is now an important player in the public 
policy proces '". 

This statement, initially made five years ago, is even more true today. It seems that 

the IsraeIi Supreme Court is w f i g  to "hear and determine a vast range of social and 

political issues and to closely scrutinize almost all acts of Whially every public institution'". 

There are "virtually no procedural restrictions on the authority of the HCJ to intemene in, and 

invalidate the activities of other govemmental agencies ...'". Standing is being conferred upon 

everyone4. The rights of public petitioners and the concept of the actio popularis have been 

Mly recognized5. Almost al1 social or political questions are now perceived as justiciable6. In 

' M. Edelmau, Courts, Politics and Culture in Lwael (CharlottesvilI:University Press of Virginia, 1994) at 
31. 
' A. Barak, "For~ard" in: 1. Zarnir & A. Zysblat, Public Law in Israel (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1996) at 
vii. 

S. Goldstein, "Protecting of Human Rights By Judges: The lsraeli Experience" (1994), 38(3) Saint Luis 
University Law Journai 605 at 6 13. 
4 So much has been written with regards to the standing issue, so many scholars have reviewed the 
developments in that area , that there is actually no need for us to re-work the issue. The dominant view, 
which is very much grounded in the case Iaw regarding standing, is that practically evevone cm bring a 
constitutiod or an administrative question before the court. For further information see: 2. Segal, 
"Administrative Law" in: A. Shapira and K. DeWitt-Arar (Eds.) Introduction to the Law of lsrael (Hague: 
Kluwer Law International, 1995) 59-75; S. Segal, Standing in The Israeli High Coun of Justice (Tel Aviv: 
P a p h ,  1993) (In Hebrew); D. Kretzmer, 'Torty Years of Public Law" (1990), 24:3 Israel Law Review 
341 (Hereinafter "Fors, years of public law"); S .  Shetreet "Standing and Justiciability" in: 1. Zamk & A. 
Zysblat (Eds.) Public Law In Israel (Oxford- Clarendon Press, 1996) 265-275; 1. Zarnir, "Rde of Law and 
Civil Liberties in Israel" (1988), 7 Civil Justice Quarterly 64, at 69-70 (Hereinafter: Rule of Law and Civil 
Liberties"). 

Forîy Years of Public Law, at 345; Shetreeî, ibid, at 270. 
Here, too, the standard view is that there is acaially no legal banier to bring any question before the court. 

See the sources mentioned in the previous note, whicti also deal with the justiciability issue. in addition, 
see: S. Netanyahu, "The Supreme Court of Israel: A safeguard of the Rule of Law" (1993), 5 Pace 
International Law Review 1; 1. Zamk, "Administrative Law: Revolution or Evolutiony' (1990), 24:3 Israel 
Law Review 357 (Hereinafter: 'cRevolution or Evolution"); 1. Zamir, "Courts and Politics in Israei" (1990), 
Public Law 523 (Hereinafter: "Courts and Politid); 1. Zamir, c'Ariministrative Law" in: 1. Zamir & A. 
Zysblat (Eds.) Public Law In Israel (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1996) 18-44. 



substance, the doctrine of reasonablaiess is kquently used to invalidate administrative acts7. 

With the enactment of two additional Basic Laws on March 1992'' that granted the HCJ the 

novel authority to exercise judicial review over primary legislationg, no area is immune h m  

judicial scrutiny. The net of judicial review is cast over al1 branches of govemment and over 

almost al1 types of its activitieslO, tuming the Israeli Court into a very powemil institution. 

The Court has not alway: held such wide powers. In addition to the extersion o r  

power by legislation, the Israeli Supreme Court gradually broadened its own powers of 

review in a number of ways. It developed its new doctrines slowly. It changed its scope of 

intervention. The language it used to reason has been transformed. More important, as its 

perception conceniing its role in society has shifted, its understanding its role with regard to 

the other two branches of govemment altered dramatically. 

This chapter analyses the changes which took place within the Court's sphere of 

operation, and suggests some insights into their causes. 1 will first describe and analyze the 

Court's early years, and then the Court's performance from the 1970s onwards. I will analyze 

this change in the Court's perception of its role. Three explanatory categories are suggested: 

judicial, statial and societal. These explmations will consequently open up rny discussion as 1 

will atternpt to comect the Court's role to contemporary Israeli society. 

-- - - - - 

' M. Hohung, 'The unintended Consequences of Unplanned Constitutional Reform: Constitutional Poiitics 
in Israel" (1996), 44:4 American Journal of Comparative Law 585, at 600. 

Basic Law: Human Dignity and Liberty (SH 5752 P:102) and Basic Law: Freedom of Occupation (SH 
5752 P: 1 14). 

Hohung, supra, note 7, at 588. For a different opinion, cIaiming the new basic Iaws did not change the 
fonner situation, and thus did not grant the High Court of Justice any new powers see: R Gavison, 'The 
constitutional revoIution - A Depiction of Redity of a Self-fiilfihg Prophecy? (1997), 28 Mishpatim 21- 
147 (In Hebrew). The opinion that the Court received a formai authority to review the Knesset's legislation 
was adopted by the Court itseif in CA 682 1/93 M k a h i  Bank et ai. v. Kfar Shi@ et al. (Yet Unpublished). 
'O Forty Years of Public Law, at 342. 



n The Israeli Supreme Court's history 

1. The early years - The Zionist Court 

The majority of scholars believe that the Israeli Supreme Court was, in its early years, 

a court animated by legal formalism, particularly in its style of reasoningl '. According to the 

dominant view, in those days, the Court tended to be restrained and passive, reactive and 

hesitant12. It employed 'strict objectivïty', as  well as a literal reading of legal textd3. It 

demonstrated judicial deference14, and in the bulk of the cases judicial review was c'timîd and 

limited in s ~ o ~ e " ' ~ .  In the area of administrative law, the Court focused on deciding disputes 

between citizens and public authorities, and on its duty to adjudicate accorduig to law by 

interpreting and applying the laws. It did not express its opinion on the desirability of the 

lawsI6. This understanding governed its outlook on standing and justiciability doctrinesL7. 

Ensuring the protection of individual rights against violation by the authorities, while 

'' M. Maumer, The Decline of Legal Fonnalim and the Rake of V h e s  in the ïsraeli Jurkpnrdence (Tel- 
Aviv: Da'at Publishing, 1993) (In Hebrew). Mautner identifies four essences to legal formalism: organizing 
the legal n o m  as if they had their own interna1 logic and criteria; detachhg the law fiom its vaiued 
dimension; limiting the creativity within the legal reasoning in searching and finding the 'right' one legal 
nom that should be applied; and ensuring legal predictability. By reviewing judgments fiom the f ises  and 
the eighties, and by tracing a decline in the existiog of these four features, Mautner reaches the conclusion 
that the early judgments of the Israeli Supreme Court are characterized by a legal formalism point of view, 
while the judgrnents of the eighties are characterized by a raise of a value-oriented point of view and a 
decliue in the formalistic approach. 
12 P. Lahav, "Foundations of Rights Jurisprudence in Israel: Chief Justice Agranat's Legacy" (1990), 24 
Israel Law Review 2 1 1 at 234. 
I3 P. ]Lahavy 'The Supreme Court of Israel: Formative Years, 1948-1955" (1990), 11:1 Shidies in Zionism 
45 (Hereinafter: "Fornative Years";. 
l4 R A  Burt, ''Inventhg Judicial Review: Israel and America" (1989), 10:7 Cardozo Law Review 2013 at 
2015. 
" P. Lahavy "Rights and Democracy: The Court's Perfomiance" in: E. Sprinzak & L. Diamond, Israel 
Democracy Under Stress (Boulder: Lynre Reinner Publishers, 1993) 125- 152. 
l6 Forty Years of Public Law, at 349; Mautner, supra, note 1 I ,  at 35; H.C 6% 1 Zabotidy v. Weinnann 
(195 l), 5 P.D. 801; H.C 16/48 Baron v. Prime Minfiter and Minkter ofDeferne (1948), 1 P.D. 109. 
" Forty Years ofPubZic Law, at 352. 



ernphasizing the importance of the d e  of law18, most of the Suprerne Court's early nilings 

were characterized by a "hihighly formaüstic style, narrow interpretations of statues and 

precedents, adherence to stare decisis, and deference to the decisions of the political 

branches"' '. 

It is important to emphasize that even in those early days, some of the Court's most 

important decisions were not at all fornalistic and did not defer to administrative powers. 

One such case is the Kol Nanm decision, handed down in 1953~'. The decisioo is regarded by 

many scholars a s  a powerfid break fiom legal formalism, or as the very foundation for the 

Court's later activist judicial review? Indeed, using the Declaration of Independeme or an 

American constitutional case test as sources for restricting and limiting the Minister of 

Interior's absolute discretion, must be seen as an activist judgment. Yet, 1 beiieve that this 

I8 Ibid.; ôt 267; Lahav, supra, note 12, at 267; Lahav, supra, note 15 at 125-126; Mautner, supra, note 11 at 
33-34. 
I9 Edelman, supra, note 1, at 42. 
20 K.C 73/53 Kol-m'am v. Minister of Interior (1953), 7 P.D. (2) 871. The petition, submitted by the 
Israeli communist party's daiiy newspaper, appealed the Minister of Interior's decision to suspend 
publication of the paper for a period of ten and m e n  &YS, as a resdt of two articles' publication 
denouncing the L'anti-nationalistic policy of Ben-Gurion goverrunent which profiteers in the blood of kraeli 
youth". The Ministerys decision rested on section 19 of the Press Ordinance, 1933, which read in part: "The 
Minister ... rnay, if any matter appearing in a newspaper is, in his opinion ... likely to endanger the public 
peace ... to suspend the publication for such period as he rnay think fityy. Contrary to a three-week old 
precedent regarding the same section 19 of the Press Ordinance, 1933 - in which the Court rejected a 
petition submitted by the same newspaper on the grounds that: "the question whether a certain publication 
endangers the public peace is delegated under this statue to the Minister of Interior and not to this court" 
(H.C 7 1/53 Kol-Ha 'am v. Minister of hterior 7 P.D. ( 1 )  1 67) - and contrary to the clear language of section 
19, which was calculated to invest wide discrvtionary power in the Minister of Intenor and to exdude 
judicial interference with his decisions - the Court d e d  in favor of the petitioner. Importing the "Xcely to 
produce probable danger to the public perce" test Erom the American case Iaw, and weighing such a 
probability of danger in the case at hanci, the Court concluded the suspension order could not stand The 
Court, in the absence of a written constitution, first declared fieedom of expression and freedom of the press 
to be basic principles of Israel's unwritten constitutional Iaw by virtue of Israel's cornmitment to 
democracy, and balanced these principles with the "likely" test. Justice Agranat, who wrote the decision, 
drew these principles Fom Israel's Declaration of Independence - util tben regarded as a solely declaratory 
statement with no legal ramifications. 



case, dong with other cases fiom the mid and late 1950s, demonstrate a kind of activism that 

cannot be compared, either in substance or in scope, tu the judicial activism reflected in the 

Court's decisions of the late 1970s onwards. In Kol Huarn, the Court rested mainly on the 

Declaration of Independence and the State's foundation as democracy. Activist as it may 

seem, the Declaration was the very document which established the State of Imad and 

declared its future essence. Constituting Israel as a democracy was, indeed, the vision held by 

the founders of the Israeii state. Thus, even though interpreting the Ordinance law acmrdinç 

to these principles was a new approach, it did not introduce totally new d e s  or noms 

lacking any grounding in traditional legal argument. Democracy and fieedom of press were 

linked in important ways. Balancing them against the public interest is a method recognized 

and employed by many liberal democracies. In con- when the Court declared in L 994 that 

the late PM Rabin must dismiss his Minister of Interior who was made subject to criminal 

proceedings22, it grounded its decision on general principles of reasonableness, i-e., the 

public noms that should govern a well-ordered society, and the need of judicial intervention 

for constnictuig proper behav;oral public I believe that the activism demonstrated in 

this decision is very different, in both the scope of review and its reasoning, from the more 

passive-activism demonstrated by the Court in the early days. This decision, by dzfuition, 

2L P. Lahav, ccAmerïcan Inauence on Israel's Jurispmdence of Free Speech" (1981), 9 Hastings 
Constitutional Law Quarterly 23 at 5 1; Lahav, supra, note 15 at 133-139; Revolution or Evolution, at 358; 
Courts and Politics, at 533; FOQJ years of Public law, at 354. 
a H.C 3094193 The MQG et al. v. The Govenvnent of Israel at al. 47 P.D. (5) 404. See also Selected 
Judgments, Vol. 10 at 258 (Hereinafter: "The Derei case"), This petition is aiso descriied in the third 
chapter, see pages 53. 
a AU five judges sitting on bench agreed Rabin should have used his discretionary power and dismissed 
the Minister of Interior. Justice Shamgar claimed the dismissal derived f?om the general principles of a 
wekrdered state - see page 421 to the decision. Justice Matza claimed that this extraordinary case obliged 
the Court to intervene and set the proper public nonns that should determine the PM'S decision - see page 
425 to the decision. Justice k v i n  rnentioned that in order to keep "our enlightened and democratic camp 
pure", the PM m u t  dismiss the Minister - see page 429 of the decision. 



rests on the Court's own interpretation of what should be the proper public noms and values 

to direct governmental functionaries' behavior, not on baiancing tests or phciples that can 

be found elsewhed4. 

Thus, it seems that the formative years of the Court can be delineated as those in 

which the steering-wheel was mostly in the hands of legal formalism and self restraint? 

Even when the Court was exceptionally innovative and activist, it was still usually within 

well-restrained boundaries. What couid possibly account for the Court's general deference 

towards administrative power? The next few pages attempt to offer a few explanations for 

that Court's performance26. 

The Zionist dream saw its realization on May 1948, whïle the Zionist ideology, aimed 

at the liberation of the Jewish people fkom the conditions of exile, became pragmatic27. The 

Declaration of Independence ge~erated a continuity fiom the Jewish Diaspora pas! to thc 

Israeli State of the fiture. This continuous thread enfolds the Yishuv, of wbich most 

members were Zionists. Among them were the first Israeli Supreme Court Judges. Practically 

al1 judges of the 1 950s' Court were conscious Zionists. Even thought most of thern came to 

24 Either in Israeli legal or quasi-legai documents such as the DecIaration of Independence, or in other 
jurisprudence. It is worth mentionhg that the Court, in Derei's case, did not rest on foreign precedents. 
25 Mautner, supra, note 1 1, analyzes the principles that nùed both in public and private law until the 1970s, 
and convincingly concludes that legal formalism cm be seen featuring in the over-ail judgments of the 
Supreme Cowt of those days. 
26 Some scholars have characterized the dispanty between Court's adjudication within the early days of 
statehood and its third and forth decade, as an evolution (Revolution or evolution, at page 361). Others 
subscnie the changes to a revolution (Forty Years ofpublic law, at 341). For the purposes of this paper it is 
unnecessary to detexmine wbich of these two approaches characterizes better the changes. What is important 
is that profound changes are pointed to by ali of them, at least with regard to administrative Iaw, and 
concemhg issues like standing and justiciability. 
" See, for instance, one out of many S. Avineri, "The Making of Modem Zionism: The Origins of the 
Jewish State" (New York: Basic Books, 198 1). See aiso pages 2-3, 58-6 1. 



Palestine before the Nazi regime had atst its terror, they were f e l i a r  with anti-Semitism 

and the meaning of being a Jew in non-Jewish sur~oundin~s~~.  Surelyy the judges snared the 

Yishuv's exaltation and exciternent about the State's establishment d e r  two millennia in 

exiletg and, as they dso shared the society's inclination to bolster the new bom state, they 

were keen to assist its first steps as an independent Jewish entity. 

Furthemore, al1 of the hrst judges were active in the msiinsttream Zionist movements. 

Four out of the five founding judges were identined with political parties30. Two out of the 

three Court's backbone were close to Mapai, the nùulg Thus, as these justices 

belonged to the establishment, they were not inclined towards radical reforms, and their basic 

instincts were similar to the noms and ideologies which prevded in the lsraeli society: 

supporthg the young proud State and demonstrating modesty towards its ~ u ~ r e m a c y ' ~  

Additionally, the Israefi Judiciary found itself in an awkward position while taking its 

first steps; while the executive and Legislature's statu were secured by law, the Basic Law: 

Judiciary was only enacted in 1953~~. Until then, the Suprerne Court had suffered some 

*' One out of the first five judges who had been nominated was born in Palestine; the rest four were born in 
Eastern Europe: Lahav, supra, note 12, at 219. After a year two additional Judges joined the bench, of 
whom only one had a different background: American roots. fiid. 
" On this point see chapter three, pages 58-6 1. 

M. Hohung, Democrucy, Lmu and National Securify in Lrrael (Aldershot: Damiouth Publishing, 1996) 
at 20; E- Rubinstein, The Judges of Erea Israel (Tel-Aviv, Schocken, 1980) (In Hebrew) at 55 1-563. 

Formative Years, at 5 1-52. 
" Fonnariw Years, at 53. In kt, Lahav claims that the original group of candidates and the first ones to 
be selected reflected key-party considerations, and that these ideological considerations which preceded the 
selection of Justices affected their opinions. 
33 Both the Knesset and the Govenunect were a direct continuation of Yishuv organizations, wherezs the 
Court was established fiom scratch. The Provisional Council - the legislative authority that, according to the 
Declaration of Independence, shouid serve until an elected assembly v r d l  be convened - was but a different 
name for the People's Council, an organization that was set up before the establishment of the state. The 
Provisionai Govenunent - set-to-be the executive authority - was aeated out of the executive ann of the 
People's Council. These provisional bodies were to have governed until the election of a constituent 
assembly, which was then to establish a constitution for the new state- However, when the fkst elected 



severe attacks fiom those who were, in pa* responsible for ensuring its position as an 

independent bodg4. Moreover, the Court's position as equd among equals, namely, as an 

indispensable part within the body of govemment, was not at al1 clear to the political elite. 

Ambiguity best describes the founders' attitude towards the ~ o u r r ' ~ .  The Court was at that 

tirne concemed with establishing its authority and comrnanding respect for its decisions. 

Awareness of the delicate position in which the Court was situated probably pushed it 

towards a deferential attitude to the decisions of the political branches and to a prudent, ad- 

hoc, narrow adjudicationJ6. 

Israel's heritage through the British Mandate in Palestine also had an effect on the 

Court's eariy decisions. While the first Jewish Court in the new Israeli state was expected to 

symbolize the revolution of the Jewish c o m m ~ t y ' s  conditions3', it leaned on the Mandate's 

legai foundations, especially in the area of Emergency ~e~ulations? Consequently, the 

- - 

legislative authority of the State of Israel convened in early 1949, it decided in its h t  session that it would 
act as a full-pledged parliament to be caüed the fïrst Knesset. The same people who led the Yishuv, led the 
Israeli State and headed its political branches. Yet, although the Mandatov Iegal framework was adopted 
by the State of Israel, the judiciary was constituted anew and the Supreme Court judges were elected by the 
Provisional Council. While the legislative and executive anns did not need to ground their legib'macy and 
status, the judiciary was compeUed to establish its equal status. This may additionally explain the awkward 
position surrounded the Judiciary in the early years. 
" The incident was descnied in chapter one. Tbe Judiciary was attacked by influentid political figure$- the 
Minister of Justice and the Prime Minister. See in detail: Lahav, supra, note 12, at 244-258; Lahav, supra, 
note 15, at 127-133. 
35 While the govemment moved to Tel-Aviv, the Supreme Court was settled in the oId notorious British's 
Court building at Jerusalem. Lahav, supra, note 15, at 127; Fonnative Years, at 50-5 1. 
36 Edelman, supra, note 1, at 42. 
37 in Fonnative Years, at 4849, Lahav claims the speeches of the Court's founders delineated the 
expectation that the Court would be revolutionary in that it will symbolize a new beginning in which Jews 
judge Jews in their own k e  and independent legal system. 
38 A state of emergency was £kt proclaimed in Mandatory Palestine in 1937 and was prolonged and 
renewed bofh in 1939 and 1945; Palestine (Defense) Order in Council; Emergency Powers (Defense of the 
Colonies) Order in Council, 1939; Defense (Ernergency) Regulations, 1945. The provisional Council 
adopted di the laws that were in force at Palestine on May, 15 1948. The proclamation of an emergency 
state on May, 19 1948 entailed the automatic adoption of aU former Emergency reguiations. 



Israeli legal systern inherited some repugnant laws fiom the Mandatory ~ovemment'~. This 

heritage doomed the IsraeIi Supreme Court to enforce some undemocratic laws, which 

equipped the executive with total discretion to limit individual rights40. In addition, al1 

Mandatory legislation still in effect on May 14, 1948, was incorporated into the law of the 

State of Israel; moreover, much of that legal system was lefi untouched for substantial period 

of time4'. The British legal system and case law in t 'ose  days, especially regarding the 

administration, erected artifÏcial barriers to judicial review and the courts "avoided high- 

sounding principles or enduring values during that 

The British system wu an inspiration for the pledging Israeli one in another manner; 

since both Israel and Britain did not as yet have a written constitution, the Israeli judiciary 

relied on the UK tradition for guidance43. In fact, many statutes included an explicit provision 

requiring reference to English law, and article 46 of the Palestine Order-in-Council, which 

was incorporated root and branch into Israeli law, provided for the application of prulciples 

of common law and equity in cases of lacunae in the local law*. Further, the Israeli legal 

elite was familiar with the commcn Law, and the f ist  judges had been educated in the British 

tradition45. Hence, the Israeli Court started its new era imbued with British thinking and 

39 Rule ofLaw and Civil Liberth, at 64. " Revolution or Evolution, at 358. For an ambient description of the vast powers vested within the 
executive see Hofnung, supra, note 30 at 47-54. 
41 Y. Shachar, "History and Sources of Israeli Law" in A, Shapira & K. C. DeWitt-Amr, introduction to the 
Law of Israel (Hague: Kluwer Law International, 1995) 1. 
42 J. Joweii, '6Courts and the Administration in B r i e  Standards, Principles and Rights" (1988), 22:4 
k a e l  Law Review, 409 at 4 10. 
43 Netanyahu, supra, note 6 at 1. See also D. Peretz & G. Doron, The Govemment and Politics in lirael 
(Boulder: WestView Press, 1997) at 236. 
44 D. Friedman, '?nfiision of the Common Law into the Legal System of Israel" (1975), 10:3 Israel Law 
Review, 324. 
45 J. Laufer, "Israel's Supreme Court: The First Decade" (1964), 17 Jounial of Legal Education 43. See 
dso, Friedman, Ibid at 326: The f b t  iaw school in Israel was opened by the British in 1920, and the 
graduates of the school had an appreciable influence on legal He. Part of the judiciary received its legal or 
post-graduate education in England- 



practice, which generdly favored a more deferential, in part subordhate, role for the 

judiciary in the polity46. 

It should be emphasized, though, that one additional crucial factor prevailed 

everything else - the security situation. It led to excessive powers being confmed to the 

executive at the expense of the judiciary and the legislature, and to the absence of adequate 

constitutional checks and balances. m e  the Court was never willing to tum a blind eye to 

clear transgressions of the law based on state security considerations, nevertheless its justices 

were usually reluctant to interfere with military cons ide ration^^^. Most petitions against 

landmousing expropriations were rejected if the State used national security needs as the 

cause for expropriation48. The substantive aspects of the Defense (Emergency) regulations 

were rarely, if ever, questioned by the court4'. Since the life expectancy of these regdations 

was not clear when they were proclairned, and some hope for an improvement of the security 

predicament stiil endured, the early judgments hesitated in dealing with its consequencesS0. 

46 Burt, supra, note 14 at 20 15. See also Cr.A. 28/62 Attorney General v. Matana (1962) 16 PD. 430 at 
467. 
47 Hohung, supra, note 30, at 206. Perhaps the h t  Justices were aware of the posslrbility that in the 
turbulent security situation of their new state, Court orders could be easily evaded if found to be too 
intrusive. Hence, the early mlings demonstrated deference towards the govemment's decisions. See 
Edelman, supra, note I at 42. 
48 Formative Years, at 6 1-62. 
49 Ibid. See also A. Shapira, "Judicial Review Without a Constitution: The Israeli Paradox" (1983), 56 
Temple Law Quar&erly 405, 445-446 mentions: ".-The Supreme Court has adopted a far more restrained, 
even submissive, posture when requested to delve into the substantive deliberations of security organs. 
Generaiiy speaking, the Court has been reluctant to cIose1y examine the merits of the authority's discretion, 
thus, in effect, providing almost blanket endorsement of the reasoning offered by security officiais in 
justification of the measures taken by them. The Court has invariably been prqmred to consider allega?ir\ns 
of bad faiîh, Le., to inspect whether or not the defense authorities acted in bona fide manner in the exercise 
of their statutory powers. The Court, howevx, has been unwilling to carefiilly investigate the relevance of 
the purposes and considerations prompting the authority action" 

A. Maoz, "Defending Civil Liberties without a Constitution" (1988), 16 Melbourne University Law 
Review, 8 15. 



To conclude, Israeii society was not the only one to reinforce and aid its state to face 

difficult circumstances in its early days. As the society in which it adjudicated upon, the 

Israeli Court "...yielded a legal theory that on the one hand hailed the state - the Jewish state - 

as the cardinal and supreme value in the political and social order, and on the other prevented 

gross violations of rightsYJ1. It was never isolated fiom its surroundings. 

2. Luter ddopments  - the ail-embracr'ng Court 

The first signs of the coming changes were already detectable during the early 1970s. 

As mentioned before, the fïrst instance in which the court invalidated primary legislation 

occurred in 1969, although the court avoided addressing the issue of the petitioner's 

standings2. Due to a series of additional decisions, on various issues, during the 1970s the 

growing centrality of the Court became apparents3. 

Nonetheless, this general trend reached its zenith only during the 1980sS4. From that 

tirne on, the Court entered a more activist phase. Some of its more controversial decisions 

included: ovemiming the Minister of Justice's decision not to extradite a person to  rance''; 

invalidating a confiscation of Arab lands within the Territones, by substantively reviewing 

*' Formative Years, at 46. 
" The Bergman case, see chapter two, page 32. 
53 Pariiculariy with regards to the Tenitories and the separation of state and religion: R Shamir, "Legal 
Discourse, Media Discourse, and Speech Rights: The Shift fiom Content to Identity - the Case of Israel" 
(1991), 19:l International Journal of the Sociology of Law 45, at 53. The issue of the Territories as an 
account for the Court's increasing power is aiso mentioned by Burt, supra, note 14 at 2018-2026. 
54 Many scholars indicate these years as the 'turning point' in the development of the judicial review scope 
and essence, with which 1 tend to agree; See, for example, S. Shetreef "Judiciai Independence and 
Accountability in IsraeL" (1984), 33 Intemational and Comparative Law Quarterly 979; Shapira, supra, note 
49; M. Hofiiung, TEthnicity, Religion and Pofitics in Applying Israel Conscription Law" (1995), 17:3 Law 
and Policy 3 1 1. 
55 H.C 8W86 Afoni v. Minister ofJustice (1987) 40 PD. (3) 436. 



the 'security interests' that were supposed to be the grounds for the expropriations6; reversing 

the Minister of Interior's decision not to announce a '~tl~~ll~ler-clock'( Le., day light-saving 

~ime)~'; scrutinized the Minister of Defense's decision to exempt Yeshiva students fkom 

miLitary services8; and declaring unreasonable the Prime Minister's decision not to dismiss 

the Minister of Interior, who was indicted on wuntî of frauds9. 

These examples demonstrate just how deep the HCJ's interventionist roots had 

grom just how wide its scope of scrutiny had become7 just how central its role vis-a-vis 

state and society had developed: "...its central constitutional role Bad] increased, as it 

gradually became clear that it was the court that stood as an intermediary between the state 

and its citizen~"~O. 

This development is by no means exclusive to the Israeli Supreme Court. Courts - 

especidly constitutional courts - are becoming powerful, hegemonic forces in many 

count r ie~~~,  and the powet granted to these courts to review laws and administrative actions 

is being used more fiequently today al1 ovd2:  the judicialization of politics is now a world 

wide phenomenon63. Yet the Israeli case still seems unique fiom a few aspects. The TsraeE 

H.C 390/79 h e i l a t  v. The Goventment of lrrael(l980) 34 P.D. (1) 1. 
'' H.C 217180 Segal v. Minirterofinten'or(1980) 34 P.D. (4) 429. 
5s H.C 9 LOI86 R w l e r  v.MiniFter of Defime (1988) 42 P.D. (2 )  44L (For an English translation see: 
Selected Judgments, Vol. 10 at 1). This case is of particular interest since the petition, although denied, was 
the third that petitioner submitted to the court, over the same issue. The former two petitions were dismissed 
due to the petitioner's lack of standing. See H,C 448/8 1 Ressler v. Minister of Defense (198 1 )  36 P.D. ( 1 )  
8 1; H,C 179/82 Ressler v. Minister of Defeme ((1982) 36 P.D. (4) 42 1. 
59 H.C 3094/93, supra, note 22 at 404. See also Selected Judgments, Ibid, at 258. 

Shamir, supra, note 53, at 53. 
61 B. Ackerman, "The Rise of World Constitutionalism" (1997), 83:4 VireGa Law Review 771. 
62 M. Shapiro & A. Stone "The New Constitutional Politics of Europe" (1994), 26 Comparative Political 
Studies 397; M. Cappelletti, 'The Expanding Role of Judiciai Review in Modem Societies", In S. Shetreet 
(Ed.) The Role of the Courts in Society (Dordrecht: Martinus Nijhoff Publishers, 1988) 79-97. 
63 See T .  Vallinder, "The Judiciaization of Politics - A World Wide Phenornenon" (1994), 15 International 
Political Science Review 91; P. Arens, 'Recent Trends in German Jurisdiction: The Transfer of Political 



HCJ has gone further than any other democratic country in judicializing politics64. The Israeii 

doctrines of standing and justiciability are more tolerant of public actions against the 

govemment than most of their counte~parts~~. The scope of judicial review in Israel is 

substantiveIy more generous thau in other commensurable co~ntries~~.  Additiondly, since 

Israel has no written constitution, administrative law in Israel is, in a sense, more than just 

administrative law, as many constitutional principles are engaged6'. 

The changes which the Israeli Court has undergone can best be illuminated by 

considering the way the Court's perception of its own role has aitered. Over t h e ,  the Court 

and Administrative Duties to the Courts". In S. Shetreet (Ed.) nie Role of the Cour& in Society (Dordrecht: 
Martinus Nijhoff Publishers, 1988) 97-126. Tbese trends cm be attributed to various causes and 
developments. It can result h m  the general problem of contemporary governments in facing both the need, 
and their kick of competence, to reconstruct the democratic institutions as to adjust the changing social 
practices and rights concepts. Consequently this lack of competence generates a situation in which the Court 
becomes the default agent carrying out such tasks. See, for exampIe KM. Unger, m a t  Should Legal 
Anaiysis Become? (London: Verso, 1996) at 30-33. It c m  also be asm'bed to the central role States have 
come to play in the economy, and the enhancement of governmental functions, which led in turn to a Iwger 
cry for an expanded judicid review, especialiy in the post-second world war era. See M. Mandel, The 
Charter of Rights and the Legalization of Pditics in Canada (Toronto: Thompson Educational Publishing, 
1994) at 84-85. Or, it c m  be assigned to the 'rights discourse' which rnasters the le@ discourse in specific 
and the socio-political discourse in general, See, for example, Bogart's criticism on that account. W.A. 
Bogart, Cour& and Counîry: The Limits oflitigation and the Social and Political Lzlfe in Canada (Toronto: 
Oxford University Press, 1994). 

M. Edehan, 'The Judicialization of Politics in Israel" (1991), 15:2 International Political Science 
Review 177. 
65 C.S. Diver, "Israeli Administrative Law from au Arnerican Perspective" (1997) 4: 1 Law and Govemment 
in IsraeL 1 at 2. See also S. Sterett, "Judicial Review in Britain" (1994), 26:2 Comparative Political Studies 
421. 
" 1 feel one prominent example would sufEce. Political agreements in Israel are justiciable. In two 
consequent cases, the HCJ d e d  that political agreement lay within the public law sphere, and as such are 
subject to judicid examination: See H.C. 1601/90 Shalit v. Peres (1990) 44 P.D. (3) 353 (For an English 
translation see Selected Judgments, Vol. 10 at 204); H.C 1635/90 Zenevs& v. Prime Minzkter (1991) 45 
P.D. (1) 749. For a summary of this case see (1992), 26:4 Israei Law Review 438. Yet in other political 
systerns, coalition agreements lie beyond the jurisdiction of the Court. See H. Schulze-Fielitz, "Coalition 
Agreements in the Federal Republic of Germany as a Juridical Problem7' (1992)' 26:4 Israel Law Review, 
544, at 557. The Shalit case dealt with the question of the publicity of political agreements. While in Israel, 
the Court was the one to declare that political agreements must be published, in The Federal Republic of 
Gemany, the need to publish coalition agreements was constituted by the govemment itseif See Schulze- 
Fielia, ibid, at 546. 
67 1, Zamir, "Administrative Law" in 1. ZanU & S. Colombo, 77te Law of Israel: General S u ~ ~ c y s  
(Jerusalem: The Sacher Institute, The Hebrew University, 1995) 5 1. 



has corne to downplay its role vis-a-vis dispute resolution and to emphasize its role u a value 

advocator? Furthexmore, the Israeli Supreme Court has declared time and again that it was 

solely responsible to guarantee that the d e  of law will constrain the action of the political 

a~thori t ies~~.  In many cases, the Court's contention that it is the only institution capable of 

presenring the d e  of law was used as a justification for judicial inter~entîon~~. 

Explaining this, and other changes within Israeli administrative law and the HCJ's 

role is the focus of the next pages. These explanations can be divided to three main 

categories: legal or judicid accounts, statial accounts, and societd accounts. These accounts 

provide a comprehensive answer for understanding the role the Israeli Court plays within 

Israeli society. The Court did not simply take on itself the mle of the guardian of the rule of 

law in Israel; this central and important role was dso assigned to it by both the government 

and the citizens. 

III Suggested explanations: 

The main legal causes for the change in the Court's performance to be examined are 

fist, the change of the legal orientation and the legal codification of Israeli law, second, the 

" Goldstein, supra, note 3 at 613; Shetreet, supra, note 4 at 274; Mautner, supra, note 11 at 52-66. an this 
account see also J. Smith, "'Reductionism ixi tegal thought" (1991), 91:l Columbia Law Review 68. Smith 
claims that courts' role had changed fiom a dispute resolution account, through a coordination account, 
until reaching the meliorative account. Iii this 1st account, courts promote some public noms and values 
over the others, by deciding cases according to what they believe these norms and vaiues wodd entail. 
'' 'When the Court does not intervene, the principle of the rule of iaw is irnpaired". H.C 217180, supra, 
note 57, at 441. The same idea to jusw the Court's intervention was used in H.C 742184 Kahane v. 
Speaker of the Knesset (1985) 39 P.D. (4) 85. 



development of the reasonableness doctrine, third, the nomination of 'activist' judges and 

forth, Israel's relatively short legal history. 

In the early decisions, the English legal tradition dominated, resulting in a more 

prudent, self-restrained and narrow type of adjudication7'. In the course of tune, the standard 

for comparison changed, and the Amencan legal system became the dominant source for 

Court's t l ~ i n k i n ~ ~ ~ .  The Court's growing rapport with Amencan concepts led to the infusion 

and incorporation of a less restraind approach into Israeli public  la^'^. Further, the second 

and third generation of Israeli Supreme Court judges were educated in the American legal 

tradition, and legal concepts were thus heavily influenced by that tradition7! In addition, in 

1980 the Fundamental of Law statute was enacted, as the last link in the chah of the 

codification of the Israeli civil law and the detachment fiom the English tradition7*. The 

" Forty Years, at 345-346. 
71 See supra, page 98. " Netanyahu, supra, note 6 at 1; Mautner, supra, note 11 at 125. The comparative dimension was 
achowledged and cast înto the very first decisions. Perhaps because of a Iack of expertise or self- 
confidence felt by the h t  judges, perlaps because of the Mandate heritage, or perhaps because ci the 
aspiration to built the young State with an international image, the first judges translated foreign precedeats 
into Hebrew and used them as precedents for their decisions. The same method of using foreign decisions 
has continued, the ody difference being, as mentioned, the orientation of the Court and the legd systems it 
m e d  upon for guidance. 
xi Lahav, supra, note 2 1. At the realm of Free Speech, the American comparison prevailed in 1977, in the 
case of D.N 9/77 H'uarez v. EZectnc Company (1977) 32 P.D. (3) 337. 
" Shachar, supra, note 41 at 6; J. Weisman, "The Relevance of the American Experienct to Legd 
Education in Israel", (1980-1982), 5 Tel Aviv University Studies in Law, 55; A. Kkshenbaum, "Teaching 
Methods in Israeli Legal Education: Some G e n d  Remuks", (1980- l982), Tel Aviv University Studies in 
Law, 50, at 51. See also Lahav, supra, note 21. Lahav claims that the orientation towards the Arnerican 
case law had resulted in the filtration of the Grand Style into the Israeli system- On the concept of the Grand 
Style, and its incorporation to the Israeli legal system see Mautner, supra, note 1 1 at 12. 
'' D. Friedmann, %dependent Development of Isracli Law" (1975), 10 Israel Law Review 515. The 1980s 
law replaced article 46 of the Palestine Order-in-Councif, and the British case law was downgraded h m  its 
supremacy status. 



Americanization of the Israeli legal systern brought it closer to the world's most activist, 

central and influentid court76. 

Furthermore, developments in administrative law, especially with regard to the 

reasonableness doctrine, contributed to the Court's growing role as the institution which was 

expected to preserve and advance the proper norms of public behavior. Although the 

reasonableness doctrine was fkst introduced in the fifties, its salience became evident during 

the 1980s~~.  It is now one of the most prominent doctrines according to whîch administrative 

law in decided by the HCJ. The HCJ's adjudication in the Ginosar case, for instance7*, which 

was labeled 'a blatant example of judicial acti~isrn'~~, was decided on reasonableness 

grounds, more precisely, on the unreasonableness of the administrative decision. This 

doctrine is a wide open tool that enables the Court to review administrative actions which 

could not be disturbed otherwiseaO. As there are no criteria against which the reasonableness 

of an administrative act is measured8', the Court, alone, defines and demarcates which 

behavioral norms are reasonable ana which are not. By employing this doctrine, the Court 

" i t  is claimed that the American Supreme Court is the most influentid on society, and the one which 
empIoyed the most profound judicial review. See G. Sturgess & P. Chubb, "Judging the WorZd: lm and 
politics in the world3 leading courts" (Sydney: Butterworths, 1988) at 28. 

The reasonableness doctrine, in short, holds that an administrative act may be invaLidated if it is 
unreasonable. The doctrine derive h m  the common law, and is sirnilar in some ways to the American 
Substantive Due Process Doctrine. See Ho hung, supra, note 7 at 600. Also see Forîy Years, at 346. 
" H.C 6163/92 Ekenberg v. Mlniser of Housing (1993) 47 PD. (2) 229. In that case, the Court 
invaiidated the Government's decision to nomifiate a secret service former officer who was involved in a 
cover up flair as the Director General of the Housing Minisûy. 
'' These labels were attached to this decision since: "...Ginosa. (the nominee - G.D.) was never convicted 
in any criminal proceedings, there was no legal grounds to invalidate the nomination ... an executive 
nomination, issued within the limits of legal jurisdiction, with a l l  the related ficts considered and evaluated, 
was stmck down on the grounds of being viewed by the judiciary as uareasonable". H o h g ,  supra, note 7 
at 600. 
'O Ibid, at 586. 
" The doctrine provided the Court with means to forsake its traditional role as  the law's applier, and to 
situate itselfas a participant in deciding the content and values of the Iaws: Ibid, at 60 1. 



cm justify its i n t e n t i o n  to ensure the generaI legality of public administrations2, and it is 

this which casts and shapes the public values. 

Scholars argue that this doctrine, combined with the Court's broadening of the 

justiciability and standing doctrines, demonstrate that it was the Court itself that added the 

meliorative account to its traditional roleg3. This phenornenon is comected to the nomination 

of a c t i ~ s t  judges, during the 1970s and 1980s". Two names are constantly and 

simultaneously brought up; Justice Meir Shamgar and Justice Aharon Barak, both fùture 

chief Justices of the Israeli Supreme coud5. Their influence on the Supreme Corn caonot be 

overestimated. First, both Justices came to the Supreme Court directly a h  serving as 

Israel's Attorney General. Consequently, both had obtained ample experience in the political 

hallways and behind the system's closed doors and were equipped with an ability to 'stand 

the heat of political crises'86. Additionally, this background naturdIy contributes to a special 

dedication in developing both administrative and constitutional law, and a particular 

" Forty Years, at 342. '' See also footnote 68. "In justifying its decision to widen the scope of judicial review ... the Court relied 
t h e  d e r  time on one reason: the need to protect the ruie of law..,One gets the clear impression that the 
Court assumes that the principles of law are, and m u t  be, the ody constraints on the actions of the political 
authorities. It is inched to ignore the fact that there are other conirols in the relations between political 
bodies and other arms of govenrment". Forz'y Yeum at 345-346. 
64 Hofnung, supra, note 7 at 592; Netanyahu, supra, note 6 at 1; Lahav, supra, note 15 at 141-146. 
" Justice Meir Shamgar was appointed to the Supreme Court in 1975, and became Chief Justice in 1983. 
He retired in 1995. Justice Aharon Barak was appointed in 1979, and became Chief Justice in 1995. Chief 
Justice Barak himself named the former Chief Justice Shamgar an activist judge: A. Badq "President Meir 
Shamgar and Public Law", (1995) 3: 1 Law and Soveniment in Israel 1 1 at 26 (In Hebrew). 
86 Lahav, supra, note 15 at 142. Mer the Yom-Kippur war, Aharon Barak, the "dynamic attorney general, 
was given a fkee hand to investigate and prosecute a i l  the corruption scandals hvolving top Mapay 
Leaders": E. Sprinzak, "Elite Illegalism in Israel and the Question of Democracy" in E. Sprinzak & L. 
Diamond, h a e l  Democracy Under Stress, (E3oulder: Lynne Reinner Publishers, 1993) 173 at 187. Barak's 
prosecution of the Prime Minister's wife, Lea Rabin, for an illegal foreign banking accounts, ultimately 
forced Rabin to resign. 



cornmitment to the d e  of laws7. Second, both enjoyed reptations as charismatic, 

outstanding figures; their dissenthg opinions became the source preferred in later opinions, 
e 

coming evenhially to constitute the opinion of the majority8*. Third, both served as Chief 

Justices for a substantive amount of time, enabling them to leave their activist endowment on 

the For instance, many commentators athibuted the notion that the new Basic 

~ a w s ~ '  generated a ' constitutional revolution' totally or mostl y, to Justice B arak' s wrïtings 

and speeches on the subject?, and related the Court's activism and its intensifïed interference 

to its president. 

Lastly, the fact that the Israeii Court was supposed to open a new page in the legal 

system c m  also offer a possible explanation to the profound changes which took place in a 

relatively short time. As the new page symbolized a break f?om the past, towards a 

burgeoning future, it facilitated the development of a 'tnYted" legal system which both 

absorbed and modified traditional d e s  and precedents. Indeed, independence of mind and 

87 Barak, supra. note 85 at 1. One cm hypothesue that after serving as an Attorney General, living with the 
darker side of politics, and learnùig at f h t  hand how governments really decide and operate, one becornes 
very anxious, as a judge, to preserve and assure the rule of law. This hypothesis is even stronger in the 
Israeli context. In fact, Justice Bara.! admitted that his support in broadening the standing requirernent was 
the outcome of his own experience with the Rabin's govenunent back in 1977, when that governent tried 
to prevent an indictment of Leah Rabin (the PM'S wife), due to electoral consideratiom. Then and there 
Barak decided to guarantee that no governent would ever believe itself free to commit an illegaf act just 
because no one had the standing to take it to Court. See Jerusalem Post, 27.10.96. 
88 Lahav (supra, note 15, at 142) gives the example of the decision in D.N. 9/77. supra, note 73, in which 
Shamgar's minority opinion (by a rnargin 02 4 to I), became, d e r  a short while, the opinion being cited 
more and more with regards to fteedorn of speech in the 1980s. 
89 The importance of Chief Justices has a number of sources. To mention but two, the Israeii Chief Justice 
determines which judges will sit on the bench in a petition submitted to the Egh Court of Justice. HdShe 
aiso sits as the head of the Judges' nomination conmittee for dl judges in Israel, including Supreme Court 
Judges.. 
" See supra, note 8. 
91 Gavison, supra, note 9; A M m o r Y  "Judicial Review in Israei" (1997), 4:l Law and Govemment in 
fsrael 133 (In Hebrew); R. Shamir* "On the Politics of Reasonableness" (1994), 5 Theory and Criticism 7 
(In Hebrew). B. Bracha, "Aharon Barak: Constitutional Interpretation, Book Review" (1995), 3: 1 Law and 
Goverment in Israel339 (In Hebrew). 



innovative solutions typified the decisions of the HCJ, especially in the field of public lad2. 

The Court felt fiee to go far beyond traditional approaches. The IsraeIi specid circumstaaces 

hence facilitated the judiciary, usually a somewhat rigid institution, to flex its muscles more 

easily. These circumstances prompted the Court to become a more flexible, agile actor and 

adopt to change more quickly. Courts usually progress gradually: the Israeli court was able to 

advance a bit more swiftly, and soon corne up to speed with other national coMa in its 

development of the law. 

These explanation, while introducing important characteristics of the Israeli judiciary, 

cannot, in themselves, offer sufficient explanations of the Court's transfomation. Courts do 

not operate in isolation. Legal doctrines or orientations cannot be insulated Erom societal 

developments. Legal change cannot be attributed in total to personnel changes. 

Understanding legal change necessitates an analysis of the interplay of a broad range of 

factors: 

Although it may result fkom personnel changes, it also can be understood, for 
example, as the product of evolviug doctrine, the climate of the times in which cases 
are decided, the issues thrust upon the court and the configuration of actors fiaming 
arguments and pressing claims through the  court^"^^. 

It is to these factors we now turn. 

" Rule ofLmv and Civil Liberiies, at 67-68. 
" L. Epstein & J.F. Kobyh,  nie Supreme Court and Legal Change: Abortion and the Death PenaZly 
(Chape1 Hill: The University of North Carolioa Press, 1992) at 4. 



Recall the account of the passivity of both the Knesset and Government sirrre the 

late 1960s in chapter twoq4. The paralysis increased during the 1980s, when two 

consecutive National Unity Govemments (NUG) governed fkom 1984 to 1990''. The NUG 

was almost totally impotent? It created a situation of increasing ungovemability and 

staIemate9? Consequently, except for a few important decisions, mostly regarding the 

Israeli presence in Lebanon, the Israeli Govenunent was a pardyzed Leviathan for almost 

an entire decade. Furthemore, the NUG also had a derogatory effect on the Knesset, as "the 

Knesset played no appreciable role in the processes of government"98. As the legislative 

body, it made no independent de ci si on^^^, and as the parliamentary body, it did not oversee 

the executiveloO. Thus, during the 1980s, while profound changes took place within society, 

the political sphere demonstrated n~n-~oveniabil i ty~~ ' . The Court, as a govennnental 

institution, was thus lef? alone to relieve some of the pressures felt by the citizem; 

94 See chapter two, pages 3 1-50. 
95 These W G  were a wall-to-waU coalition, including close to 100 out of the 120 Knesset members. See 
M. Nisan, "The problems of Policy-MalMg: Foreign and Securïty Issues in Israel's 1988 Election" (199 l), 
39 Political Studies 122 at 134. 
36 S .  Lehman-Wilzig, Wil&re: Grassroots RevoIts in Israel in the Post-SociaIkt Era (Alba- State 
University of New York Press, 1992) at 129- 136. '' E, Spnnzak & L. Diamond, "Introductiony~ in E. Sprinzak & L. Diamond, krael Democracy Under 
Sîress, (Boulder: L y ~ e  Reinner Publishers, 1993) at 3. The coaiition agreements conferred on both parties 
a mutual veto, enabhg each one to block the other's initiatives, and in special issues, extended the veto 
power to include the reügious parties. See Hohung, supra, note 7 at 593. Although the two major parties 
were in sufEcient agreement to try and work togetha, they disagreed enough not to be able to resolve the 
basic ciifferences between t h ,  b e  to these agreements, no fa-reaching or fidamental political steps 
were taken and dearly no long-term strategic planning would be undertaken, especiaiiy regadhg one of 
Israel's most buniing problems: the fate of the Terdories. See also Nisan, supra, note 95 at 134. 
" Nisan, supra, note 95, at 134. 
99 Hofi~ung, supra, note 7, at 593. 
'Oo Nisan, supra, note 95, at 134. 
Io' G. Barzilai & Y. Shain, "Israeii democracy at the Crossroads: A Crisis of Non-Govemability". (199 l), 
26:3 Government and Opposition 345. 



"This F e  Knesset inaction - g.d.1 left the High Court of Justice as the only open 
avenue for making decisions on matters undecided by the two other branches of 
govemment. The enormous increase in petitions of organized groups to the High 
Court of Justice during the 1980s was encouraged by the Court's judicial activism and 
by its willingness to lower the previous high barriers of justiciability and standing, 
which prevented petitioners &om presenting their cases in the past"'02. 

Yet the citizens were not the only ones k t r a t e d  by the situation in parliament- 

Knesset Members (MKs) petitioned the Court as well. From either mal1 or big parties, MXr 

marched into Court asking for its intervention in parliamentary decisions. Unlike a reference 

case, in which the Canadian federal cabinet refers to the Supreme Court a political abstract or 

hypotheticai question103, concrete, factual political questions were r e f d  to the Israeli 

Court and concrete, politically-oriented rernedies were demanded. The first two pe~tionr, 

were submitted in the early 1980s'~~. They were followed by many others, touching a variety 

of Knesset de ci si on^^*^. Some of the most sensitive, political questions that were dealt by the 

Court were brought by M X ~ ' * ~ .  

This development reveals that the MKs shared the public's disappointment and 

frustration from their own representation. They also shared the public's trust in the Supreme 

COW'~'. As mentioned in the third chapter, Israeli politicd history had many turning points 

since the Labor party first lost power in 1977. Each political tumabout saw promises broken, 

arrangements ignored, and rarrow interests prevailing over political integri- The M G  

'O2 Hofhung, supra, note 7, at 593. 
'O3 P. Russell, "Judicial Power in Caxxda's Political Culture" in: ML. Friedland, Courts and Trich: A 
Multi-Dkc@linary Approach (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1975) 75. Russell sees in reference 
cases a procedural nile which enable the court's insertion into the most controversial and bwning political 
issues. Fwther, Russell feels such cases, being decided by the Court, do not contri'bute, to say the least, to 
court legitimacy. 

H.C 3O6/8 1 Plato-Sharon v. Knesset Speaker (198 l), 35 P.D. (4) 1 18; H.C 6 W 8  1 Sarid v. Knesset 
Speaker (1982), 36 P.D. (2) 197. 
'O5 On judicial review over Knesset decisions see M. Shamgar, "Judiciai Review of Knesset Decisions by 
the High Court of Justice" (1994) 28: 1 israel Law Review 43. 
'O6  COU^ and Politics, at 530. 



acknowledged these characteristics of Israeii political culture. They were also aware of the 

possïbility that they could fînd themselves on any one of the political fences (to wit, the one 

that broke a promise or the one of which a promise to him was broken). Thus, they entnisted 

the Court with the task of keeping their rival's hands cleado8. They too, believed more in the 

Court's ruling than in the decisions they or their political counterparts &d at. Indeed, the 

first petitions to the HCJ were submitted by Mks from the opposition109. They were also k t  

submitted by members fiom s m d   faction^"^. I find this not surprising: Israeli watition 

governments traditionally ignored the opposition all together and dismissed its objections as 

merely petty 'barking' ' ' '. Israeli opposition parties were never successfûl in restraining the 

power of the governing parties, as they were never effective in forcing the executive to 

adhere to generd (as opposed to partisan) principles of political virtue'l2. The Court thus, 

became an arena in which opposition reservations could be heard. Yet petitioning the HCJ 

was not reserved for opposition M G ,  as their concerns were not regarding parliamentary 

proceedings a l ~ n e " ~ .  Nowadays, members fiom all the political spectnim seek the Court's 

'O7 011 the public trust in the judiciary see infia, pages 1 14 onwards. 
lm This couid be but another reason why Knassot and the g o v m e n t s  re6ained h m  iimiting the Court's 
interference in various areas. See chaptm two. 
'O9 Prof, Z a .  suggests, the opposition, %eing not content with what they cari achieve in the Kaesset, 
approach the court seeking as additionai av,riue to advance their interests and views7'. Courts and Politics, 
at 530. 
1 IO The k t  case was brought by Platto-Sharon, a single-person-party. The petition concerned a decision of 
a Knesset cornmittee to suspend fiom the Knesset, pursuant to a certain law, a member who was convicted 
of a criminal offense. H.C 30618 1, supra, note 104. 
ILL Y. Shapim "The histoncal origins of Israeli democra~y'~ In E. Sprinzak & L. Diamond, Lvaeli 
democracy under stress (Boulder: Lynne Riemer Publishers, 1993) 65. 

fiid. at 73 . The second petition was brought by a KM nom the opposition Labor party - the second 
biggest party in that Knesset, See H.C 65Z8 1, supra, note 104. The petition concemed the decision of the 
Knesset Speaker (an office traditionally fiiied by a member of the biggest coalition party) to fix the date for 
a vote of no confidence. In this case, however, the Court did not intervene. On the cases in which the Court 
interfered with parliamentary proceedings see, D. Kret~ner, "Judicial Review Of Knesset Decisions", 
(1988), 8 Tel-Aviv University Studies in Law 95. 
I l 3  The following decade saw petitions fiom coalition members themselvs, for example Refael Pinhasi - a 
member in the Shas coalition Party, and a mini(;ter's deputy petitioned the HCJ regarding the proceedings 
preceded his parliamentary Unmunity removal: H.C 1843/93 Pinhasi v. The Knesset 49 PD. (1) 661. 



intervention in various issues. These appeals demonstrate that al1 tayers in Israeli society - the 

governed as their governors - are willing to assign to the Court the extraordinary, expansive 

role of deciding sensitive public controversie~"~. 

The Knesset as a whole, not just the individuds who constitute it, has also assigned 

the Court and its judges important duties, and by so doing M e r  deepened the perception 

that the Court is the sole institution which is competent and worthy to cary out the precious 

responsibility of preserving the rule of law. 

In 1968, the Knesset enacted the Commissions of Inqujr Law, authorizing the 

Supreme Court's President to constitute an inquiry commission, at the request of the 

Govemment, for the purpose of investigating major public matters of the highest national 

importance. A judge, either fiom the Supreme or District court, serves as chairmanH5. 

Although the Commission's final report as well as its recommendations have no binding 

authority, past practice shows tha: these reports have often had profound consequeriss. The 

Agranat commission, for example, investigated the Yom-Kippur debacle. Its findings led to 

the resignation of Prime Minister Golda Meir. The Kahan commission probed into the 

massacre in the refugee camps of Sabra and Shatila, and resulted in the reassignment of Ariel 

Additionally7 in a recent case, a member of the NRP (national religious party), a coalition party within the 
Netanyahu coalition, appiied to the Supreme Court. His petition concerned the awarding of 'lsrael Price for 
Cultural Contribution' to the lefi-wing writer, Amos Oz. 

"Courts may have to deal with problems involving political and social issues where the legisIature was 
reluctant to resolve them ... The legislature or the executive may shirk their political responsibilities by 
passing on such questions to the courts ... In a Coalition Govenunenî, as in Israel, the political factions may 
not agree on how to resolve a particular question, and so, by default, the question will be shifted to the 
courts, hence tuming it to a legd issue". S. Shetreet, "Judging in Society: the Changing Role of Courts" in 
S. Shetreet (Ed.) The Role of the Courts in Sociey (Dordrecht: Martinus Nijhoff Publishers, 1988) 467 at 
469; See &O Hohung, supra, note 30 at 295. SimilarIy, Mandel claims that the Canadian legislature and 
executive as weii as the Court, were responsïble for assigning the court extraordinary roles; supra, note 63 
at 32-38. 
"* Commissions of hquiry Law 5729-1968 L.SL 23, at 32. 



Sharon, then Minister of ~efense? These rnatters constituted some of the most sensitive 

and explosive public controversies and political or social dilemmas. Headùig these 

commissions with a judge, reflected the prevailing view that only judges, and no other public 

figures, could ignore political disputes and properly perfomi such important tasks with 

independencei ". ûnly Judges could conduct such ~ E I  inquiry with proficiency, credibility and 

impartialityL 18. 

That same year, the Evidence Law was amended, dowing the Supreme Court the 

authority to scrutinize evidence declared privileged by the Minister of ~e fense"~ .  The 

amendment threw the Court into primary sensitive cases, involving vital sec- decisions as 

well. Additional legislation assigned the Supreme Court the task of functioning as a Military 

Court of ~ ~ ~ e a l s ' ~ ~ .  

To conclude, al l  the above hplies that the Israeli state contributed to, believed in, 

and reinforced the Court's role as the guardian of the rule of law. The political bodies 

perceived the Court to be the one nompartisan, professional and tnistworthy institution 

capable of dealing with important social and political topics. 

Shetreet, supra, note 54 at 983. The Beisky commission probed the Stock Market collapse in 1983, and 
its paper led to the cornmitment to trail of the banks' directors. The h d a u  commission probed into the 
interrogation techniques of the Secret Service. The most recent commission, headed by Justice Shamgar, 
probed the kilhg of about 40 Palesthians in Hebron by Baruch Goldstein, an israel setîier. 

The experience a judge has acquired after years in office contribute to his/hers appropnateness; these 
commissions are authorized to collect evidence, they are supposed to evaluate these evidence and detemine 
their credi'bility. The report is expected to be reasoned and convincing. That being said, other figures or 
bodies couId also be considered for the task Like an Independent Counsel, the Attorney General or even the 
State Comptroiler. Yet these possibilities were never proposed "' Shetreet, supra, note 54 at 987; But, supra, note 14 at 2034; 2. Segal, "Tudges as Chairmen of 
Commissions of Inquj." In S. Shetreet (Ed-) me Role of the Courts in Society (Dordrecht: Martinus 
Nijhoff Publishers, 1985) 342. After rwiewing the English roots of the legislation, Segal conclud-s by 
saying at page 351: ''the Justices perform a task of vital public importance which could not have been 
carried out by anyone other than Justices of tne highest reptation". 

Before that, a piece of evidence that was declared by the Miaister of Defense as confidential due to 
security consideration., was immune fiom judicial review. See Burt, supra, note 14 at 2034. 



Israel's fourth decade was a significant one for Israeli s ~ c i e t ~ ' ~ ' .  While the 

govemment was in a deadlock, Israelis began to awake from years of idleness, contemplating 

their relations with their polity. The appropriate role of the state started to be 

questioned. The traditional inrerpretation of the meaning of democracy in Israel was reflected 

upon. The behavioral noms of the leaders were carefidly observed. The trust vested in the 

political system and institutions was undenriined. People's faces, while still directing their 

look est1: were now onented towards th& High Court of Justice. Their hands constantly 

knocked on the Court's door. They knocked and knocked, until they were fïnally ad~nit ted '~~.  

They were admitted, I claim, as a reward for the trust they rendered to the HCJ. The Court 

gradually let them in because it was granted, and took on, the power to do so. 

The very essence of Court's legitimacy in modem societies inheres in public 

confidence in the judiciary; 

'Without public codidence the judiciary will not be able to operate ... The public 
confidence is the Judiciary's most precious property. It is also one of the most 
precious properties of every nation. De-Balzac's saying is well known, that lack of 
confidence in the Judiciary signals the b e g h h g  of any society's end (as cited at 

120 This amendment, h m  1986, granted the Supreme Court the authority to hear appeals on M i l i w  Court 
decisions, concerning legal questions. See Hofiimg, supra, note 30, at 205. 
12' The significance of the 1980s was elabontted on in chapter three. 
'" Jews were always turning east, towards Jerusalem, 

The thm RessZer petitions, regardhg the religious draftlig deferment, cm serve as an example. The 
petitioner was left to stand in the threshold twice before the Court's gates were finally unlocked in 1986. 
See supra, footnote 58. The fÏrst two petitions, h m  198 1 and 1982 were both denied on the grounds of the 
petitioner's Iack of standing. The third petition, aithough likewise denied, was decided on its merits. 



Kircheimer, Political Justice (1961) 175). Yet public confidence is not quivalent to 
popularity. Public confidence means the public's feeling that the judicial decisions are 
being decided in a decent, objective and, neutral man.erlz4. 

The Israeli Supreme Court is well imbued with Israelis' confidence. Studies 

repeatedly found Israeli public confidence in the HCJ to be high - both independently and 

relatively to other Israeli institutions or comparatively to other co~nt r ies '~ .  The Imeli HCJ 

is perceived by 87.6% of the sampled group to be a legitimate, 'contributing to the state' 

in~titutionl*~. Further, 85.5% fkd  the HCJ to be a non-political, neutral institution, while 

79.4% believe the HCJ is the 'ZMe cihien's delegate, defending it fiom govemmental 

arbitrar~'~'. The HCJ is thus appreciated as a non-partisan body that promotes the general 

will and contributes to the nation-state and to dernocracy. Although this pioneering survey 

has its f a u l t ~ ' ~ ~ ,  still it discloses some impressive findings of how Israelis perceive their HCJ. 

It also reveals an exceptional fact: Israelis trust their Court much more than any other 

citizenry: in an international study which investigated the leve1 of citizens' confidence in 

- -- . 

124 Justice Barak's words in H.C 732/84 Tzabarr v. The Minater for religiow agaairs (1986) 40 P.D. (4) 14 1 
at 148-149 (Informal Translation - g-d.). 

G. Bardai, E. Yuchtman-Yaar & 2. Segd The k a e l i  Supreme Court and the Israeli Public (Tel-Aviv: 
Papyrus, 1994), (In Hebrew)(Herein&er: Israeli Supreme Court and Public). The authors made the fïrst 
comprehensive study on Israeli public's attitudes towards the Israeli Supreme Court sitting as HCJ. The 
Book relies on a scientSc poll which was conducted by the authors in July 199 1, among a representative 
sample of the adult Jewish population in Israel. The main goal of the research has been to analyze the scope 
of public Iegitimacy towards the HCJ. A 1997 follow-up research, conducted by Prof. Ya'ar b r n  the 
Steinmaz Institute, found that 84% of the sampled group tnisted the Supreme Court, See Haaretz, 2.2.1997 
at page 13B. 
126 I s d i  Supreme Court and Public, at 69. 
12' fiid. The authors divided the results into two; those in which the HCJ h a  been supported by a limited 
public conseasus, to wit, a support of at Ieast 65% of the public, and a broad consensus, to wit, a support of 
at least 75% of the public. Thus, the results mentioned above belong to the issues around which the HCJ has 
been supported by a broad consensus. 
128 The most prominent of ali is the fact that the sample group excluded Arabs, Kiibuzdcs and Jewish 
settlers in the Territones. Additionally, the ultra-orthodox Jews were under-represented- The Arab 
population in I s m l  is about 18%. The Kiibiimiks are about 3%. The ultra-orthodox are about 10%. 
Consequently, the survey represent ody 70% of the Israeli population. Moreover, two out of the three 
excluded groups are the ones who raise the loudest voices against the HCJ's Ïnterference- In these groups 



their court system and in the d e  of law, Israel ranked number one, ahead of the U.S., British 

and Italian  stems'^^. 

Interpretations given to these powerful data match the complementary fïndings 

regarding the degree of public confidence in the Knesset, Govemment and the political 

parties: 57.7% of the sampled group appreciated the Knesset as a legitimate, 'contributing' 

institution; 51.6% thought that on the Govemment and onfy 25.1% - on the political 

parties'30. It is worth rnentioning that 71.5% and 67.4% supported judicial review over 

Knesset and Govemment 's decisions, r e ~ ~ e c t i v e l ~ ' ~  ' . 
Attempting to provide an exhaustive explanation to al1 these figures, the dominant 

literature came up with the 'No- Vannrm' physics d e ,  or the 'transitivity feature'. If 

members of the public lost their trust in one or another institution, they will gain it tack f?om 

a substitutive one. If public trust - as a social power, stllnulus or a motivation - in the 

Government and the Knesset dropped, it must have risen in an alternative avenue, here, the 

the HCJ does not enjoy much legitimacy. That said, still over 60% of the entire Israeli population conceives 
the HCJ as Iegitimate, and about 60% believes in its neutrality. 
Iw 'Ihe study, conducted by the International Social Science Program in 199 1, in fifteen counûies was 
mentioned in Peretz & Doron, supra, note 43, at 184. 
''O IjraeIi Supreme Coun and Public, at 69. Takiug into consideration the omitted groups, it is reasonable 
to assume a further decline in these percentages, at least with regards to the Knesset and the Govemment. 
The ultra-orthodox, even though constituting part of most of the Israeli coaütions throughout the years, still 
find the govemment and Knesset ris presentiy constituted (i.e., without divine sanctionj to be a direct 
violation to "Malhut Shamayim" - the heavenly kingdom assigned to the Jewish people by God. The Arab- 
Israeli population, being excluded fiom participating, or even being considered as a legitimate participant, 
in Israeli govemments, would probabIy fllrther undennine the support registered for these politicd 
institutions. 
13' fiid. at 76. 
'" Netanyahu, supra, note 6, at 1: T h e  c m g e  and the new concept of the Suprerne Couxt's opmess 
were caused by combined several reasons: ... the disïiiusionment and loss of confidence of the public in the 
political institutions ... and growing respect and trust in the Supreme Court"; Sheireet, supra, note 54, at 983: 
"The judicialization has been caused by a constitutional vacuum resulting h m  the decline in the power of 



"The Supreme Court's openness was caused by ... the disillusionment and loss of 
confidence of the public in the political institutions ... and the growing respect and 
trust in the Supreme 

This exposition is indeed very appeahg. Yet, taking into account the lack of previous 

surveys comparing public attitudes towards these different in~titutions'~~, one wonders what 

is the true connection between the people's confidence in the Court as compared to their 

insecuxîty and mistrust in the other bodies of govemmmtL35. In spite of the fact that it codd 

not be scientifically proved, I am inclined to believe public confidence in the Court was 

always present, while an erosion of hist with respect to the political branches did o c c ~ r ' ~ ~ .  I 

thus hypothesize the rnechanisrn to be a M e  more complicated. Political discontent 

notwithstanding, 1 surmise that the Supreme Court can provide Israelis with an answer t o  a 

need which the other parts of the govermnent cannot. That need - the next section 

demonstrates - is to be both a Western democracy and a secured Jewish state. 

- -- - 

the executive which m u t  be filled by another branch of the govemmenty'; Goldstein, supra, note 3, at 616: 
"...intense public dissatisfaction with the other branches of govemment ... has already led Israel to a growing 
phenornenon of converting questions of govenimental poiicy into le@ questions..."; Edehan, supra, note 
64, at 184: "The default of Israel's democratically elected leadership has produced a vacuum: and the 
people have turned to the courts to rzsolve an ever increasing range of problgns". 
'33 See Netanyahu, supra, note 6 at 1. For the same account see Revolutian of Evolution, at 367; Goldstein, 
supra, note 3 at 6 16. 
'" Bardai  and Yuchtman-Yaar's survey was the first study to explore the attitudes of the Israeii public 
towards the High Court of Justice, and compare these attitudes to other leading institutions. See h-ueli 
Supreme Court and  PubZic, English abstract, at v. '" For example: Did, in fact, public cohdence in the Court rise? Did public tnut in the Knesset and 
Govemment reaily drop? 1s it possible IsraeLis always tnrsted their Court and never realfy txusted their 
goveniment/parliarnent and yet it is only now, when they have been liberated k m  their dependence over 
the political branches, that they c m  M y  express their attitudes? 
13' 6. Wolfsfeld, after analyzing a series of surveys regarding the public content with political institutions 
during the 1970s-1980s, concludes: "These figures show that the political discontent expressed by the 
Israeli public is part of a long stable trend". Attributhg the starting point of the on-going discontent to 
1977, he mentions: Yhe national unity government didn't help to gain back the people's tmst in Israel 
politics, but rather helped to sustain it". G. Woifkfeld, "The Politics of Provocation Revisited: Participation 
and Protest in Israei" in: E. Sprinzak & L. Diamond, Israel Democracy Under Stress (Boulder: Lynne 
Reinner Publisbers, 1993) 199 at 203. 



VI The Israeii Schizophrenia - the Court's remedv 

The HCJ carne in third in the 'contributing to the state'   ara thon'^^. While 87.6% 

believed it to be a contributing institution to the state, 94.9% believed the same regarding 

D F ~ ~ ~  and 91.1% - regarding the State ~ o r n ~ t r o l l e r ~ ~ ~ .  Israelis legitimate and trust, 6rst and 

foremost, their amy, followed by their State Comptroller and then their Court. 

These findings are somewhat surprising. In the next pages 1 will offer an analysis 

which will relate these kdings to the Israeli context, thus illurninating how these three 

institutions respond to Israelis' most profound needs. 

The Israeli army, Comptroller and Court enable Israelis to feel they live in a well- 

ordered dernocracy, one that preserves and protects the rule of law, in particular citizens' 

nghts against arbitrary govemments, on the one hand, while protecting and preserving their 

physical survival on the other. Israelis trust the institutions that work to keep thern dive, and 

to improve their lives. LDF provides for the fkst need, and the Comptroller and the HCJ - to 

the second. 

Israeli Supreme Court and Public, at 69. 
13* lsraeli Defense Forces. Known also as Zahal. 

13' Israeli Supreme Court and Public, at 69. The State ComptroUer (Hereinafter. "Comptroller") is elected 
by the Knesset, and is responsible only thereto. Thus, the ComptroUer serves as the arm of the Knesset, to 
ensure the efficient implementation of administrative review. The office is authorized to carry out the 
inspection of the assets, b c e s ,  undeaaking and administration of the State, of Govenunent offices, of 
every enterprise, institution or public corporation of the State, the local authorities etc. It may request any 
material necessary for the inspection of any administrative body that it audits. The ComptroUer's reports are 
pubfished and discussed by the Knesset's Public Audit Cornmittee. The Government is expected to publish 
a report detiriling its cornpliance with the reports of the ComptroUer. The Comptroller aiso serves as the 
Public Cornplaints Comrnissioner. More on this issue see: P. Elman, "The Israel Ombudsman: An 
appraisai" (1975), 10:3 Israel Law Review, 293; H. Klinghoffa, "Israel's Ombudsman" (I972), 4 
Mishpatim, 148 (in Hebrew). 



Yet, why cannot the political bodies respond to both these needs? Why do Israeiis 

turn their back on the poiitical, representative, elected assemblies, and repose their 

confidence instead in a handfiil of un-elected, un-accountable people1"? After dl, the 

Comptroller is elected by the Knesset, not by the general public. The candidate's name is in 

fact not known to the public until a few weeks pnor to the vote; the candidate is offered by, 

and accepted on the two biggest parties. Army generals are appointed by the security 

administration. Supreme Court judges are selected by a special cornmittee, constituted by two 

MXF, two e s t e r s ,  two members of the IsraeIi bar, and three Supreme court judges14'. 

The answer, I propose, lies in the public mythslq attached to these three institutions, 

and their competence in fulfilling Israelis' notion of democracy. 

First - the rnyths: LDF, the Comptroller and the Supreme Court are perceived as non.. 

partisan, apolitical, independent, feariess, efficient, and influenced by nothing but the d e  of 

law. The LDF is defined by the public as the non-partisan and apolitical in~titution'~~. The 

former Comptroller, Miriam Ben-Porat, a former Supreme Court Justice, who served the 

position for the past ten years, scrutinized the public administration under both Likud and 

Labor, and the two parties featured prominently in her reports. The Court, as was menîioned, 

140 One of the most controversial issues in the recent legal discourse is the legitimacy crisis courts and 
societies are fixing, as a group of unelected judges ovemile decisions made by public xepresentatives. See 
on this point, for example, K. Rainer & F.L. Morton, Charter Politics (Scarborough, Ont: Nelson, 1992). 
Israeli law guarantees the Comptroller confidentiality. Its investigations are secret and the report's decision- 
making is un-transparent. LDF is ~ . o t  subject to the general 'fieedom on infornation' d e s .  Further, is 
almost impossible to Mpeach the Comptroller, as  dismissing a comptroiler must be approved by 80 m. 
Judges have secuity of tenure. The way to dismiss iDF generals is not hown to the author. 
'*' The Judges Law 57 L3-1953,7 L.S.I. 129. 
142 The term 'myth' s i m e s  a cornmon social belief that gives institutions and actions a symbolic and 
idealized rneaning. 



is also dehed as non-partisan. The independence of the three is also evident, as reaected in 

the appointments and dismissal processes of the ComptroLler and Supreme Judges. Even 

though the LDF is subject to the PM'S authority, its independence derives from the fact that 

its genaafs decide how to fulfili the govemment's general instructions. The three also seem 

un-influenced by the party-in-power: LDF will carry out any task assigned to it by the P M ' ~ ~ ,  

the Comptroller will probe into any facet of the public administration as such and the Court 

will not a priori refuse or agree to hear petitions on these bases. Additionally, they are 

perceived as active and practical instit~tions'~~. 

These three bodies represent to Israelis everythg the political branches of 

govemment do not. They stand in contrast to an over bureaucratie, overly partisan, 

paternalistic, self-interested, at tirnez impotent and d y ,  At least, so the people 

perceive. 

Second - one must consider the Israelis' notion of democracy. The democratic state in 

the Middle East is a particularly complex concept: 

"...The relationship between the emergence of civil society and a democratic state 
may be more cornplex in the Middle East than general writings on civil society would 
lead us to believe"14'. 

L43 Israeli Supreme Court and Public, at 69. 
LM Except in rare circumstances, while an order is uniawfùl în reality. 
14' There is a saying in Israel, that if you want something to be done, you let the IDF do it. Further, at least 
the last Comptroller produced more than one long and thorough report a year. 
L46 The main characteristics of Israeli political culture was discussed on chapter three. 
147 S. Migdal, "Civil Society in Israel" in E. Goldberg, C. Kasaba and J.S. Migdal (Eds.) Rules and Rrghts 
in the Middle E m t  Democracy. Law and Societi'es (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 1993) 1 18 at 
120. 



This complexity is not merely abstract or theoretical. It is well manifested in the Israel 

of the 1990s. It is also reflected in the way Israelis comprehend, and in what they expect 

fiom, democracy. Israel is cherished by Israelis and the international co~nmunity at large as 

the only democracy in the Middle East. Both wish Israel to remain a democracy in the 

Middle East. The three institutions under discussion allow Israelis to maintain their 

dmocracy under perilous circumstances, without endangering their own existence; to value 

Western public administration d e s ,  but to enjoy the benefits of a strong state; to add liberal 

components to the system, yet lirnihg those components to the groups that do not imperil 

the overd political order. 

D F  satisfies the second need. It defends the state's intemal and external b ~ r d e r s l ~ ~ .  It 

assures the people's s d v a l  in an hostile, anti-Jewish, Arab environment. The Comptroller 

looks d e r  the public officials' noms  of behavior. This office stands to ensure that the 

administrative system will duly hction. The Court combines both of these dernands. On the 

one hand, the Court, just like the army, adheres to the national Jewishness and secmity 

narratives. The Court; 

'5s not willing to go into the merits of sec* considerations except in the most 
exceptional cases. .. 3,149 

'" By intemal borders I mean the Tenitories aciministrated by Israel ever since 1967. In addition, 1 mean 
the past intenial borders that used to divide Israel until 1966. UntiI that year, the Arab population in Israei 
was subject to a militaq administration. 
14' R Gavison, "Forty Yeàrs of Israeii Law: Constitutional Law" (1990), 24:4 lsrael Law Review, 329 at 
445; R Shamir, "Landmark cases and the reproduction of legitimacy: the case of IsraeI's High Court of 
Justice" (1990), 24:3 Law and Society Review 78 1; k a e l i  Supreme Court and Public, at 41. 



On the other, just Like the Comptroller, it supervises the public administration and forces it to 

abide by the d e  of law and to follow up what that d e  entails. 

Democracy in Israel has more to do with the administrative d e  of law tb:m with 

constitutional human rights. The p r o c e d d  aspects of democracy (that is, the political rights 

and so forth) were always honoredlS0. The substantial aspects of democracy (that is, the 

Liberal human rights to al l  citizens &or residents of the state) are not there yetlsl. The d e  

of law and the public service aspects were poured onto the concept of democracy in the 

1980s'~~.  From then on, Israelis wanted more fiom their representatives and their public 

administration. And since they could not get the administration to change accordingly, they 

focused their attention on the Comptroller and the Court. 

Indeed, these two institutions have a lot in common, at Ieast in Israel. Both attempt to 

improve the noms of behavior among public service e ~ n ~ l o ~ e e s ~ ~ ~ .  Criticism directed at both 

of them daives nom the expansion of their activitiesl". FinalIy, the personnel overlapping 

between the institutions is significant: the former (ten-years-in-office) Comptroller, Miriarn 

Ln> On this point see chapter three, especially pages 85-86. 
lSL IsraeIi Supreme Court and Public at 49. The &ta reveal Israelis favor the contraction of human rights 
due to security consideratiom. 
'" Sharkanslcy argues that the political appointments in Isrd,  high by standards of other Western 
democracies, incrcased during the National Unity Government: 1. Sharkansky, "Israeii Civil Service 
Positions Open to Political Appointments" (1 989), 125 Intemational Journal of Public Administration 73 1. 
ln A. Friedberg, "Nomis of Behavior for Public Officiais in the Administrative System of Israel" (1993), 
16:l Inteniational Journal of Public Administration 57. The rapport between Comptrollers and Courts on 
administrative issues is not particular to Israel. See D. Oliver, ''Parliament, Ministers and the Law" (1994), 
47:4 Parliamentary A E '  630. 

Sharkansky claims that IsxaeIys State Compmller has audited the political behavior of elected officiais 
and private citizens, in what are departure h m  its own traditions and those of other State auditors: 1. 
Sharkansky, "Pushing the Frontiers of State Audit: Political Audithg by Israel's State Comptroller. (1995), 
18:2 International Journal of Public Administration 1841. Such claims regarding the Court are an everyday 
phenornenon in Israel. 



Ben-Porat was the Supreme Court deputy President. The incoming Comptroller, Eliezer 

Goldberg was also a Supreme Courtjl~dge. 

Israeli Schizophrenia is clearly manifested when a conflict between those three 

institutions arise. Public confidence and support in the Court contracts to the extant the Court 

intervenes in sec- considerations or decisions'". The legitimacy of the Comptroller's 

harsh cnticism stops at the point at which that criticism is directed against the rnS6. 
Notwithstmding that public protest in Israel is very common and well-rooted, Israeiis do 

not usually protest against their army157. Since Israelis did not yet choose between the two 

contradictory notions they hold on democracy, they are reluctant to embrace the idea that 

even their most admirable institutks wiil prefer one over the other. 

VII Conclusion 

"Every theov of administrative law refiects, to a large extent, the image of the 
political concepts of society, in which it is applied ... This is one of the tasks and 
duties of the courts which review ... administrative actions ...[t O] create an important 
balance between different, and sornething opposed needs of a modem technologically 

ml58 advanced socie ty... . 

'" ïsraeli Supreme Court and Public, at 1 12. 
1 56 In a 1995 special report, Comp~oller Ben-Porat cnticized the army7s handling of the gas masks in the 
Gulf war. According to ber report, a great portion of the components in the masks' pack were old and 
ineffective. DFs spokesman reacted sharply. Some argue that the Comptroiler lost a lot of points in the 
public's eyes as a result of that report. See Haaretz, Supplement, Friday, June 12 1998 at 12. 
157 L e b - W ' i g ,  supra, note 96 at 66: "On h e  face of i& these low levels (of conscientious objecam - 
g.d-) are somewhat surprising aven the general Israeli tendency to protest, and especially in fight of the 
large number of IsraeIis with serious misghings regarding Israeli policy in the territones. Why, then, the 
weakness of this particuiar grass-roots revolt? Once again, because it potenfiall'y could threaten the very 
existence of the State of Israel. Any threat to thejùnctioning of the IDF rS perceived by the Israeli public 
as undennining the nation 's foundationr. grven the parlous state of its secun@ situation." 
15s M. Shamgar, ''The Supreme Court of Israel: Present Trends and Concepts" (1985), 20:l Israel Law 
Review, 175, at 1 8 1. 



Israeli political concepts of society and its needs are somewhat contradictory. They 

combine democracy with sec-; nationalism with universalism; statism with liberalisrn; 

the rule of Iaw with the state of emergency; visions of western utopia with the Middle East 

reality. Israel is an overb~rdened'~~ society and also an overloaded stateI6'. As the Court 

mediates between date and society in Israel, it too became overencumbered. 

The state shirked some of its responsibilities, throwing them over to the Court. 

Moreover, tune and again the electorate demomtrated its faith in the Court's and its judges' 

professionalism, impartiality and decency. By enacting laws which trusted important public 

issues to the Court's hands, they have acknowledged the profound difference between their 

noms and culture to that of the court16'. By guaranteeing a majority of the experts in the 

Judges ' Nominations ~ommi t t ee '~~ ,  the political branches apparently declared: ' We leave the 

Court to the judicial experts as we want it to be lefi non-partisan' . 

The society, dismayed at what it witnessed at the house of representatives and the 

offices of administration, hirned to the Court for relief. Disappointed with the political 

culture and the malfkction of the polity, it sought to protest against, participate in and 

D. Horowitz & M. Lissak, Trouble in Utupia: The overburdened Polity of k a e l  (Albany: State 
University of New York Press, 1989). 

1. Sharkansky, "The Overloaded State" (1997), 205 International Journal of Public Administration, 989. 
16' "in Israel, a fascinahg paradox has emerged h m  the sharp dichotomy between the operating noms of 
the poiitical and legal cultures ... In the highly politicized democracy that Israel is, authority - and a fair 
amount of political power - has flowed towards its premier non-partisan institution". M. Edelman, "The 
Judicial Eiite of Israel" (1992), 13:3 International Political Science Review, 234 at 246. 
16' As of 1957, and untii these very &ys, the nine-members' Cornmittee, the majority Iays withh the 
legdjudicial members; 5 out of the 9 represent the legal system - three Supreme Court Judges and two 
members of the lsraeli Bar association. In 1984 the Knesset amended the law, adding that the Knesset and 
Bar members will be elected in secret elections. A possible interpretation is that secret elections guarantee 
that party discipline or poiitical pressures wiU not be imposed on MI% when they elect their representatives 
in the committee. 



communicate with, its representatives through the Court. Confùsed by its wish to normdize 

its extraordinary circurnstances and its realization that the geo political surroundings are 

indeed exceptional, the socieîy put its confidence in the three institutions that can contain 

these competing agenda items. It entnisted the preservation of the d e  of Iaw to the bodies it 

perceived to be the ones subject to nothing but the law. The Court provides Israeiis with an 

extraparliamentary avenue to express their 'voice', in an attempt to force the poIitical system 

to rnend its ~ a ~ s ~ ~ ~ .  

The IsraeIi Supreme Court was never insulated or isoiated nom society. In different 

times, it responded to a variety of different needs withîn society. In its early days, it stood by 

the society, while the latter stood by the state to guarantee the fulfillment of the agesld 

Jewish dream. Later on, it volunteered itself to provide for the people's various desires and 

fulfill their aspirations within the state. It reconstructed itself to adjust to the changing social 

practices, concepts and demands. By so doing, 1 feel, it was the Court which was Israel's 

most democratic institution. 

- 

'" By the word 'toice" 1 refer to Hirschrnan's thesis regarding the citizen's political activity as a mode of 
behavior. He categorizes three modes of behavior: loyatty, voice and exit. Voice "is just the opposite of 
exit, It is a far more "messy" concept because it can be graduated al1 the way fiom faint grumbling to 
violent protest; it implies articulation of one's critical opinion ...; and fmally, it is direct and straightforward 
rather than roundabout". A.O. Hirsciunan, Exit, Yoice and Loyalty: Responses ru Dedine in Firms, 
Organizations, and States (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, t 970). 



Epilogue 



rn February 1998, a short decision was given in H.C. 6698/95'. It containeci a 

compromise reached by the parties, and proclaimed as follows: "der disncsionî, and in 

light of my recommendation, an effort will be made to find a practical solution te the 

petitioners' problemsY'. It was signed by the President of the Supreme Court, Justice 

Aharon Barak. 

The petition was submitted by an Arab-Israeli couple, fi-om the Galilee viuage of 

Baka-Al-Garbia. The couple had inquired into acquiring a plot of land in the nearby 

Ka& community settlement (hereinafter: "Kaizir"). Their request was straighâorwardly 

denied by the Israeli Land Administration, due to thei. proclaimed policy that KatPr is a 

Jauish community settlement. Next, the couple asked the Court to declare the policy void 

as it unlawfully discriminated on nationality grounds. Such discrimination, they argued, 

was inconsistent with Israel's democratic nature. 

The respondents were the Israel Land Administration, the Ministry of Housing, the 

Local Council, the Jewish Agency and Katzir. Their position was that Katzir was 

established in accordance with Zionist values and the Jewish Agency's projects. The 

Jewish Agency argued that its articles of association mandated the establishment of 

Jewish settlements. Furthemore, as most of the Agency's money used to establish these 

communities oxiginated in Jewish donations, the Agency's policy was lawfu12. 

On the day of the hearing, discussions were held between the petitioners' 

representatives, State representatives and the five Justices sitting on the bench. Duing 

H.C. 6698195 Kaadan v. h a e l  Land Administration, the Minisw of Housing et al. (Yet unpublished). 



these discussions, Justice Barak mentioned that it was his, as well as his colleagues' 

preference to abstain fiom a judicial decision on this case3. He M e r  said: "We are not 

yet ripe for such a judicial resolution"'! In addition, he claimed that the case was one of 

the hardest and most complex judicial questions he had ever encountered5. 

Why was this one of the most hardest and most complex judicial judgments the 

Israeli High Court of Justice was ever faced with? Why was the adjective "?are7' attached 

to Barak's statements6? 

1 believe the case illuminates the role the Court has grown to play in Israeli society. 

It has become the govermnental institution which responds to the complementary, though 

at times contradictory, needs of Israeii society. In this case we see the democratic 

aspirations to confront the Jewish identity of the state and the survival necessities of 

Israel in the Middle East. 

This case would have forced the HCJ to choose one Israeli aspiration over the other. 

It would have obliged the Court to conclude which of these two visions was to prevail in 

Israeli society. It would have compelled the Court to renounce its role as providing 

cornfort to the Israeli Schizophrenia: on the one hand (or heart) - the Israeli dernoc:zltic 

state; on the other- the Zionist, Javish State of Israel. These two images of the State clash 

Haaretz, 18.2.98 at 10. 
Ma'ariv, 18.2.98 at 16. 
Ibid. 
fiici. 
Haaretz, 29.3.98 at 7. 



in this petition. A decision to dlow an Arab f d y  to build its house in Katzir would 

inevitably privïlege the democratic elment. A decision not to allow Arabs, just because 

they are Arabs, to live in Katzir wodd inevitably elevate the Zionist, Jewish ingredient. 

It is my belief that neither the Israeli Court, nor the society it services, is yet ready 

to take a stand on that collision. This is why, 1 assume, Justice Barak claimed: "Pie are 

not ripe yet for such a judicial resolction". Given the Court's role within society and the 

conflict between the inconsistent hopes and expectations, the Court and the society are 

not ready for a clear cut decision. 

Discussing the appropnateness of the Court's role as descxibed above is beyond 

the scope of my project. On that account, my work is more fûnctionalist than Marxist: this 

case was introduced to exempli& the Supreme Court's role as was illuminated on in this 

paper. These events demonstrate that the Court acknowledges that the Israeli democracy 

needs to somehow accommodate the different challenges it faces7. 

' In another recent case AA. 10194 So and So v. The Minister of Defense (Yet unpublished), Justice Barak 
wrote: "Indeed, we are a defending democracy. It would be a mistake to review the political and secwity 
situation between Israel and the Terrorist organizations as in peace times and to crystallize the scope of 
human rights and the protection they receive with no connection to the reality in which we iive ... We caunot 
ignore the fact that Israel is in an emergency state and in such situation, the ïnfiingement of basic human 
rights is sometimes obliged". (Free translation - g.d.). This case involved a petition by detained Lebanon 
citizens, who have been held by lsrael as bargainhg chips to secure the release of Israeli prisoners of war 
and absentees. The petition, asking the Court to order their release, was denied. Justice Barak's words, 1 
argue, acknowledge explicitly the Israeli democratic dualism and the Court's role in providhg a reasonable 
answer to the different notions of democracy. 



In October 1994, the Labor and the Shas parties signed a coalition agreement to 

guarantee Shas' continued support for Rabin's coalition8. The agreement containecl an 

explicit article spec img the rnethods that would be used to limit future interventions of 

the HCJ in religious matters. Sectior. 3 of the agreement declared that, if the status quo 

with regards to religious affâirs was violated as a result of a Court's decision, the 

government guaranteed to reverse the violation through a legislation airned at restoring 

the previous date-of-&airs. This article received the doubtfbl title "The By-parsirzg 

H u ' s  Article". 

Ten petitions were submitted to the HCJ, asking the Court to annul the agreement, 

or to order the parties not to sign the agreement or to abstain fiom fulfilling it9. Among 

the suppliants were: The MQG; Arnitai - Citizens for Clean Govemment; Tzomet - a right 

wuig political party whose platforin, inter dia, was fighting against religious concessiûns; 

The Israeli Reform Movement; The Wornan's League; Herndat - The Association for 

Freedom of Science, Religion, and Culture, and some private lawyers. 

The respondents claimed the agreement was legal, thus leaving no roorn for the 

Court's intervention. NevertheIess, the Minister of Justice himself, who was one of the 

respondents, submitted to the Court a letter on his behalf announcing his reservations 

regarding the agreement. 

Shas, the Sephardi Torah Guardians, is an ultra-Orthodox party which was constinited by foxmer Sephardi 
Chief Rabbi Ovadia Yosef in 1984. In those elections Shas won four seats. In the 1988 and 1992 elections, 
it gauied six seats. When it was clear h t  the Labor party would constitute the next Govemment, it j-imed 
Rabin's coalition. 

H.C. 5364/94 Velner et al. v. Laborparty et al. 49 PD. (1) 758. 



By a margin of three to two the Court refuseil to intervene. That fact alone is not 

relevant for us. What is relevant is the harsh crïticism expressed by all the Judges, naming 

the agreement a 'political eclipse', an 'unprecedented immoral act', a 'total 

embarrasment for the political s y ~ t e m ' ~ ~ ,  and so forth. 

These judges who were reluctant to int&ere based their reluctance on the 

alternative ways open to deal with, or react to, such an agreement. President Sharngar, for 

instance, mentioned the election 'judgment day'. Justice Heshin called the Labor 

members and their electorate to raise the revolt flag and prevent the fulfillrnent of the 

agreement by threatening to came1 their support for the Labor Party, should it adhere to 

the agreement. In contrast, the Judges who preferred a judicial determination claimed that 

there were no reliable alternatives to prevent the agreement's realization. Justice Or, for 

example, claimed that party and coalition discipline, regularly enforced on Knesset 

Members, would preclude any possîbility for a breach of agreement. 

The variety of the petitioners, their types, the direct reference to alternative 

avenues for reaction, the blunt criticism of the agreement - al1 imply this petition, as the 

many others, was not merely a dispute between citizens and their govenunent brought 

before the Court for adjudication, but much more. 



This agreement suffers f?om d l  the malaise attributed to Israeli political culture 

throughout the thesis: it was signed afier the elections resuits were known, and after the 

Labor party constituted a goverment with Merek - the second biggest party in the 

coalition, and the third biggest par& in Israel - which engraved on its flag the fieedom 

'fiom' religion". It was signed two years &er the basic coalition agreements to constitute 

the Labor govemment were created, and after the Labor govenunent had fiuzctioned for 

nearly two years. The inability of the voters to shape tbeir government is thus obvious. 

The case exposed the Iack of politiciù accountability in Israel in the deepest problematic 

manner. It also reflected the weakness of the Israeli Knesset opposition12. 

The petitions against the agreement symbolize the public discourse, in which 

Israelis protest against governmental decision-making. They also reflect atternpts to 

participate beyond and outside the once-in-four-years elections. They provide a method of 

conveying the people's deep loathuig of the agreement to their political representatives 

who were about to sign it. The very fact that the justices assay the alternatives ways to 

cope with the agreement, other than a petition, points to the possibility that the petition 

itself is but one possible mode of reactionL3. 

By petitioning, various social movements, interest groups and individuals 

expressed their contempt for the government's acts. It provided an extraparliamentary 

In Etcf on this specific point, Tzomet, one of the petitioners and Meretz share a mutual political 
objective, to Iimit the religious parties' bargaining power and to avoid submission to their political 
b l a c M .  
l2 Tzomet, the political party to petition, was part of the Knesset opposition. 
l3 Accepted on two justices, yet dismissed by three. 



avenue for raishg their voice, in an attempt to influence the public sphere. Thus, I believe 

this petition, one of many, is an alter-politics means, that is used when the normal 

parIiamentaq activity (usually voting) has proved ineffective. If public protest in Israel is 

considered a conventional alternative politics, so should the public petition be considered. 

As much as lobbying and rioting are, respectively, pariiamentary and extraparliamentary 

ways to dernonstrate political action, petitioning to the Israeli High Court of Justice is a 

middle ground. By petitioning, the people prefer to apply one governmental body - the 

Court - over the others, as they prefer the legal, established path over the street. T'us, 1 

conclude, petitioning i s  a legal path, open to those IsraeIi groups and citizens who wish to 

participate in shaping their democracy, to communkate with their representatives and 

protest against the ways these representatives play out the Israeli democracy. 


